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…prayer and meditation can be thought of as the creation of a mental space in which the 
energies of dreaming and the concerns of waking life are invited to meet each other and to 
have a mutual, open-ended conversation. 
-Kelly Bulkeley in Transforming Dreams: Learning Spiritual Lessons from the 
Dreams You Never Forget  
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ABSTRACT 
This dissertation emphasizes the need for spirituality studies and practical 
theology to enter into robust scholarly engagement with dream studies. The 
study of lived experience and an interdisciplinary approach are key 
characteristics in all three areas of inquiry. Interconnecting these areas of inquiry 
opens new lenses for understanding how people experience, remember, 
interpret, and find meaning within daily experience. Chapter One outlines 
current trajectories of research in dream studies and highlights gaps in current 
scholarship regarding the relationship between dreams and Christian 
spirituality. A proposed framework for dialogue among these three areas of 
inquiry addresses these scholarly gaps throughout the dissertation. Chapter Two 
  xii 
presents key aspects of the physiology of sleep and dreams while also describing 
prevalent American cultural attitudes towards sleep, rest, and work and their 
impact on attitudes towards dreaming. Holy Rest is proposed as a contemporary 
Christian practice with potential to recalibrate unbalanced preferences for 
productivity and waking experience over sleep and dreaming experience. 
Chapter Three asserts dreams are meaningful experiences which are potentially 
spiritually formative and thus require theological consideration. As such, 
dreamwork can be understood as a spiritual practice. Chapter Four positions 
dream reports in dialogue with theoretical literature on spiritual life writing as 
narrative, hermeneutical practices that create habits of recalling memories 
primarily via writing and using root metaphor. Chapter Five discusses 
pedagogical implications of research on dreamwork and summarizes common 
trajectories for research in practical theology, Christian spirituality, and dream 
studies. Specifically, this dissertation asserts that time imbalances between sleep, 
rest, and work pose spiritual as well as physiological concerns that impact 
theological meaning-making in daily life. It locates dreaming experiences as 
spiritually and theologically relevant and queries the lack of attention to 
Christian spirituality in contemporary dream studies discourse. It also proposes 
  xiii 
a means to examine how individuals’ memories may create communal practices 
of theological reflection based on shared narrative practices of dreamwork and 
spiritual life writing. This exploration of the hermeneutical, spiritual, and 
pedagogical significance of dreams and dreamwork suggests the merit of further 
scholarly examination of other undervalued and unnoticed experiences of daily 
life. 
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GLOSSARY 
Big Dreams – from dream studies. A descriptive term coined by Carl Jung 
for extraordinary lived experiences occurring during dreaming life that the 
individual reports as life-changing, transformative, super-natural, and/or 
mystical events.1 Also, termed “transformative dreams” or “extraordinary 
dreams,” these rare experiences include “1) unusually intense emotions and 
physiological sensations, 2) striking visual images combining bizarreness, 
beauty, chaos, and symmetry, and 3) a high degree of memorability upon 
awakening.”2 Such dreams occur across cultures and religious traditions, are 
reported by both religiously devout and non-religious dreamers, and share 
particular hermeneutical telos.3 
                                                 
1 Carl Jung, “On the Nature of Dreams,” in Dreams, trans. R.F.C. Hull 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1974), 67-84. For a list of the range of 
terms for “big” dreams, see Kelly Bulkeley, “Dreaming the Future,” in Soul, 
Psyche, Brain: New Dimensions in the Study of Religion and Brain-Mind Science, ed. 
Kelly Bulkeley (New York: Palgrave, 2005), 220. 
2 Bulkeley, “Dreaming the Future,” 220. 
3 Bulkeley, “Dreaming the Future,” 220; Kelly Bulkeley, Transforming 
Dreams: Learning Spiritual Lessons from the Dreams You Never Forget (New York: 
John Wiley and Sons, 2000), 5-6.  
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Dominant U.S. Culture – (DUSC) from social science. Refers to the historic 
and current system of power hierarchy and patriarchy inherent within the 
United States that preferences persons who are Western European/white,4 cis-
gendered male,5 Christian,6 and generally hold higher socioeconomic status over 
members of U.S. society who do not fit some or all these categories. 7  
Systemically, “dominant U.S. culture” emphasizes a capitalistic preference for 
viewing humans as commodities or machines, and a focus on punctuality, 
                                                 
4 Jennifer Lindwall, “Will I Be Able to Understand My Mentee? Examining 
the Potential Risk of the Dominant Culture Mentoring Marginalized Youth,” 
Journal of Youth Development 12, no. 1 (2017): 74; Anne Kristine Pihl Gaddis, 
“Hostility Toward Dominant Culture Individuals and the Perceived Stability of 
Power” (PhD diss., Walden University, 2016), 15; and Polycarp Ikuenobe, 
“Conceptualizing Racism and Its Subtle Forms,” Journal for the Theory of Social 
Behavior 41, no. 2 (June, 2011): 162. 
5 Gaddis, “Hostility,” 15; Andrew N. Christopher, Kevin L. Zabel, and 
Drew E. Miller, “Personality, Authoritarianism, Social Dominance, and 
Ambivalent Sexism: A Mediational Model,” Individual Differences Research 11, no. 
2 (2013): 70-71.  
6 Gaddis, “Hostility,” 35; J.L. Kincheloe, “Christian Soldier Jesus: The 
Intolerant Savior and the Political Fundamentalist Media Empire,” in 
Christotainment: Selling Jesus Through Popular Culture, ed. S. Steinberg and J.L. 
Kincheloe (Boulder, CO: Westview, 2009), 24.  
7 Lindwall, “Will I Be Able,” 74. 
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homogeneity, and definitions of appropriate thought, behavior, and speech as 
defined by persons in power (noted above). This privilege system also 
emphasizes recompensed work over all other forms of activities, job prestige 
over innate personal identity or worth, productivity over rest, and increasingly 
24/7 accessibility as noted in Chapter 2. Within religious contexts, “dominant 
U.S. culture” means privileging the Christian tradition, in general, and a 
presumptive stance that Christian theology, thought, and practice carries 
expectations of normativity not offered to other religious traditions.8    
Dream/Dreaming – from dream studies. Refers to lived experiences 
occurring during sleep. Dreams may include sensory, emotional, creative 
problem-solving, and/or bizarre experiences. They may or may not be recalled 
upon waking. Dreams have culturally specific determinants. Western cultural 
sleep models, upon which the dreamwork methods employed by this 
dissertation are constructed, tend to be binary (waking life—dreaming life). The 
tendency to ignore gradations between sleep and waking impacts the way 
                                                 
8 Gaddis, “Hostility,” 35; Abby L. Ferber, “The Culture of Privilege: Color-
Blindness, Postfeminism, and Christonormativity,” Journal of Social Issues 68, no. 
1 (2012): 70-71.  
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dreams are defined beyond being lived experiences in sleep. This binary model 
downplays potential significance of dreams and integrating them into waking 
life and may impact dreamers’ abilities to recall dreams upon waking.9 
Dream Incubation – from dream studies. Refers to the practice of 
intentionally sleeping in order to dream dreams relevant to a particular purpose 
or question. Dream incubation historically includes rituals and use of sacred 
space. It may also be reserved for designated people such as shamans, healers, 
persons on vision quests or seeking discernment, or spiritual leaders. Scholarly 
research affirms dream incubation does appear to occur and is influenced more 
by subjects’ openness to the possibility than the rituals or methods employed.10 
Dream Practitioner – from dream studies. Refers to individuals who 
attend to and consider the potential significance of their dreams with minimal to 
significant regularity. Dream practitioners may practice regular dream reporting 
                                                 
9 See Katie Glaskin, “‘In Their Dream They Go’: Sleep, Memory and the 
Metaphysical,” in Sleep Around the World: Anthropological Perspectives, ed. Katie 
Glaskin and Richard Chenhall (New York: Palgrave, 2013), 202-4. 
10 Henry Reed, “Incubation of Dreams,” in Encyclopedia of Sleep and Dreams: 
The Evolution, Function, Nature, and Mysteries of Slumber, vol. 1, A-L, ed. Deirdre 
Barrett and Patrick McNamara (Santa Barbara, CA: Greenwood, 2012), 349-350. 
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or may simply attempt to recall their dreams. They may or may not participate in 
group dreamwork. Some dream practitioners adhere to practices of intentional 
dreaming as a peacebuilding practice.11 Others are also dream workers, and/or 
scholarly dream researchers.  
Dream Report – from dream studies. A descriptive term for the recollected 
account of a dream in waking life. A typical dream report practice records a 
dream by writing every detail recalled about the dream in the minutes after 
waking. Dreamwork methods examined in this dissertation encourage the report 
to be written and/or shared in present tense, first person, and detailing action, 
sensory input, emotions, and thoughts during the dreaming experience.12 The 
initial dream report is not usually interpretive. Instead, it resembles an 
eyewitness account of a recalled event. The dream report also serves as a 
                                                 
11 For example, see “The World Dreams Peace Bridge,” accessed 
November 18, 2013, http://www.worlddreamspeacebridge.org; see also Tzivia 
Gover, “350 Dreamers: Inviting Dreamers Everywhere to Join Together to 
Envision Global Healing,” accessed November 18, 2013, 
http://350dreamers.wordpress.com; and The Global Dream Initiative, accessed 
March 2, 2018, www.globaldreaminitiative.com. 
12 For example, see Montague Ullman, Appreciating Dreams: A Group 
Approach (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, 1996), 26. See also, Bulkeley, Transforming 
Dreams, 152. 
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memory for future interpretive dreamwork and dream sharing. It is one step 
beyond the actual lived experience of the dream. 
Dream Sharing – from dream studies. A descriptive term for conveying a 
dream report to another person or group. Dream sharing ranges from informally 
telling a dream to a companion over breakfast to reporting a dream for 
interpretive work with a dream group13 to entering a dream report into a dream 
database14 for theoretical and empirical research. 
Dreaming Life – Lived experience occurring during sleep. 
Dream Worker – from dream studies. Denotes a person skilled in 
facilitating one or more methods of interpretive dream sharing (termed 
“dreamwork”) within groups. Some dream workers receive credentialed 
                                                 
13 For example, see Jeremy Taylor, The Wisdom of Your Dreams (New York: 
Jeremy P. Tarcher, 2009), 146-47. See also, Bulkeley, Transforming Dreams, 
especially chapter 6, “Sharing Your Dreams,” 147-67. 
14 For examples of research dream report databases, see Adam Schneider 
and G. William Domhoff, Dreambank, accessed November 16, 2013, 
http://www.dreambank.net/. See also, Kelly Bulkeley, Sleep and Dreams Database, 
accessed November 16, 2013, 
http://sleepanddreamdatabase.org:5000/dream/info?page=about. For an example 
of a dream report database that also provides the dreamer with comparison 
feedback with her/his other dreams, see “Dreamboard,” Dreamboard, accessed 
November 16, 2013, https://www.dreamboard.com/. 
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training15 while others develop their own dreamwork methods.16 Also termed, 
“dream leader.”17 
Lived Experience – from practical theology, transpersonal research, and 
narrative research. Refers to a two-pronged performative approach18 to daily 
human encounters and situations. First, primary lived experience involves the 
                                                 
15 For example, The Haden Institute offers a two-year certification 
program (with Continuing Education Units available) in dreamwork with course 
intensives, practicum, and dream group facilitation. See “Dream Leader 
Training,” The Haden Institute (website), accessed November 18, 2013, 
http://hadeninstitute.com/training/dream-leader. 
16 For example, Hawaiian artist Jessica Orfe developed and facilitated a 
dreamwork workshop at the 2013 IASD based on a meditative painted water 
droplet technique she uses in her personal dreamwork art. Entitled “Liminal,” 
participants sketched a single image from a dream on paper. They then utilized 
the slow, careful placement of painted water drops upon and around the image 
to meditate upon its significance and meaning. Returning to retrieve the dried 
paintings, participants were invited to consider how the running colors from 
burst droplets and the whole circles left from intact droplets enhanced and 
informed their reflection on the dream image further.  
17 See “Dream Leader Training,” The Haden Institute. 
18 In addition to lived experience, Elaine Graham further indicates that 
theology is also “primarily performative and enacted and only secondarily or 
derivatively written down and systematized.” See Elaine Graham, “On 
Becoming a Practical Theologian: Past, Present and Future Tenses,” HTS 
Teologiese Studies/Theological Studies 73, no. 4 (August 31, 2017): 4.  
  xx 
embodiment19 of present-time human interaction as it “concretely and 
spontaneously takes place in actual human life.”20 Primary lived experiences are 
immediate,21 multivalent, complexly configured, and occur concurrently.22 
Secondary lived experiences manifest the intricacy of primary experiences. These 
secondary lived experiences happen as present-moment interactions move into 
the past and become sources of reflexive and formative meaning making23 that 
indicate “Human experience is relayed from the inside out” (author’s emphasis). 24 
While this secondary form in the present moment is, itself, a primary experience, 
                                                 
19 Rosemarie Anderson and William Braud, Transforming Self and Others 
Through Research: Transpersonal Research Methods and Skills for the Human Sciences 
and Humanities (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 2011), 268.  
20 Frederick J. Wertz et al., Five Ways of Doing Qualitative Analysis: 
Phenomenological Psychology, Grounded Theory, Discourse Analysis, Narrative 
Research, and Intuitive Inquiry (New York: Guildord Publications, 2014), 11. 
21 Wertz et al., Five Ways of Doing, 12. 
22 Katherine Turpin, “The Complexity of Local Knowledge,” in 
Conundrums in Practical Theology, eds. Joyce Ann Mercer and Bonnie J. Miller-
McLemore (Leiden: Brill, 2016), 251. 
23 Ruthellen Josselson, “Narrative Research: Constructing, Deconstructing, 
and Reconstructing Story, in Wertz et al., Five Ways of Doing, 225.  
24 Anderson and Braud, Transforming Self, 267. 
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the individual also intentionally focuses upon one or more layers of primary 
lived experience, now past,25 to derive “meaningfulness in the context of the 
person’s larger life.”26 It is to this secondary lived experience that scholarship 
considers the implications of reflexive practice. Thus, secondary lived experience 
is interpretive of the past; hermeneutically informative to the present, primary 
experience; and potentially spiritually and theologically formative—or 
transformative—to the future. 
Mainline Protestants—Refers to denominational bodies within the United 
States as identified by the Pew Research Center’s Religious Life Survey. 
According to the Survey, Christians comprise 70.6 percent of the U.S. population 
with Mainline Protestants comprising 14.7 percent within the Christian identifier. 
Mainline Protestants include all or progressive-liberal segments of the following 
denominational groups: American Baptist Churches, U.S.A.; The United 
Methodist Church; Interdenominational; Evangelical Lutheran Church in 
America; Presbyterian Church, U.S.A.; Episcopal/Anglican Church; Disciples of 
                                                 
25 Turpin, “The Complexity,” 251. 
26 Wertz et al. Five Ways of Doing, 12. 
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Christ; United Church of Christ; Reformed Church in America; Anabaptists; 
Society of Friends (Quakers); and a number of much smaller iterations of these 
larger bodies.27   
Visions – from dream studies and spirituality studies. Extraordinary lived 
experience that occurs in either waking or dreaming life. Visions typically 
incorporate a visitation of a deceased person of personal or historical 
significance, personal or impersonal divine presence, and/or a prophetic or 
transformative message.28 In some classic literature, such lived experiences are 
termed “visions” regardless of whether they occur in dreaming or waking life.29 
To maintain clarity in this dissertation, the terms “big dreams” and 
                                                 
27 “Religious Landscape Study,” Pew Research Center, accessed September 
23, 2017, http://www.pewforum.org/religious-landscape-study. 
28 See Stanley Krippner, Fariba Bogzaran, and André Percia de Carvalho, 
Extraordinary Dreams and How to Work with Them (Albany, NY: State University of 
New York Press, 2002), 147-56. 
29 See Guy G. Stroumsa, “Dreams and Visions in Early Christian 
Discourse,” in Dream Cultures: Explorations in the Comparative History of Dreaming, 
ed. David Shulman and Guy G. Stroumsa (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1999), 189-91.  
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“transformative dreams” refer to visions within dreaming and “waking visions” 
refers to visions during waking life. 
Waking Life – Lived experience occurring while awake comprised of 
various forms of work and rest. 
Waking Visions – from dream studies. A descriptive term for 
extraordinary lived experiences occurring during waking life which the 
individual interprets as life-changing, transformative, super-natural, and/or 
mystical. They may occur once in a lifetime (as in Saul’s Damascus Road 
experience30) or be reported as ongoing, as in Hildegard of Bingen’s visionary 
accounts in Scivias.  
 
                                                 
30 See Acts 9: 1-9. 
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CHAPTER ONE – INTRODUCTION 
Yet all these—dreamer, physicist, artist, and mystic—also live in the reality 
of everyday life. Indeed, one of their important problems is to interpret 
the coexistence of this reality with the reality enclaves into which they 
have ventured. (Authors’ emphasis)1 
 
Sociologists Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann point to the fluidity of 
awareness in daily life in the opening quote. The reality enclaves they reference 
acknowledge that experience is multivalent. The ebb and flow of perception, 
reflection, possibility, reverie, distraction, and focus accompany shifts in 
awareness within each moment throughout the day. Berger and Luckmann also 
commend the complexity of interconnecting what is perceived as the “reality of 
everyday life”2 with what seems more specialized, or particular reality enclaves: 
“Such integration transposes the discrete reality of the dream within the reality 
of everyday life by making it an enclave within the latter.”3 As such, this 
dissertation locates dreams within the arc of each day rather than as rarified or 
                                                 
1 Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann, The Social Construction of Reality: A 
Treatise in the Sociology of Knowledge (New York: Anchor Books, 1966), 26. 
2 Berger and Luckmann, The Social Construction, 26. 
3 Berger and Luckmann, The Social Construction, 40. 
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unusual experiences. This location makes dreaming and its subsequent waking 
reflection and sharing a prime source of theologically reflective lived experience. 
Practical theology, spirituality studies, and dream studies all emphasize the 
importance of daily lived experience alongside transcendent or transformative 
encounters. This dissertation explores the potential benefits of bringing these 
three areas of scholarship into closer critical and creative discourse through the 
examination of lived experience of dreaming.  
By way of introduction, this chapter locates dreaming within lived experience 
through the lenses of need and meaning-making, especially as these lenses 
pertain to contexts within higher education and scholarship. It then examines the 
significance of interconnecting dream studies with spirituality studies and 
practical theology. The third section addresses a method of investigation and 
introduces four elements of practice that inform the flow of the dissertation as 
well as pertinent sources that inform the dissertation. The chapter concludes with 
a discussion of limitations to the project and also suggests further areas of study 
beyond the scope of this dissertation.  
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I. Contextualizing Dream Significance in Daily Lived Experience 
As part of daily lived experience, dreams,4 being part of all lived experience, 
contribute to our embodied ways of knowing. Thus, the interpretive meaning of 
dreams and their contributions to waking life5—and vice versa—require 
Christian theological examination. R. Ruard Ganzevoort notes, “In practical 
theology, we study the field of lived religion in a hermeneutical mode, that is, 
attending the most fundamental processes of interpreting life through endless 
conversations in which we construct meaning.”6 It is to this “field of lived 
religion,”7 that I seek to examine the intersection of spirituality studies with 
dream studies and the lived experience of dreaming, both as one of 
hermeneutical value and one which offers reflective practices that can inform 
                                                 
4 See the Glossary for the definitions of “lived experience” and 
“dream/dreaming.” 
5 See the Glossary for the definition of “waking life.” 
6 Ganzevoort, “Forks in the Road When Tracing the Sacred: Practical 
Theology as Hermeneutics of Lived Religion” (presidential address, International 
Academy of Practical Theology, August 3, 2009), accessed October 2, 2012, 
http://www.ruardganzevoort.nl/pdf/2009_Presidential.pdf. 
7 Ganzevoort, “Forks in the Road.” 
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holistic, embodied pedagogy. I emphasize that dreaming and waking both have 
various stages of awareness, modes of being, and memory-making. Experiences 
when awake may regularly be mined for meaning and purpose. I assert the 
subsequent waking recollection and recounting of dreams are also lived 
experiences imbued with meaning-making.8 Attitudes toward dreams and 
dreaming impact the ways in which these lived experiences are valued, 
experienced, recalled and shared.9  
A. Need in Daily Lived Experience: A Basic Physiology with Spiritual and 
Hermeneutical Implications 
The act of breathing occurs each moment of life usually without conscious 
will or awareness. Second by second, the body nourishes itself with inhalation of 
air and then expels the vital nutrients for the floral world’s similar, but reversed, 
process. Breath tethers the body to life. Even so, this necessary action goes 
                                                 
8 See Owen Flanagan, Dreaming Souls: Sleep, Dreams, and the Evolution of the 
Conscious Mind (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 25-27; and also, Kelly 
Bulkeley, Transformative Dreams, 122-24. 
9 For an examination of the impact of attitudes toward dream recall 
frequency, see Michael Schredl, “Positive and Negative Attitudes Toward 
Dreaming: A Representative Study,” Dreaming 23, no. 3 (2013): 194-201.  
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largely ignored throughout most of daily life. Ignored, that is, until it is limited, 
constricted, or cut off. Breath quickly moves into focal awareness when food is 
lodged in the throat and choking occurs. It raises ire and concern from bed 
partners when sleep apnea produces raucous snoring or fear when breath pauses 
awaken the sufferer with sensations of being smothered. The searing pain of a 
first gasping inhalation after near drowning, the anxious moments when a 
newborn hesitates to exhale a first cry, and the chest-clenching claustrophobic 
fear of oxygen running out of a small space both hone attention to this simple, 
ongoing, and ignored act in the particular moment of living the experience of the 
possibility of its cessation. These breaths leave indelible marks which alter and 
transform those involved.  
Akin to the ongoing and necessary nature of breath, humans sleep. “Sleep 
is a need. Whether we like it or not, we eventually succumb to sleep. It is an 
involuntary physiologic function.”10 Part of every day of life is devoted to 
sleeping states that include the lived experiences of dreaming. Like breathing, 
                                                 
10 Patrick McNamara, et al, “Phylogeny of Sleep and Dreams,” in The New 
Science of Dreaming, vol. 1, Biological Aspects, ed. Deirdre Barrett and Patrick 
McNamara (Westport, CT: Praeger, 2007), 53. 
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dreaming is not dependent on intention or awareness in order to occur. For the 
most part, the dreaming experience is largely forgotten or ignored upon 
returning to a waking state, in much the same way breathing is ignored once 
focus shifts away from it. Neuroscience asserts that both sleeping and dreaming 
are necessary and continual processes vital to life, health, and well-being.11 Cases 
of torture and abuse clearly note that sleep deprivation, and thus dream 
deprivation, are among the primary tactics used to break down a person’s 
defenses and mental stability. This tactic continues to be employed in 
interrogations even though its use in obtaining pertinent information (as 
opposed to being merely torture) remains in question.12 Neuroscientist Shane 
O’Mara observes, 
Sleep deprivation causes a substantial and direct degradation in 
performance across mood, cognition, learning and memory, and 
psychomotor states, in direct proportion to the amount of time that the 
person has been sleep deprived….Furthermore, extended periods of sleep 
deprivation cause changes in the very architecture of the brain that 
                                                 
11 For example, see Claude Gottesmann, “A Neurobiological History of 
Dreaming,” in Barrett and McNamara, The New Science of Dreaming, vol. 1, 
Biological Aspects, 5.  
12 Shane O’Mara, Why Torture Doesn’t Work: The Neuroscience of 
Interrogation (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2015), 14-15, 149-50, 
154, 167. 
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supports learning, memory, and executive function (particularly a loss of 
tissue volume in the hippocampus and a general blunting of frontal and 
temporal lobe function….13 
 
Writing of his own torture and interrogation, former Israeli Prime 
Minister Menachem Begin describes the experience of such sleep deprivation for 
prisoners as, “His spirit is wearied unto death, his legs are unsteady, and his one 
sole desire: to sleep….Anyone who has experienced this desire knows that not 
even hunger and thirst are comparable with it.”14 While sleep and dream 
deprivation experienced under duress and torture presents an extreme example, 
it also highlights the critical need for sleep in daily life. Sleep stabilizes mental 
cognition, alertness, and personal perception; conserves the body’s energy 
resources while conducting necessary repair and memory storage; and allows 
generative functions such as physical growth to occur. Sleep also creates the 
spaces in which dreaming happens.15 
                                                 
13 O’Mara, Why Torture, 167. 
14 Menachem Begin, White Nights: The Story of a Prisoner in Russia, trans. 
Katie Kaplan (New York: Harper and Row, 1979), 107-8. 
15 O’Mara, Why Torture, 150-52. 
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B. Dreaming Function and Content  
For the most part, dreams occur with little or no notice and provide vital 
functions for life, which, unlike breathing, still remain a source of significant 
hypothetical positing within the scientific community. The neuro- and cognitive 
sciences examine the function of dreaming—that we dream and that we need to 
dream as indicators of health and well-being. The rare instances when persons 
do not dream or are incapable or recalling any dreams indicate significant 
neurological impairment.16 However, the content of dreaming—why humans 
dream what they dream—and how and why they interpret the experiences within 
the dreams in meaning-making ways remain hypothetical.  
These questions concern the two-pronged foci of dream research today: 
function and content. Contrasting the functionality of dreams and the potential 
of dream content to provide insight during his keynote address at the 2013 
International Association for the Study of Dreams (IASD) conference, sleep 
researcher Mark Blagrove posed these questions to the audience, “How much do 
                                                 
16 Sanford Auerbach, “Dreams and Dreaming in Disorders of Sleep,” in 
Barrett and McNamara, The New Science of Dreaming, vol. 1, Biological Aspects, 
229-32. 
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we want dreams to have a function? What if unrecalled dreams have no 
consequence? Would we mind if they had no function? Would it affect our 
interest in dreams?”17 Overwhelmingly, the interdisciplinary group of scientific 
researchers, academicians, clinicians, artists, and dreamwork practitioners 
indicated that regardless of whether dreaming and dreams can be proved to 
have a neuro-biological function, the meaning-making derived from dreaming 
lived experience and recollection necessitates ongoing investigation and 
consideration. 
This penchant for meaning-making by human beings requires close 
examination as it concerns daily lived experience and the role of dreams, in 
particular, big or transformative dreams.18 As Berger and Luckmann indicate in 
the opening quote, humans move between multivalent realities on a daily basis. 
Learning to “translate,” or assign and convey meaning to said realities requires 
skill and practice. However, even the most adept individuals rely on the 
                                                 
17 Mark Blagrove, “Dream Research: From Freud to Neuroscience” 
(keynote address, 30th Annual Conference of the IASD, Virginia Beach, VA, June 
24, 2013). 
18 See the Glossary for the definition of “big dream.” 
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common languages and modes of creative expression of a culture to describe the 
holistic nature of a lived experience, whether in dreaming or waking.19 Berger 
and Luckmann rightly note that such reliance requires a distortion of the original 
lived experience in order to convey it in a meaningful and coherent manner 
within the confines of the “world of everyday life [having] its own standard 
time, which is intersubjectively available.”20 Translations lose nuance and 
meaning. They alter the message and reshape truth. Periodically, they reveal 
insights more generative than the initial experience. This dissertation assumes 
that examining lived experience of any form necessitates potentially adulterating 
its original lived meaning in order to make meaning in reflection.  
What are the implications of this interplay of physiological, experiential, 
spiritual, and hermeneutical needs of sleep and dreaming? First, I posit the time 
regularly devoted to sleep correlates with how people value the daily experience. 
Habitually truncating sleep may lead to devaluing this innate need. By claiming 
sleep as the necessary embodied, daily experience it is, time may be devoted to 
                                                 
19 Berger and Luckmann, The Social Construction, 26. 
20 Berger and Luckmann, The Social Construction, 27. 
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sleeping with intention. Thus, sleep, and the dreams occurring within it, may be 
understood as sacred time within Holy Rest. Additionally, transformational 
events in waking life may receive undo preference over sleep and dreaming 
experiences. Despite the non-sensate aspect of dreaming, they may also contain 
hallmarked moments of clarity, transformation, and life-alteration that happen to 
occur during sleep. Likewise, routine waking and dreaming experiences also 
offer insight, perspective, and meaning upon which people reflect. Dreams as 
lived experience should be considered viable sources of inspiration, creativity, 
meaning-making and theological reflection alongside waking experiences.  
II. Interdisciplinary Dialogue: Dream Studies, Practical Theology, and 
Spirituality Studies 
No matter where a dream discussion starts, it frequently leads students to 
confront the great existential questions of human life.21 
 
This dissertation argues for dreams as a valid object of research—indeed, 
a significant area of study in Christian spirituality and practical theology. 
Specifically, it examines the contemporary practice of dreamwork and constructs 
                                                 
21 Philip King, Kelly Bulkeley, and Bernard Welt, Dreaming in the 
Classroom: Practices, Methods, and Resources in Dream Education (Albany, NY: State 
University of New York, 2011), 85. 
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an understanding of dreamwork as formative and informative for individual and 
communal spiritual practice and pedagogy. By comparing dream studies’ 
research on sleep and dreamwork methods with spiritual practices of Holy Rest 
and spiritual life writing, I propose a theological hermeneutic for engaging 
dreams in order to extend the scholarly knowledge of both areas of study. 
The field of dream studies is highly interdisciplinary. It spans academic 
disciplines as well as practitioners in the field. Consequently, the methods 
developed to examine the act of dreaming, dream reports, and waking reflections 
on dreams (i.e. dream sharing) derive from the researchers’, dream workers’,22 
and practitioners’ vocational disciplines, training, and interests. At any given 
meeting of the IASD, one will find researchers and clinicians from varied 
disciplines within cognitive sciences. For example, the late Montague Ullman 
was clinical professor of psychiatry at Albert Einstein College of Medicine. 
Ullman’s development of a group dreamwork model for lay people is detailed in 
Appreciating Dreams: A Group Approach and has been instrumental in developing 
                                                 
22 See the Glossary for the definition of “dream report,” “dream sharing,” 
and “dream worker.” 
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subsequent dreamwork methods.23 At IASD conferences, a morning dream group 
using his method is a regular part of the program. Deidre L. Barrett is a clinical 
and evolutionary psychologist and professor at Harvard. Her extensive dream 
research collaborations continue to contribute to the field.24 Scott Sparrow is a 
transpersonal psychotherapist on faculty at University of Texas-PanAmerican 
and Atlantic University and founder of DreamStar Institute which offers 
certification in dreamwork.25 Ullman, Barrett, and Sparrow are but a 
representation of the varied cognitive scientists with express theoretical and 
research interest in dreaming and dreams. 26  Other attendees of IASD 
                                                 
23 Ullman, Appreciating Dreams. 
24 For examples of Barrett’s dream research, see “Creative Problem Solving 
in Dreams,” in Barrett and McNamara, Encyclopedia of Sleep and Dreams, vol. 1, A-
L, 182-86; and also her edited volume Trauma and Dreams (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1996). 
25 See Sparrow’s paper, “How Systems Theory and Post-Modern Ideas are 
Influencing Contemporary Dream Analysis,” (presentation, 23rd Annual IASD 
Conference, 2006), accessed November 12, 2013, 
http://www.dreamanalysistraining.com/offsite/offsite-8/page18/page18.html; and 
his work with Mark Thurston, “The Five Star Method: A Relational Dream Work 
Methodology,” Journal of Creativity in Mental Health 5, no. 2 (2010): 204-15. 
26 Additional examples of cognitive science scholars in the field of dream 
studies include Bonnelle Lewis Strickling, a Jungian psychotherapist, Senior 
Spiritual Director at the Cathedral Center for Spiritual Direction, and instructor 
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conventions hail from neuroscience and sleep studies such as Patrick McNamara, 
Director of the Laboratory of Evolutionary Neurobehavior at Boston University 
and the VA Medical Center Boston,27 and Mark Blagrove, sleep researcher at 
Swansea University (UK).28  From social sciences, representatives from 
                                                 
of philosophy and psychology in Vancouver, BC. See her text, Dreaming About the 
Divine (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 2007). Stanley Krippner 
is professor of psychology at Saybrook Graduate School. See his coauthored 
works Krippner, Bogzaran, and de Carvalho, Extraordinary Dreams; and Stanley 
Krippner, Christophe Jaeger and Laura Faith, “Identifying and Utilizing Spiritual 
Content in Dream Reports,” Dreaming 11, no. 3 (2001): 127-47. See also Delphine 
Oudiette et al., “Dreaming without REM Sleep,” Consciousness and Cognition 21, 
no. 3 (September 2012): 1129-40. 
27 For example, McNamara’s scholarship includes collaboration with Anna 
Kookoolis (primary author) and Edward F. Pace-Schott, “Dream Content and 
Memory Processing: Dream Lag Effects within a Single Night and Across Several 
Nights: A Pilot Study,” Dreaming 20, no. 3 (2010): 211-17; and his current work 
with Deidre Barrett, eds., Encyclopedia of Sleep and Dreams: The Evolution, Function, 
Nature, and Mysteries of Slumber, vols. 1, A-L, and 2, M-Y (Santa Barbara, CA: 
Greenwood, 2012); Deidre Barrrett and Patrick McNamara, eds., The New Science 
of Dreaming, vol. 1, Biological Aspects (Westport, CT: Praeger, 2007); and Deidre 
Barrett and Patrick McNamara, eds., The New Science of Dreaming, vol. 3, Cultural 
and Theoretical Perspectives (Westport, CT: Praeger, 2007). 
28 See Blagrove, “Dream Research,” for a review of problems in assessing 
how to interpret personal insights gained from dreams. See also Blagrove’s sleep 
disturbance and deprivation research in “The Relationship of Nightmare 
Frequency and Nightmare Distress to Well-Being,” Journal of Sleep Research 13, 
no. 2 (June 2004): 129-36.  
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anthropology and archeology include W. Gordon Lawrence, Barbara Tedlock, 
and Curtiss Hoffman.29 In religious studies, psychology of religion, philosophy, 
and comparative religious history, Kelly Bulkeley is recognized as one of the 
current leading authorities in dream research with a wide-ranging field of 
expertise, as is indicated by the array of disciplines in which he writes and 
collaborates his scholarly work. Focused primarily in religious studies and 
psychology of religion, Bulkeley’s subject matter includes dreaming, dream 
spirituality, and religious traditions regarding dreams.30 The disciplines of 
                                                 
29 For example of a group contextual understanding of dreamwork and its 
societal implications see, W. Gordon Lawrence, Introduction to Social Dreaming: 
Transforming Thinking (London: H. Karnac, 2005). See also, Barbara Tedlock, “The 
New Anthropology of Dreaming,” in Dreams: A Reader on the Religious, Cultural, 
and Psychological Dimensions of Dreaming, ed. Kelly Bulkeley (New York: Palgrave, 
2001), 249-64. And also, Curtiss Hoffman’s research in archeology, myth, and 
consciousness, see “Dumuzi’s Dream,” Dreaming 14, no. 4 (December 2004): 240-
51, and The Seven Story Tower: A Mythic Journey Through Space and Time (New 
York: Insight Books, 1999). 
30 Examples of Kelly Bulkeley’s work, include Dreaming in the World’s 
Religions: A Comparative History (New York: New York University Press, 2008); 
Transforming Dreams; and Kelly Bulkeley, Kate Adams and Patricia M. Davis, 
Dreaming in Christianity and Islam: Culture, Conflict, and Creativity (New 
Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2009). See also Patricia M. Davis, “The 
Weaning of Perpetua: Female Embodiment and Spiritual Growth Metaphor in 
the Dream of an Early Christian Martyr,” Dreaming 15, no. 4 (2005): 261-70. 
Attesting to Bulkeley’s multidisciplinary scholarship in dreams is comparative 
religion historian Kimberley C. Patton, see her review of Dreaming in the World’s 
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physics/biophysics bring Nigel Hamilton, a research physicist, transpersonal 
psychotherapist, and founder/directory of London’s Centre for Counseling and 
Psychotherapy Education to the conversation. He is joined by Don Middendorf, 
professor of physics and consciousness studies at Evergreen State College.31 
Qualitative research, humanities, literature, and cinema find the work of Philip 
King, professor of qualitative methods and psychology at Hawaii Pacific 
University, and Bernard Welt, professor of arts and humanities at Concoran 
College of Art and Design in collaboration through dreams;32 Journalism, 
                                                 
Religions: A Comparative History, by Kelly Bulkeley, History of Religions 50, no. 1 
(August, 2010): 107-9. 
31 For example, see Don Middendorf, “Is Dreaming the Key to Post-
Modern Physics?” (Presentation, Lucid Dreaming Symposium: ‘Space,’ Time, 
and Lucid Dreaming: Connections to Modern Physics, 30th Annual IASD, 
Virginia Beach, VA, June 24, 2013). The Symposium’s other presentations 
included: Nigel Hamilton, “Awakening to an Expanded Reality Through Lucid 
Dreaming”; and Robert Waggoner, “Do Lucid Dreams Manipulate Space or the 
Mind?” 
32 For example, see Philip King’s collaborative scholarship in King, 
Bulkeley, and Welt, Dreaming in the Classroom. See also, G. William Domhoff, The 
Mystique of Dreams: A Search for Utopia Through Senoi Dream Theory (Berkeley, CA: 
University of California Press, 1985); and his “Why Did Empirical Dream 
Researchers Reject Freud? A Critique of Historical Claims by Mark Sohms,” 
Dreaming 14, no. 1 (2004): 3-17. For humanities and cinema, see Bernard Welt, 
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political science, and computer science introduce journalist Gloria Sturzenacker 
and computer scientist Umberto Barcara to the discourse along with Kelly 
Bulkeley’s extensive work in dreaming and politics.33 Finally, spiritual directors 
such as the late Bonnelle Lewis Strickling and Jeremy Taylor, as well as Robert 
(Bob) Haden, and Merrill Hawkins—the latter three also ordained ministers—
blend academic rigor with spiritual practice.34 These researchers, professors, and 
                                                 
“Cinema and Dreams,” in Barrett and McNamara, Encyclopedia of Sleep and 
Dreams, vol. 1, A-L, 124-31. 
33 Journalist and editor, Gloria Sturzenacker, was trained by Montague 
Ullman in the Ullman Method and has also developed Inner Guide Mapping to 
facilitate locating patterns of meaning within dreams. Her explanation of the 
Ullman Method is available at “The Stages of the Montague Ullman Group 
Dreamwork,” (presentation, International Association of the Study of Dreams 
PsiberDreaming Conference, May, 2008), accessed November 12, 2013. 
http://www.billstimson.com/writing/Sturzenacker.Stages_of_Monte.htm. 
Regarding dreams and politics, see Kelly Bulkeley, American Dreamers: What 
Dreams Tell Us about the Political Psychology of Conservatives, Liberals, and Everyone 
Else (Boston: Beacon, 2008). From computer science, see Umberto Barcara, The 
Interwoven Source of Dreams (London: Karnac, 2010). 
34 These spiritual directors also produce psychological or religio-historical 
scholarship or work as clinicians with dreams. See Strickling, Dreaming About the 
Divine. The Taylor Method in dreamwork is detailed in Taylor, The Wisdom of 
Your Dreams. Bob Haden is founder of The Haden Institute which offers 
certification programs in ecumenical spiritual direction and dreamwork through 
which a Haden Method, modified from the Taylor and Ullman methods, has 
developed. Merrill (Mel) Hawkins is associate professor of counseling and 
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clinicians join artists, dream workers, and practitioners who bring their own 
training and foci of interests and skills into a thick, critical, and creative 
dialogue.35 Dream workers and practitioners draw upon the arts, music, theatre,36 
and writing methods, such as Tzivia Gover’s incorporation of dream reflection 
and Proprioceptive writing.37 Practitioners also devise dreamwork methods with 
                                                 
religion and director of the Spiritual Guidance and Care Program in Graduate 
Counseling at Carson-Newman.     
35 This dialogue was furthered at the IASD 2013 conference through two 
reserved-seating luncheons devoted to dream researchers, clinicians, 
dreamworkers, and practitioners engaging in informal and facilitated discussion 
around dream scholarship. 
36 For example, Lauri Hafvenstein, Director of Consumer Experience with 
the National Geographic Society, has exhibited her award-winning dreamscape 
photography in the juried art exhibit at the IASD Conferences since 2010. A 
sample of her non-dreamscape photography is available at “Trekking Nepal: A 
Travelogue—Sights, Sounds, and Stories,” National Geographic Expeditions (2000), 
accessed November 12, 2013, 
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/features/01/nomad/nepal/.  
37 Tzivia Gover is the director of the Institute for Dream Studies and a 
regular presenter at the IASD conferences offering workshops in dreamwork 
through writing methods. She is also the founder of 350 Dreamers, an internet 
global community of dreamers who intentionally focus on dreams of global 
healing and peace. See Gover, “350 Dreamers;” and Tzivia Gover, The Mindful 
Way to a Good Night’s Sleep: Discover How to Use Dreamwork, Meditation, and 
Journaling to Sleep Deeply and Wake Up Well (North Adams, MA: Storey, 2017). 
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indigenous and shamanic practices, as found in Paul Overman’s and Robert 
Moss’ incorporation of shamanic dreaming practices into a present-day context 
and Frank Pascoe’s ethnographic dream mapping of Iberian Peninsula 
indigenous elders38; dreamwork and spiritual direction, as noted above with 
Robert Haden and Merrill Hawkins;39 and religious/spiritual practice such as 
David Gordon’s development of Buddhist, Kabbalah, and Sufi dreaming 
                                                 
38 Overman is founder of Shamana Institute and director of its Dream 
Listener certification program specializing in East-West practices. Moss teaches 
Active Dreaming, his synthesis of 21st century and shamanic dreamwork 
methods deriving from his work with Australian Aboriginal people and North 
American indigenous dreamers. For an example of his work, see Robert Moss, 
Dreaming the Soul Back Home: Shamanic Dreaming for Healing and Becoming Whole 
(Novata, CA: New World Library, 2012). Frank Pasco is a dream researcher and 
dream therapy counselor whose current research concerns the dreams and 
elders’ dream wisdom of the people native to the Iberian Peninsula. His 
ethnographic research model was detailed in Frank Pasco, “Dream Mapping” 
(presentation, Dreamwork Symposium: Exploring, Mapping, and Connecting, 
30th Annual IASD Conference, Virginia Beach, VA, June 23, 2013). 
39 Bob Haden has also developed an annual dreamworker- and 
practitioner-oriented Summer Dream and Spirituality Conference “in light of the 
Christian faith and tradition” specifically for “previous attendees, professionals 
(especially clergy), counselors, therapists, lay group leaders, and anyone who 
wants to integrate this process into his/her life,” see “Summer Dream Leaders 
Conference,” The Haden Institute, 2012, accessed November 12, 2013, 
http://hadeninstitute.com/summer-dream-conference.    
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traditions in contemporary dreamwork and Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche’s practice 
of Tibetan yogic sleeping and dreams.40 
Discourse between researchers, practitioners, and clinicians emphasizes 
the variety of approaches to dreaming life41 while requiring participants to 
continue evaluating, critiquing, and honing the theoretical assumptions, methods 
and hermeneutic they employ in developing the rationale of their given dream 
research, dreamwork method, or personal dream practice. Academic research 
runs concurrently alongside field practice. Science and art remain in ongoing, 
appreciative conversation. What holds the field together is an overarching 
assertion that dreaming lived experience contains a significant aspect of human 
existence that requires careful study. Additionally, dream studies and 
dreamwork in waking life (via empirical research, qualitative analysis, clinical 
                                                 
40 David Gordon is co-founder of The Studio of the Healing Arts and the 
Dreamwork Institute in Norfolk, VA, see his work, Mindful Dreaming: A Practical 
Guide for Emotional Healing Through Transformative Mythic Journeys (Franklin 
Lakes, NJ: CareerPress, 2007). Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche offered the opening 
keynote address at the 30th Annual Conference of the IASD in 2013 based on his 
book with Mark Dahlby, ed., The Tibetan Yogas of Dream and Sleep (Ithaca, NY: 
Snow Lion, 1998).  
41 See the Glossary for the definition of “dreaming life.” 
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settings, artistic expression, and lay practice) contribute to the scholarly and 
colloquial knowledge of what it means to be human. How dreaming is 
significant—functionally, interpretatively, etc.—varies dramatically across the 
field. Likewise, research methods, dream report sharing, and hermeneutical 
practices range from empirical to qualitative to creative/artistic, and clinical to 
spiritual to popular-cultural, as previous citations indicate. However, what 
remains crucial is that the field extends beyond the academy in its scholarship to 
draw into careful discourse and examination the expertise and practices of 
dream practitioners.42 This integration in the field of dream studies enables 
conferences such as IASD to more closely model potential holistic, embodied 
pedagogical methods to inform the classroom. 
A. Christian Spirituality’s Location in Dream Studies 
Dream studies conferences sporadically include explicit discussion of 
Christian spirituality or theology.43 Although a small but growing corpus of 
                                                 
42 See the Glossary for the definition of “dream practitioner.” 
43 The notable exception is Haden Institute’s annual Summer Dream and 
Spirituality Conference which emphasizes Jungian psycho-spiritual forms of 
dreamwork, some of which is framed in an explicitly Christian context. For more 
information, see “Summer Dream and Spirituality Conference,” The Haden 
Institute, accessed March 28, 2018, https://www.hadeninstitute.com/summer-
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dream studies literature related to current Christian dream spirituality 
scholarship is beginning to gain ground led by Kelly Bulkeley, Patricia Davis, 
Kate Adams, and Bonnelle Lewis Strickling, Christian spirituality and practical 
theological scholarship remain minimal in dream studies discourse. For example, 
at the IASD 2013 conference, over five days, only one session was distinctly 
Christian in orientation: a practice workshop on dreamwork with Lectio Divina 
led by Merrill Hawkins.44 Likewise, in the 2010 conference, dream researcher 
Kelly Bulkeley moderated a single panel of academicians exploring aspects of 
dreams in Islamic and Christian contexts.45 A search of the IASD’s journal, 
Dreaming, and the International Journal of Dream Research evidences sporadic 
scholarship pertaining to spirituality in dreams, and of those, a handful address 
                                                 
dream-conference. 
44 Merrill Hawkins, “Dream Lectio: A Workshop on Lectio Divina for 
Personal and Group Dreamwork,” (workshop, 30th Annual IASD Conference, 
Virginia Beach, VA, June 24, 2013). Hawkins developed this dreamwork method 
and facilitated it experientially during a session.  
45 The panel was comprised of chapter authors of Bulkeley, Adams, and 
Davis, Dreaming. See Kelly Bulkeley, et al., “Dreaming in Christianity and Islam: 
Historical Roots, Future Challenges” (panel discussion, 27th Annual Conference 
of the IASD, Ashville, NC, June 28, 2010). 
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Christian spirituality and theology –primarily within the contexts of historical 
figures, children’s spirituality, and grief/dying.46 As with spirituality studies, 
dream studies also appears to exhibit noticeable reticence for examining present-
day dreams through a lens of Christian spirituality.47 Dream studies literature 
                                                 
46 For example, see Patricia M. Davis, “Dreams and Visions in the Anglo-
Saxon Conversion to Christianity,” Dreaming 15, no.2 (2005): 75-88;” Krijn 
Pansters, “Dreams in Medieval Saints’ Lives: Saint Francis of Assisi,” Dreaming 
19, no. 1 (2009): 55-63; John C. Stephens, “The Dreams of Perpetua: An Historical 
Application of the Continuity Hypothesis,” International Journal of Dream Research 
6, no. 2 (October, 2013): 71-78; and Graham St. John Stott, “Jerome Before the 
Judge: The Dialogic Nature of Reports of Dreams,” Dreaming 19, no. 1 (2009): 7-
16.” For children’s dreams, see Kate Adams, “Children’s Dreams: An Exploration 
of Jung’s Concept of Big Dreams” International Journal of Children’s Spirituality 8, 
no. 2 (2003): 105-14; and Kate Adams, “Voices in My Dreams: Children’s 
Interpretation of Auditory Messages in Divine Dreams,” Dreaming 15, no. 3 
(2005): 195-204.” For an example of grief/death dreams, see G. William Domhoff, 
“Dreaming as Embodied Simulation: A Widower’s Dreams of His Deceased 
Wife,” Dreaming 25, no. 3 (2015): 232-56.   
47 I make a distinction here between Jungian psycho-spirituality, with a 
grounding in psychology/psychiatry and Carl Jung’s interest in religious 
contexts, including Christianity, and the discipline of spirituality studies. While 
Jung offers invaluable insight into the nature of dreams, archetypes, and 
psychological meaning, present-day spirituality studies literature as a discipline 
largely ignores dream studies. The impact of psychology, particularly Jung’s 
work, on traditional Christian practices of pastoral care, discernment, and 
hermeneutic cannot be ignored. However, in the past century, the reliance on 
psychology to address the spiritual nature of dreams may have truncated 
spirituality studies’ continued growth, development, and agency in developing 
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does engage other religious and spiritual traditions and practices such as those 
within Buddhist, Hindu, Aboriginal, Native American, Shamanic, Sufi Muslim, 
and Kabbalistic traditions; such traditions are identified in the scholarly 
discourse, promoted in conferences, and offer theoretical frames in dreamwork 
method training. These traditions offer long-standing histories of dream 
interpretation methods, hermeneutic, and practices. However, Christian history 
also contains practices of dream incubation, interpretation practices, dream 
sharing, and discernment of dreams and waking visions,48 which can only 
enhance this multi-disciplinary discourse.  
                                                 
already present practices and adapting new spiritual practices to dreaming life. 
This reliance requires further study beyond this project.  
48 See the Glossary for the definition of “waking visions” and “visions.” 
For examples of early Christian dreaming, see Patricia Cox Miller, Dreams in Late 
Antiquity: Studies in the Imagination of a Culture (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 1994); Bart J. Koet, “Introducing Dreaming from Hermas to 
Aquinas,”  Dreams as Divine Communication in Christianity: From Hermas to 
Aquinas, ed. Bart J. Koet, Studies in History and Anthropology of Religion #3 
(Leuven: Peeters, 2012), 1-22; and Brent D. Shaw, “Judicial Nightmares and 
Christian Memory,” Journal of Early Christian Studies 11, no. 4 (Winter, 2003): 533-
63. See also, Ori Z. Soltes, Mysticism in Judaism, Christianity, and Islam: Searching 
for Oneness (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2008), especially chapters four, 
“Early Christian Mysticism,” 57-72, and seven, “Medieval Christian Mysticism: 
From Assisi to Avila,” 135-58.  
For examples with particular focus on the medieval period, see Jessica 
Barr, Willingness to Know God: Dreamers and Visionaries in the Later Middle Ages 
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B. Practical Theology’s Claim of the “Lived Experience” 
To that end, Christian spirituality studies largely neglects a crucial point 
demonstrated in dream studies’ multivalent disciplines and practices:  
contemporary sleep and the dreaming life within it is lived experience in need of 
careful study as an embodied component of spirituality. As a practical 
theologian, I affirm this view of the dreaming life based on the theologically 
normative claim that all lived experience has meaning. Practical theological 
scholarship asserts embodied knowing may be gained through lived experience49 
by arguing all lived experience has meaning. This assertion understands such 
                                                 
(Columbus, OH: Ohio State University Press, 2010); Steven F. Kruger, Dreaming 
in the Middle Ages (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992); and Sarah 
Macmillan, “’The Nyghtes Watchys’: Sleep Deprivation in Medieval Devotion 
Culture,” The Journal of Medieval Religious Cultures 39, no. 1 (2013): 23-42.  
For dream accounts and history of the 19th century development of 
psycho-spirituality regarding dreams, see Ann Kirschner, “’Tending to Edify, 
Astonish, and Instruct’: Published Narratives of Spiritual Dreams and Visions in 
the New Republic” Early American Studies: An Interdisciplinary Journal 1, no. 1 
(Spring, 2003): 198-229;” and Hendrika Vande Kemp’s two articles “Psycho-
Spiritual Dreams in the Nineteenth Century, Part I: Dreams of Death,” Journal of 
Psychology and Theology 22, no. 2 (1994): 97-108; and “Psycho-Spiritual Dreams in 
the Nineteenth Century, Part II: Metaphysics and Immortality,” Journal of 
Psychology and Theology 22, no. 2 (1994): 109-19. 
49 Pamela R. McCarroll, “Practical Theology: Challenges and Possibilities,” 
Toronto Journal of Theology, 29, no. 1 (Spring 2013): 156-57. 
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embodied experiences inform the meaning-making practices and theologies that 
derive from these self-same life events.50  
Practical theologians make a theologically normative claim regarding 
lived experience: experiences have theologically reflective value. Both 
transcendent and routine daily experiences—such as habits, exposure to trauma 
or pain, celebrations, and patterns of relationship, for example—may move into 
the theological academy’s subject areas alongside sacred ritual, spiritual 
practices, philosophical theology, Biblical hermeneutic, and ethical 
consideration.51 However, this dissertation asserts the theological reflection of 
dreaming and the subsequent recollection, reporting, and sharing of dreams 
should be included alongside these other transformative and daily lived 
experiences. Doing so hallmarks the dreaming reality enclave Berger and 
Luckmann propose. As dreams “are ‘located’ in one reality, but ‘refer’ to 
                                                 
50 See Heather Walton, “Poetics,” in The Wiley-Blackwell Companion to 
Practical Theology, ed. Bonnie J. Miller-McLemore (Malden, MA: Wiley-Blackwell, 
2012): 177-78. 
51 Ganzevoort, “Forks in the Road.” 
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another,”52 they invite practical theologians to consider the porous nature of lived 
experience as a whole. Drawing lines of interconnection between cycles of 
experience—reflection—experience, dreams may offer novel means of bearing 
memories and meaning-making of a past experience into the present waking 
moment as spiritual practice. I posit, dreaming lived experience offers four 
possible contextual contributions. See Figure 1. 
A Dream – To start, the sleeping person dreams. Perhaps an obvious 
statement, however, when habits of sleep deprivation become routine, the ability 
for people to adequately dream each day is thwarted. To enter the dream space, 
one must sleep. To better remember dreams, one must sleep well and regularly.53 
More generally, dreaming is mental activity occurring during sleep. While it is 
most often remembered when awakened during rapid eye movement sleep 
                                                 
52 Berger and Luckmann, The Social Construction, 40. 
53 Michael H. Bonnet, “Partial Sleep Deprivation,” in Encyclopedia of Sleep 
and Dreams: The Evolution, Function, Nature, and Mysteries of Slumber, vol. 2, M-Y, 
ed. Deirdre Barrett and Patrick McNamara (Santa Barbara, CA: Greenwood, 
2012), 486. 
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cycles (REM), dreams are also reported during non-rapid eye movement 
(NREM), too.54  
As noted earlier, the precise function of dreaming remains a point of 
scholarly speculation. However, dreaming content constructs an inner landscape 
                                                 
54 Carlyle Smith, “Sleep, Memory, Dreams,” in Barrett and McNamara, 
Encyclopedia of Sleep and Dreams, vol. 2, M-Y, 690.  
Ongoing 
Communal 
Transformation
Sharing the Dream 
Memory with an 
Audience
Individual 
Recollection of the 
Dream in Waking
Dream Lived 
Experience
Figure 1. Sharing Lived Experiences of Dreams. Indicates the 
increasingly multivalent relationship inherent in recalling and sharing a lived 
experience and the potential of a unique experience to be communally 
transformative. 
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comprised, as in waking, of past memories, novel present moments, and future 
possibilities. This content moves dreamers through both the experience of time in 
the dream as well as the temporal passage of their exterior environment. Thus, a 
person awakening from a dream may check to determine the temporal time (on a 
clock, for instance) to locate himself in environmental time, but he may 
remember his dream as being significantly different in time span or location. 
Both times are real and simultaneous, but in waking, the dream becomes a 
memory from the past, a reality enclave, to the awakened present. “Even though 
we can only live in the present, the act of remembering brings the past into the 
present….”55 Experiencing the awakening present alongside a dream’s 
immediate past, however, necessitates malleability and suggests an ongoing 
dynamic relationship between memory and present moment.  
Practical theology recognizes the multivalent nature of experience and the 
variance of time interpretations between humanity and the Divine. Dreaming 
provides an avenue for practical theology to examine the symbiotic nature of 
                                                 
55 J. A. van den Berg and R.R. Ganzevoort, “The Art of Creating Futures: 
Practical Theology and a Strategic Research Sensitivity for the Future,” Acta 
Theologica 34, no. 2 (2014): 168. 
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past and future in creating generative, intentional present moments and 
encounters. It calls on the individual to thoughtfully discern memories and assert 
theologically reflective value from both waking and sleeping.    
Memory of the Dream - The second contextual contribution dreaming 
offers occurs when the present moment’s focus shifts to recall the earlier event of 
the dream. This initial experience of remembering, what Liesbeth Hoeven terms 
“narrative memory,”56 enables a process of self-contextualization that requires 
discernment and theological reflection. The originating experience (the dream) 
has occurred. Now, the individual begins to narrate it through recollection in a 
waking state. Such remembering brings forward significant pieces of the 
originating experience—significant, that is, in the particular present moment 
within the individual’s particular context. From the moment reflection begins, 
the originating experience becomes a new living experience—a reality enclave—
as what was lived becomes overlaid by the memory of the individual who is now 
                                                 
56 Liesbeth Hoeven, “A Religion En Plein Public, Charlotte Salomon and 
the Theatre of Memory,” in Religious Stories We Live By: Narrative Approaches in 
Theology and Religious Studies, ed. R. Ruard Ganzevoort, Maaike de Haardt, and 
Michael Scherer-Rath (Leiden: Brill, 2014), 282. 
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one who has lived through this experience.57 Essentially, the dream is lived, or 
experienced, twice, but not as identical experience. This second time, it occurs as 
memory and in part. This memory and subsequent memories continually form 
and inform the evolution of each new experience of the present moment. 
Simultaneously, the theologically reflective lived experience is being formed and 
informed in tandem. They are inseparable, and as conjoined experiences, lived 
and living experiences hallmark the intersection and importance of memory and 
awareness.  
For the individual, this interplay of memory and present moment 
awareness occurring simultaneously becomes habituated and goes largely 
unnoticed. The influence of memories of lived experience color a world-view, a 
theological construct, and a preference for service with little interpretive 
discernment by the individual living them. However, such memory and 
awareness yields resources for formative and informative practices of theological 
reflection and intentional discerning that the individual may draw into close 
conversation and analysis with texts, events, and relational structures. Thus, 
                                                 
57 Berger and Luckmann, The Social Construction, 40. 
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practical theology becomes a place where unique theological formation and 
insight is fostered. 
Sharing the Memory - Third, by sharing with others via dialogue, means 
of correspondence, or other interpretive measures, the individual conveys 
personal recollection to audiences who experience it for the first time. These 
audience then internalize the conveyed lived experience as their own living 
experience—both personally and collectively—via critical and creative means of 
coursework, curricula, presentations, papers, and collegial discourse in the 
academy. The person(s) sharing the event both lived the experience of it and 
experience sharing it as yet another living experience. This act, in itself, requires 
discernment of what to reveal and what to hold close in much the same way the 
spiritual autobiographer or life writer chooses to emphasize one event over 
another. The fullness of the originating experience (the dream) will never be 
completely conveyed, and only a portion of the experience as shaped by the 
individual recalling it will be revealed. Thus, discerning questions arise. What is 
pertinent for others to risk witnessing? What is distraction? What direction can 
the narrative take? What is at stake? What is the purpose or goal in the telling? 
What will remain unemphasized, hidden?  
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Sharing the memory of a lived experience, thus, creates space for 
transformative catalysts to grow within and through both the originating person 
and the potential audience. As such, it requires an eye to the context of the 
experience of the readers. Enough of the experience needs conveying to provide 
hooks for the audience to connect their own lived experiences. Communicating 
the experience, recording it by various means—dream reports, journaling, art—
presumes an audience—even if the audience is expected to be the author in a 
future state of being or only the Divine. It codifies the experience of 
remembering. An audience, thus, bears witness to it as interpretation, a version 
of the originating dream experience, while simultaneously drawing their own 
lines of connection from their own direct experience as an increasingly intricate 
web of relationships, inferences, and insight create multivalent contexts. Thus, 
the originating dream, now shared, begins to take new form and meaning as 
each new witness lives the experience of it, absorbing that experience into her/his 
own context and experiences and creating yet more new memories.  
With time, the web of living experiences extending from an original event 
grows thick with lines of connection, meaning-making, and ongoing theological 
insight. Practical theology facilitates this process, for example, by highlighting 
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the impact of context upon the layers of interpretation, construction, and 
modeling within reading sacred and historical texts. Crucial to this process is 
awareness of the layers of living and lived experience that are simultaneously 
interacting with the script/original experience. Ganzevoort describes this 
narrative perspective as experiencing “life in story-like forms.”58 Not only are the 
texts forming and informing receivers, but the texts (script, story, dream 
narrative) are also being formed and informed by these same said persons. As 
memory and conveying of memory is selective, interpretive, and discerning, so 
how the texts interact with readers changes. What the readers bring to the text 
alters how it communicates. Though codified, it is not static. Hermeneutical 
meaning, thus, derives not from the text but from the embodied action of 
receiving it into yet another person’s awareness. By taking in the narrative, as 
with food or air, the story becomes part of the person.59 With this dynamic 
assertion, the intersection of readers’ living and lived experiences with 
                                                 
58 R. Ruard Ganzevoort, “Introduction: Religious Stories We Live By,” in 
Religious Stories We Live By: Narrative Approaches in Theology and Religious Studies, 
ed. R. Ruard Ganzevoort, Maaike de Haardt, and Michael Scherer-Rath (Leiden: 
Brill, 2014), 3. 
59 Ganzevoort, “Introduction,” 3. 
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originating authors’ living and lived experiences and the texts themselves (as 
well as other forms of communication) creates space for transformative catalysts 
to grow within and through each agent. 
A Single Experience Becomes Communally Transformative - Lastly, living 
through and beyond the event’s telling allows fresh insight within a community. 
In this way, the event, while only directly experienced by an individual or 
particular group of persons, becomes a repeatedly new lived experience through 
its telling and retelling. Hoeven’s examination of Charlotte Salomon’s 
biographical theatre of memory as a Jew in Nazi Germany speaks to the impact 
of sharing an individual’s experience upon a larger community. 
Charlotte’s artwork reminds us of the ongoing process of unfolding 
memories in narrative time, and of the possibility to appropriate this act of 
retelling….it is appropriating one’s story and with that the common past 
as something which affects every human being.60 
 
Hoeven notes that while the history of an event such as the Holocaust can be 
intellectually “known” it takes greater depth and hermeneutical meaning when 
the event becomes personal. The urgency, in this case, to never allow such an 
event to be experienced returns when the narrative has a face and voice and 
                                                 
60 Hoeven, “A Religion En Plein Public,” 280, 281. 
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common life.61 The individual account becomes a lived experience in the memory 
of the hearer/reader. This dynamic engagement brings to theological reflection 
not only the previous experiences of the larger audience, but also the lived 
experience of experiencing the event of telling. It is now part of the fabric of a larger 
community. It cannot be unheard, unread, or unreceived. Thus, opening a text, 
listening to a lecture, or hearing a colleague’s dream musings in class should be 
approached with some care: witnessing them will leave one altered.  
Practical theology examines lived experience as an embodied way of 
knowing.62 Thus, the theological claim, all lived experience has meaning, integrates 
practical theology’s scholarly focus upon lived experience and the practices and 
theologies that ensue within and from that lived experience. This embodied 
knowing manifests in both theological meaning-making and practices.63. Critical 
to this hermeneutic and practice is how the theological academy trains its focus 
upon lived experience. If recalling, conveying, and living insightfully draw lived 
                                                 
61 Hoeven, “A Religion En Plein Public,” 280-281. 
62 McCarroll, “Practical Theology,” 156-57. 
63 See Walton, “Poetics,” 177-78. 
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experiences into the academic discourse, then inevitably, personal contexts gain 
recognition and acknowledgement. Leaving people on the margins or silenced 
becomes less tolerated. New perspectives emerge.  
Practical theology’s emphasis on multidisciplinary engagement and 
ongoing discourse regarding the role of practice within pedagogy64 offers tools 
for developing the kind of interdisciplinary conversation this dissertation seeks 
to forge between spirituality studies and dream research. Practical theology 
engages scholarship with social sciences, humanities, and art in a manner that 
potentially broadens spirituality studies’ and dream studies’ scholarship within 
                                                 
64 For a multivalent examination of practical theology’s construct 
regarding lived experience and practice, refer to Dale P. Andrews and Robert 
London Smith, Jr., eds., Black Practical Theology (Waco, TX: Baylor University 
Press, 2015); Kathleen A. Cahalan and Gordon S. Mikoski, eds., Opening the Field 
of Practical Theology: An Introduction (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2014); 
Charles Marsh, Peter Slade, and Sarah Azaransky, eds., Lived Theology: New 
Perspectives on Method, Style, and Pedagogy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2017); Bonnie J. Miller-McLemore, ed., The Wiley-Blackwell Companion to Practical 
Theology (Malden, MA: Wiley-Blackwell, 2012); and Claire Wolfteich, ed. 
Invitation to Practical Theology: Catholic Voices and Visions (New York: Paulist, 
2014). 
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these disciplines.65 As a practical theologian and spirituality studies researcher 
with a scholarly interest in the lived experience of dreams, I aim to draw these 
three fields into critical dialogue as I examine the practice of dreamwork. 
C. Dreams and Spirituality Studies 
In recent decades, Christian spirituality scholarship has made available a 
wide range of spiritual texts and traditions, as evidenced by publication series 
such as Classics of Western Spirituality, World Spirituality: An Encyclopedic History of 
the Religious Quest,66 Bernard McGinn’s seven-volume The Presence of God: A 
                                                 
65 To examine the intersection of practical theology and spirituality 
studies, see Claire Wolfteich, “Animating Questions: Spirituality and Practical 
Theology,” International Journal of Practical Theology 13, no. 1 (2009): 121-43. 
66 Within this 25-volume series is a three-volume treatment of Christian 
spirituality, Bernard McGinn, John Meyendorff, and Jean LeClercq, eds. Christian 
Spirituality: Origins to the Twelfth Century, World Spirituality: An Encyclopedic 
History of the Religious Quest, ed. Ewert Cousins, vol. 16 (New York: 
Crossroads, 1985); Jill Raitt, Bernard McGinn, and John Meyendorff, eds. 
Christian Spirituality: High Middle Ages and Reformation, World Spirituality: An 
Encyclopedic History of the Religious Quest, ed. Ewert Cousins, vol. 17 (New 
York: Crossroads, 1987); and Louis Dupré, Don E. Saliers, and John Meyendorff, 
eds. Christian Spirituality: Post-Reformation and Modern, World Spirituality: An 
Encyclopedic History of the Religious Quest, ed. Ewert Cousins, vol. 18 (New 
York: Crossroads, 1989). 
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History of Western Christian Mysticism,67and The Blackwell Companions to Religion68. 
A number of these texts demonstrate the role of waking visions and 
transformative, or “big,” dreams in the lives and spiritual writings of significant 
figures in the history of Christian spirituality including Perpetua, Caedmon, 
Cuthbert, Julian of Norwich, Hildegard of Bingen, and Sojourner Truth69, and 
within movements such as the Great Awakening and 18th -19th century American 
revivalism70. While spirituality studies retrieve and examine reports of spiritually 
                                                 
67 Bernard McGinn, ed., The Presence of God: A History of Western Christian 
Mysticism, 7 vols. (New York: Crossroad, 1991-2017). 
68Within the series see Arther Holder, ed., The Blackwell Companion to 
Christian Spirituality, The Blackwell Companions to Religion (Malden, MA: 
Wiley-Blackwell, 2011).  
69 See, for example, Shawn Madigan, CSJ, ed. Mystics, Visionaries, and 
Prophets: A Historical Anthology of Women’s Spiritual Writings (Minneapolis, MN: 
Augsburg Fortress, 1998); Joyce E. Salisbury, Perpetua’s Passion: The Death and 
Memory of a Young Roman Woman (New York: Routledge, 1997); Julian of 
Norwich, Showings, trans. Edmund Colledge and James Walsh (Mahwah, NJ: 
Paulist, 1978); Hildegard of Bingen, Scivias, trans. Mother Columba Hart and Jane 
Bishop (Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press, 1990); and also Robert Boenig, trans., Anglo-
Saxon Spirituality: Selected Writings (Mahwah, NJ: Paulist, 2000). 
70 See, for example, Ann Taves, Fits, Trances, and Visions: Experiencing 
Religion and Explaining Experience from Wesley to James (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 1999). See also, Leigh Eric Schmidt, Hearing Things: Religion, 
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significant waking visions and dreams in historical accounts, the discipline’s 
scholarship grants minimal attention to contemporary accounts of dreams. The 
practice of spiritual direction offers moderate exception to this absence with 
some discussion of dreams in the literature.71 Otherwise, research focusing on 
dreams, subsequent dream reports, dream sharing, and the theological 
implications of dreaming remains largely absent in spirituality studies.72 The gap 
                                                 
Illusion, and the American Enlightenment (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 2000). 
71 For example, see Christine Valters Paintner and Betsey Beckman, 
Awakening the Creative Spirit: Bringing the Arts to Spiritual Direction, Spiritual 
Directors International (New York: Morehouse, 2010); and John A. Sanford, 
Dreams: God’s Forgotten Language (New York: HarperCollins, 1989). See also Louis 
M. Savary, Patricia H. Berne, and Strephon Kaplan Williams, Dreams and Spiritual 
Growth: A Judeo-Christian Way of Dreamwork (Mahwah, NJ: Paulist, 1984). 
72 Two exceptions are a small body of scholarly literature concerning 
Christian spirituality of children’s dreams and dreams related to death, dying, 
and grief. See, for example, Kelly Bulkeley and Patricia Bulkley’s two texts, 
Dreaming Beyond Death: A Guide to Pre-Death Dreams and Visions (Boston: Beacon, 
2005); and Children’s Dreams: Understanding the Most Memorable Dreams and 
Nightmares of Childhood (Lanham: Rowman and Littlefield, 2012); and also R. 
Ruard Ganzevoort and Nette Falkenburg, “Stories Beyond Life and Death: 
Spiritual Experiences of Continuity and Discontinuity Among Parents Who Lose 
a Child,” Journal of Empirical Theology 25, no. 2 (2012): 189-204. See Adams, 
“Children’s Dreams;” Kate Adams, “God Talks to Me in My Dreams: The 
Occurrence and Significance of Children’s Dreams About God,” International 
Journal of Children’s Spirituality 6, no. 1 (2001): 99-111; Adams, “Voices in My 
Dream”; and also Kate Adams and Brendan Hyde, “Children’s Grief Dreams and 
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in scholarship is particularly pronounced given the developing scholarly field of 
dream studies, which could well inform the study of dreams and spirituality in 
contemporary contexts.  
III. Method of Investigation 
As a hermeneutics of lived religion, I believe practical theology can play a 
major role in supporting connections: between religious praxis and its 
tradition and sources, between different and conflicting forms of religious 
praxis, between theological and social-scientific accounts of religious 
praxis, between church and society, and so on.73 
 
This dissertation examines the phenomena of lived experience and 
practices as objects of study. I draw upon the academic disciplines of spirituality 
studies and practical theology and the field of dream studies to provide a 
methodological lens. This lens examines the intersection of spiritual practices—
Holy Rest and spiritual life writing—in relation with dreamwork methods. 
                                                 
the Theory of Spiritual Intelligence,” Dreaming 18, no. 1 (2008): 58-67. 
Pedagogically, dreamwork intersects the classroom in Kathleen Harris, “Teacher, 
I had a Dream: A Glimpse of the Spiritual Domain of Children Using Project-
Based Learning,” International Journal of Children’s Spirituality 18, no. 3 (August 
2013): 281-93; and Robert A. Neimeyer, Carlos Torres, and Douglas C. Smith, 
“The Virtual Dream: Rewriting Stories of Loss and Grief,” Death Studies, 35, no. 7 
(August 1, 2011): 646-72. 
73 Ganzevoort, “Forks in the Road.” 
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Notably, dream studies values and incorporates field practitioners’ forms of 
knowing and practice alongside academic scholarship. This inclusion remains a 
point of consideration and discernment in the continued discourse in practical 
theology and spirituality studies regarding the role of practice in scholarship and 
pedagogy. For the purposes of this dissertation, I draw from textual accounts of 
practitioners in addition to scholarly sources, as vital sources of integrated and 
embodied knowing within the larger corpus of practical theological reflection 
and study. 
A. Chapter Overview 
To proceed, I propose a directional cycle of increasing awareness that 
describes the flow of the dissertation. This cycle comprises four elements of 
practice within lived experience: awakening, attending, attuning, and acting. These 
elements of practice respond to a core need within each of the next chapters 
through both spiritual practice and dreamwork method. Additionally, each 
element builds on the one prior interconnecting insight, critique, and potential 
next steps in a dynamic process of practice and reflection. This process may hone 
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both past-oriented memory with future-oriented possibilities in order to 
intentionally and creatively live within each present moment. See Figure 2. 
First, Chapter Two examines awakening to the need for daily balancing of 
work, rest, and sleep through Sabbath-keeping/Holy Rest. Dominant U.S. culture 
(DUSC),74 with a system of privileged classes and statuses significantly influences 
                                                 
74 See the Glossary for a detailed definition of “dominant U.S. culture.” 
Attending
to 
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toward 
Possibilities
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Figure 2. Four Elements of Practice.  
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the time valuations of work, rest, and sleep, often to the detriment of non-DUSC 
persons. The concerns of unbalancing75 work and rest speak not only to 
debilitation for individuals but also to social inequalities and injustices when rest 
becomes a privilege of a few. In higher education, this unbalancing may create 
false time urgencies, four of which are examined in this chapter:  
 finitude, or lack of time to finish one’s work/life’s work  
 productivity, or a cultural environment that treats humans as machines 
 self-worth, or the tendency to meld one’s primary identity and value with 
one’s employment;  
 and accessibility, or the strain and anxiety debilitating persons who feel 
compelled to be available 24/7.  
This chapter then hones focus on the almost universal biological need for sleep in 
animals. As a pervasive need, the intentional practice of sleep—elevating it from 
a physiologic and cognitive function to a practice with spiritual connotations—
                                                 
75 I use the term “unbalancing” instead of “unbalanced” throughout the 
dissertation to connote the dynamic tension existent when time valuing skews in 
favor of work over rest and sleep. Shifting from unbalancing to balancing 
requires ongoing intention and awareness to ensure calibrations of time do not 
again misalign.  
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requires thoughtful consideration. In response to unbalancing time valuation and 
urgencies and the evolutionary need for sleep, Holy Rest invites persons who 
may or may not have familiarity with spiritual traditions of intentional resting to 
consider how the day may be reimagined to better facilitate balancing work, rest, 
and sleep as spiritual practice. Holy Rest also creates intentional spaces of time, 
what John Swinton calls timefullness or God’s Time76 to embody the hermeneutical 
and theologically reflective practices discussed in later chapters. It allows time to 
notice and focus upon the undervalued and under-recognized parts of daily life. 
Chapter Three moves from sleep inward to the lived experience of 
dreaming. Attending to nightly dreams—those remembered and not—invites 
practices of presence and attenuation to fleeting and ephemeral memories. 
However, before dream memories may be considered, the actual dreaming 
experience and preparation for it requires attending. This chapter examines the 
roles of intentional preparation for dreaming, as well as the importance of 
language, temporal and spatial location, and metaphor in both dreaming and 
waking recollection. The importance of dream reporting is introduced here. The 
                                                 
76 John Swinton, Becoming Friends of Time: Disability, Timefullness, and 
Gentle Discipleship (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2016), 83. 
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chapter concludes with a discussion of the potential of dreamwork as spiritual 
practice. Issues of control are examined along with the benefits of dream sharing 
for groups and communities, as noted earlier in this chapter.  
Chapter Four examines the practice of attuning—that is, the lived 
experience of memory and remembering. Through living narratives, dreamers 
articulate both transformational and routine experiences in dreams. Thus, 
dreams are integral parts of the corpus of events that comprise each storied life. 
Dream studies implements the practice of dream reports to record dream events 
upon waking. These reports lay the foundation for further elaboration of the 
narrative as well as later reflection on the dream, called dreamwork. The 
routinized practice of dream reporting and dreamwork interconnects with 
spiritual life writing to construct theologically reflective practices of narrative 
and memory-sharing. These practices can inform each other, and through them 
both spirituality studies and dream studies, as they weave together strands of 
living narrative from both waking and sleeping. Discernment of when and how 
to share this interweaving constructs both intra- and inter-personal 
considerations for creating story communities of sharing. 
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Finally, Chapter Five considers the need to embody individual and 
communal story via acting on transformative memory narratives. J.A. van den 
Berg’s and R. Ruard Ganzevoort’s examination of time as past necessity and 
memory, present freedom and responsibility, and future possibility and 
anticipation77 frames this chapter. Beginning with past necessity, a brief overview 
of previous chapters draws lines of interconnection between elements of practice 
in lived experience—awakening, attending, and attuning—to then examine the 
final element: acting.  Each element of practice addresses needs considered 
throughout the text:  
 Need for balancing time valuation 
 Need for sleep to be valued alongside work and rest 
 Need to envision dreaming narratives and dreamwork as spiritual 
practice 
 And the need to create communal narratives through dream sharing, 
spiritual, and contemplative pedagogical practices 
                                                 
77 van den Berg and Ganzevoort, “The Art of Creating,” 168. 
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In this chapter, acting seeks to draw together multivalent experiences of time, 
sleep, dreaming, and theological reflection to devise both contemplative 
pedagogy and careful scholarship. 
In section II, I propose pedagogical practices of contemplative mentoring 
based on dreamwork methods and spiritual life writing. These practices may 
create a learning environment which embodies holistically living into individual 
and communal learning experiences as much as possible. Acting draws learning 
into dynamic relationship and grants agency to creatively experiment with 
integrating the memoried past with future possibilities within the present 
moment.  
Section III further utilizes van den Berg’s and Ganzevoort’s framing of future 
possibilities and anticipation. Future implications consider how the four 
elements of practice respond to the time urgencies in Chapter Two through 
balancing, restful wholeness, sacred story, and dreaming communities. The final 
section hones this future possibility focus within scholarship with implications 
for spirituality studies, practical theology, and dream studies.  
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B. Sources of the Study and Human Subjects Review 
The primary sources for this study are texts in the field of dream studies 
and the discipline of spirituality studies. Texts in practical theology, narrative 
story-telling, and contemplative education provide additional resources. Within 
dream studies, I employ much of the primary and secondary work of Kelly 
Bulkeley as well as scholars from social sciences (psychology, anthropology, 
counseling), including, Richard Chenhall, Katie Glaskin, Douglas Hollan, 
Anthony Shafton, Bonnelle Lewis Strickling, Jeremy Taylor, and Nell Werner; 
humanities (linguistics, comparative religious studies), with Patricia M. Davis, 
Barbara Holmes, George Lakoff, Kimberley C. Patton, David Shulman, and Guy 
G. Stroumsa; and to a lesser degree, biology and neuroscience, including J. Lee 
Kavenau and Patrick McNamara. Peer-reviewed journals such as Dreaming and 
The International Journal of Dream Research as well as Deirdre Barrett’s and Patrick 
McNamara’s edited works on dream studies also provide multidisciplinary 
scholarship.  
From spirituality studies, I draw upon primary and secondary sources 
related to spirituality, spiritual life writing, and spiritual companioning/ 
discernment. Scholarly sources include the work of Janet Ruffing; Kwok, Pui-lan; 
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Pat Schneider; Heather Walton; and Claire Wolfteich. Peer reviewed journals 
such as Spiritus: A Journal of Christian Spirituality and Presence: An International 
Journal of Spiritual Direction offer additional scholarly sources.  
Practical theologians, especially those integral in incorporating arts and 
humanities into practical theology scholarship, provide research helpful to this 
dissertation including Dorothy C. Bass, Kathleen Cahalan, R. Ruard Ganzevoort, 
Pamela R. McCarroll, John Swinton, J.A. van den Berg, Heather Walton, and 
Claire Wolfteich.  
Scholarship in contemplative pedagogy and transformative education as 
well as King, Bulkeley, and Welt’s Dreaming in the Classroom78 provide insight 
                                                 
78 See King, Bulkeley, and Welt, Dreaming in the Classroom. For examples of 
contemplative and transformative education, see Bryant Keith Alexander, 
“Performing Culture in the Classroom: An Instructional (Auto) Ethnography,” 
Text and Performance Quarterly 19, no. 4 (October 1, 1999): 307-31; Christopher M. 
Bache, The Living Classroom: Teaching and Collective Consciousness (Albany, NY: 
State University of New York Press, 2008); and Courtney Bender, “Touching the 
Transcendent: Rethinking Religious Experience in the Sociological Study of 
Religion,” in Everyday Religion: Observing the Modern Religious Life, ed. Nancy T. 
Ammerman (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007): 201-18.  
See also, Maggie Berg and Barbara K. Seeber, The Slow Professor: 
Challenging the Culture of Speed in the Academy (Toronto: University of Toronto, 
2016); L. Gregory Jones and Stephanie Paulsell (eds.), The Scope of Our Art: The 
Vocation of the Theological Teacher (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2002); Rebecca 
Konyndyk DeYoung, “Pedagogical Rhythms: Practices and Reflections on 
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into developing future pedagogy that offer a scholarly contribution to both 
spirituality studies and dream studies. Attendance at meetings of the IASD, 
American Academy of Religion, and training at The Haden Institute, and the 
Center for Contemplative Mind in Society’s Contemplative Mind in Higher 
Education offer ongoing dialogue with textual analysis in informing my work. 
Authors from other disciplines whose work notably informs this dissertation 
include: Walter Brueggeman, Michael Goldberg, Paul A. Harris, Ursula Le Guin, 
Judith Shulevitz, Amy Tan, and Howard Thurman. 
This dissertation involved no research with human subjects. 
                                                 
Practice, in Teaching and Christian Practices: Reshaping Faith and Learning, ed. 
David I. Smith and James K.A. Smith (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2011): 24-42; 
Andrew Dreitcer, “Contemplative Practice in Seminaries and with Clergy,” in 
Contemplative Nation: How Ancient Practices Are Changing the Way We Live, ed. 
Mirabai Bush (Kalamazoo, MI: Fetzer Institute, 2011): 59-74; Melissa D. Falb and 
Kenneth I. Pargament, “Relational Mindfulness, Spirituality, and the Therapeutic 
Bond,” Asian Journal of Psychiatry 5, no. 4 (December, 2012): 351-54; Curtiss 
Hoffman and Jacquie E. Lewis, Weaving Dreams into the Classroom: Practical Ideas 
for Teaching About Dreams and Dreaming at Every Grade Level, Including Adult 
Education (Boca Raton, FL: BrownWalker, 2014); Becky Thompson, Teaching with 
Tenderness: Toward an Embodied Practice (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press, 
2017). 
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IV. Limitations of the Project 
This research focuses on implications for scholarly research and 
pedagogy. It does not examine on-going dreamwork groups or sites of on-going 
spiritual practices. No observation of embodied learning or practicing occurred. 
As such, the research is limited to scholarship and studies of practices that are 
published. Practices, in particular, that have been developed but have no 
scholarly publications, such as Bob Haden’s development of spiritual direction 
and dream worker training through The Haden Institute, remain peripheral or 
ignored. Additionally, while limited inclusion occurs here, much of the body of 
popular literature produced by practitioners in dreamwork and spiritual 
practices lies tangential to the project and scholarship. Notably, these spiritual 
practices and dreamwork methods exist already within their own spheres of 
study and documentation. Scholarly contributions from psychodynamic sources 
are also limited in this work in order to focus closely on the spiritual nature of 
dreamwork rather than the psychological. Within these constraints, the lines of 
connection drawn here with an eye toward informing spirituality studies’ 
scholarship and pedagogy may not effectively generalize to other milieu. Further 
research is warranted.   
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The portion of the day devoted to sleep receives the primary focus of this 
dissertation despite the additional emphasis on memory and dreamwork which 
occurs during waking hours. However, in delineating the significance between 
work, rest, and sleep, the period of time devoted to time needed for both leisure 
rest as well as hermeneutical Holy Rest receives scant attention. Leisure resting 
proffers another avenue of considering times of awareness which go easily 
overlooked such as reverie, daydreaming, and basking in the moment. These 
forms of awareness are also lived experiences which necessitate further scholarly 
mining for theological reflection.  
Constructing a theological and spiritual dreamwork frame from within 
Mainline Protestant79 tradition in the United States directs this research toward 
the theological academy of progressive/liberal Protestantism. Thus, conclusions 
and practices may or may not be directly applicable to clinical settings, other 
religious or spiritual traditions, or the general public. Crucial in this limitation, 
the focus on Mainline Protestantism, while needing the analysis and critique 
done here, should not dismiss the wider practices and interpretations of dreams 
                                                 
79 See the Glossary for the definition of “Mainline Protestantism.” 
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and dreaming, rest, and living story found within other Christian groups 
including Evangelical Protestantism, Catholicism, Pentecostal/Holiness 
traditions, and Orthodoxy. These traditions necessitate extensive additional 
study in conversation with the findings regarding Mainline Protestantism. How 
the findings may or may not inform congregational life remains open to further 
research, as well. 
As the researcher, my context invariably influences my scholarly work. As 
a North American within the United States, dominant U.S. culture (DUSC) forms 
and informs my world view. Furthermore, my location within said culture as an 
Anglo, middle class, cis-gendered woman with advanced education means that I 
may both speak with some authenticity to the assumptions made and attitudes 
within such a world view, detailed in Chapter Two, and vigilantly endeavor to 
integrate scholarship and practices that draw upon the wealth of other 
experiences, perspectives, and traditions existing in U.S. society. That said, an 
area ripe for research that this dissertation does not directly address concerns 
potential contributions of LGBTQIA scholarship to dreaming spirituality and the 
general field of dream studies. To date, this dream research remains nascent 
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compared with inroads to include a more diverse representation of cultural, 
religio-spiritual, and interdisciplinary study and practices.  
Additionally, I also locate within Mainline Protestantism identifying as 
liberal Protestant clergy (Baptist). As such, I bear witness to the sporadic 
emphasis, expertise, and training within my ecumenical community in 
addressing the spiritual nature of dreaming and dreamwork professionally and 
collegially as well as through scholarly analysis. While focused on Mainline 
Protestants, this dissertation offers a beginning point for further scholarship and 
pastoral work to interconnect dreams and dreamwork across biblical texts, 
church history, daily devotions, and congregational life.  
Such contexts narrow the work’s scope and ability to be generalized. I 
endeavor to inform my context via diverse scholarly research and discourse 
drawing upon a broad range of sources while aware that personal location 
creates contextual perspectives, even so. The limitations of contextual perspective 
here are my responsibility to continue to challenge, ponder, discern, and own. 
Maintaining awareness of these internal factors and their potential for bias 
should facilitate the dissertation’s contribution to the larger body of research. 
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Finally, the working assumption and normative foundational claim of this 
project asserts that all lived experience has meaning, and thus, all lived 
experience (including dreaming) is a proper focus of study for scholars in 
Christian practical theology and spirituality. In doing so, I intend to bring 
forward a part of daily lived experience—sleep and dreaming—often ignored, 
underdeveloped, and/or derided in many circles80 and argue for its normative 
inclusion in spirituality studies and practical theology. I posit this research can 
broaden future scholarship to identify and examine other overlooked areas of 
life, relationships, and engagement with the Divine and the world. For the 
purpose of this study, however, this limitation of focusing on the lived 
experience of dreams within sleep, dreamwork, and Christian spiritual practice 
will stand. 
                                                 
80 For a short overview of attitudes toward dreams in Christian history, 
see Bulkeley, “Dreaming the Future,” 221-23. For a longer treatment, see 
Bulkeley’s chapter entitled, “Christianity,” in his text Dreaming in the World’s 
Religions, 167-91. 
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CHAPTER TWO – AWAKENING THE NEED FOR SLEEP AS A 
SPIRITUAL PRACTICE OF HOLY REST 
Along with its complementary lived experiences of work and rest in waking life, 
sleep comprises a period of time within each day’s cycle that provides crucial 
biological and neurochemical functions. This chapter examines the need to 
awaken to valuing time required for adequate sleep alongside time devoted to 
waking life’s work and rest in order to ensure holistic health and well-being. 
Such time valuing encourages shifting from over-emphases on work time that 
create unbalancing urgencies of finitude, productivity, identity/worth, and 
accessibility. Awakening1 to the need for sleep honors humans’ animal bodies and 
the physiological functions this span of time addresses each day. Rather than 
merely an individualistic practice, awakening to the need for sleep also may hold 
catalystic potential to transform human systems of work and power to more 
humane and humanizing methods. Such potential for systemic change requires 
further investigation. 
                                                 
1 Awake – “to become conscious or aware of something.” See Merriam-
Webster Dictionary Online, s.v. “awake,” accessed March 14, 2018, 
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/awake. 
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Practices of Holy Rest may recalibrate the day to ongoing balancing between 
work, rest, and sleep. Drawn from the Jewish practice of Sabbath-keeping, Holy 
Rest places particular focus upon denoting spans of time to pause and awaken to 
the lived experience in the moment through memory and theological reflection in 
order to develop a meaning-making habitus of being. Holy Rest is not 
synonymous with Sabbath. Rather, it seeks to emphasize the Sabbath’s 
celebration of time as both a gift to receive and an obligation to embody that can 
be shared with persons who do not have a religious, spiritual, or cultural claim to 
the practice. Thus, Holy Rest practices invite spans of time throughout each day 
for reflective, communal, and meaningful respite in tandem with lived 
experiences of work, rest, and sleep. This dissertation focuses on such practice as 
it pertains to sleep, particularly the portions of sleep when dreaming occurs, and 
subsequent reflection upon said experiences in waking as will be discussed in 
Chapter Three. In order to address dreaming and waking reflection, however,  
the need of human’s animal bodies to sleep interconnects people with the larger 
animal world and requires the same care and valuing as lived experiences in 
waking life. 
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I. Awakening to the Need for Balancing Work, Rest, and Sleep to Embody 
Practices of Holy Rest 
The time of the clock contains a worldview, a politics, and an economics. 
It also creates and sustains a quite particular anthropology….The 
implication is that to live humanly is to learn to live one’s life effectively 
according to a series of culturally constructed time tracks that are laid out 
according to the fixed and relentless rhythm of the two-handed 
clock….Not to be able to move one’s body or one’s mind to such a 
temporal rhythm is to live in a way that pushes the boundaries of 
acceptable humanness….If time is money and money is the product of 
temporal dexterity, speed, competitiveness, and efficiency, then being 
quick and efficient becomes the norm. If our identity (who we think we 
are in the world) has to do with knowing who and where we are at any 
given temporal moment, then our autobiographical awareness becomes 
central to who we are.2 
 
Sociologically, the manner by which a society denotes time reveals the way its 
culture not only defines time but also the manner by which it values how that time 
is experienced. As John Swinton notes in the above quote, not all 
sociotemporality is weighted the same. How one values and weights time allows 
for conflict or congruence within a given group, tradition, or culture. In DUSC3, 
                                                 
2 Swinton, Becoming Friends, 31. 
3 Of note, the literature, including Swinton’s text, commonly uses the 
terms “the West” or “Western culture” to locate a broadly generalized concept of 
dominant culture. To maintain better precision of contextually locating the 
prevailing cultural distinctions and expectations discussed in this dissertation, I 
derived the term “dominant United States culture (DUSC)”primarily from a 
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as in many western European cultures, such time valuing is likened to Standard 
Average European Time (SAET). Swinton notes:  
Rather than life being viewed as a continuous, meaningful whole wherein 
each moment latches seamlessly onto and into the next, SAET separates 
and compartmentalizes the various aspects of our past, present, and 
future lives. This mode of time creates the impression that time is….a 
series of dislocated fragmented moments held together by the transient 
necessities of human desire….The link between the units of time that 
SAET and its derivatives create is not devotion to a creator God who holds 
all time in God’s hands….Instead, the link between fragments of time is 
shaped and determined by human desire and the incessantly moving 
hands of the clock. The rhythm of our lives is regular, mechanical, and, 
above all, organized. The fact that we have to “schedule in” prayer time or 
“make room” for quiet time is indicative that the fragmentation of time 
might be reflected in an unconscious and pernicious fragmentation of our 
souls.4 
   
SAET, then, is characterized by measuring time via the clock, expecting 
punctuality, segregation of time measurement and experience (past-present-
future), and commodification rather than as a holistic lived experience.5 
                                                 
social science perspective. A full definition of DUSC is available in the Glossary. 
However, deviating from the more commonly used terminology, while 
problematic in its wholesale generalization, may also inadvertently alter the full 
scope of a given text’s contextual location. Despite this potential, I posit DUSC 
provides a more accurate descriptor in this dissertation for an unwieldy concept. 
4 Swinton, Becoming Friends, 23. 
5 Swinton, Becoming Friends, 22-23. 
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Weighting time devoted to work and productivity tacitly implies how to also 
assign value to non-work and worth to individuals who deviate or conform. 
Nevertheless, sleep, dreaming, and subsequent reflection upon dreams in 
waking life do occur. However, their value can easily be overlooked when work 
and even resting leisure activities receive disproportionate time valuing over the 
course of a day.  
I propose when waking life activities siphon time needed for adequate sleep, 
especially in regard to daily work, they create false urgencies of finitude, 
productivity, identity/self-worth, and accessibility that impede holistically 
balancing daily life within these three, ongoing lived experiences. Subtly, such 
influence may also form resistance to theologically reflective practices within the 
Christian spirituality classroom, which themselves require spans of time to be 
able to focus, and be within the practice regardless of time needed. For example, 
note when a hectic, stressed, over-worked, under-rested, and sleep deprived 
state is considered normative (because “that’s the way things are”), acceptable, 
and even laudable while a habitus of regular spiritual practice is perceived as 
counter-cultural. Such unbalancing can be transformed. Paul A. Harris asserts in 
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his Presidential Address to the 2007 International Society for the Study of Time 
conference,  
….If the human species is going to shift the course of evolution of 
complexity, we need to define ourselves as evolutionary creatures less in 
terms of our ability to affect and transform environments and others and 
more as creatures distinguished by their capacity to be affected and 
transformed. This sounds idealistic, but only humans can engineer such 
changes in themselves simply by adopting new ideals….Unlike other 
biological entities, humans have the capacity to be transformed not only 
by environmental factors but symbolic expressions—the most effective of 
which, in the domain of collective learning, is an overarching narrative 
within which people situate themselves and on whose basis people shape 
their actions. To instantiate oneself in a narrative and then assume the role 
it designates is something of a spiritual act—it is in one sense how 
religions function in the minds of believers.6  
 
Harris invites a repositioning of current competitive narratives to one of 
imaginative and ethical transformation—that the ability to think of that which is 
not currently being experienced in time can translate into being—both within 
individuals and societies. Thought matters—both in waking and sleeping—and 
impacts what will be in subsequent experienced moments in time. Thus, granting 
precedence to work time over rest time and sleep time may be de rigueur in 
                                                 
6 Paul A. Harris, “President’s Address: Cosmic Epics and Global Ethics,” 
in Time: Limits and Constraints, ed. Jo Alyson Parker, Paul Harris, and Christian 
Steineck (Leiden: Brill, 2010),11-13. 
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DUSC, but it does not have to be so.  
In response to this unbalancing in daily life, developing a habitus of Holy 
Rest—derived from Christian interpretations of relating to time as a gift and 
obligation within Jewish Sabbath-keeping—creates spans of time within work, 
rest, and sleep that invite realignment. As Harris notes, humans have the 
capacity to both change the contextual narrative and their place within it. 
Additionally, Harris’ assertion affirms the potential to imagine a reordering of 
expectations in the social microcosm of the spirituality studies classroom.  I posit 
Holy Rest, while situated within waking life, also creates space to awaken 
reflection, receptivity, and generative care within sleep via dreaming and in the 
subsequent reflection upon transformative dreams when once again, sleep ends. 
Perhaps, as sleeping life incorporates mundane dreams and transcendent, or big 
dreams,7 so too, waking life bears both general, mundane spans of work and rest 
and spans of transcendent, Holy Rest within work and rest, as well. Holistic and 
embodied pedagogies may create the necessary habitus of being by first allowing 
the potential idea of normative work-rest-sleep rebalancing to be imagined. 
                                                 
7 See the Glossary for the definition of “big dreams.” 
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Enacting such thought, however, must contend with significant resistance. 
A. Concerns of Time-Valuing Disparities in Work, Rest, and Sleep 
When ceasing work for rest and sleep “wastes” time, then overt 
productivity for others’ benefit takes precedence over innate human need.8 Rabbi 
Lawrence Kushner notes, “People see only what they’re looking for and what 
they understand, not necessarily what lies in front of them.”9 Swinton echoes 
Kushner’s observation by asserting that rather than perceiving time as an 
abundant gift from God to be experienced, SAET creates normative 
interpretations of time as autonomous and meaningless.10 Time becomes 
something to fill in order to have value and meaning. Filling time with continued 
work, i.e. busy-ness, receives higher time-value, despite the necessary 
physiological, cognitive, and spiritual work that can only occur in the brain and 
body during rest and sleep.  
                                                 
8 Swinton, Becoming Friends, 30. 
9 Lawrence Kushner, Jewish Spirituality: A Brief Introduction for Christians 
(Woodstock, VT: Jewish Lights, 2008), 20. 
10 Swinton, Becoming Friends, 30-31. 
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Walter Brueggeman likens normalizing time not engaged in recognized, 
valued work as “wasted” as indicative of a culture of restlessness reaching 
epidemic proportions.  Brueggeman grounds such systemic restlessness in “gods 
of commoditization” who “for the most part go unchallenged in our world. As a 
result, their exploitative systems go unchallenged and unnoticed. The abuse 
becomes normal. Restlessness is unexceptional. Anxiety is a given, and violence 
is unexamined as ‘the cost of doing business.’”11 Such unexamined adherence to 
normalizing time as wasted experience within a culture of restlessness fosters 
multivalent urgencies which compound the cycle of never ceasing. These 
urgencies press false needs of lack onto daily life which can never be fully 
assuaged—not that the urgencies do not possess some level of need. Rather, as 
Brueggeman notes, when unexamined, they create a restlessness that misleads 
individuals into assuming their precedence over other times, i.e. rest and sleep, 
exists as a norm rather than an exception. The urgencies of daily life I propose 
here include the urgency of finitude, productivity, worthiness/identity, and 
accessibility. While not an exhaustive list, these four urgencies insinuate 
                                                 
11 Walter Brueggeman, Sabbath as Resistance: Saying No to the Culture of Now 
(Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox, 2014), 17. 
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themselves throughout DUSC and hence also enter academic life and knowledge 
production. 
First, the urgency of finitude produces a spiritual need of ego highlighting a 
systemic fear of losing one’s significance in the fray of life cycles. “In human 
cultures, death is an editor of information and an incentive for post-biological 
forms of survival.”12 Fear that one’s voice will be lost to the millions of voices 
silenced by death unless every effort is made to make contributions notable 
enough to be remembered pushes scholars to find new ways to leave vestiges of 
ourselves to posterity. By focusing on lack of time, an atmosphere of winners and 
losers develops—who will be remembered, and who will be lost to the masses?13 
Work product and renown gain prominence over the inherent needs of others 
and oneself.  
Second, external factors create an urgency of productivity which also 
devalues the time needed for rest and sleep. A capitalistic culture such as the 
United States structures human work as commodities. As such, human work 
                                                 
12 Frederick Turner, “How Death Was Invented and What It Is For,” in 
Time, Parker, Harris, and Steineck, 329.  
13 Turner, “How Death Was Invented,” 334-336. 
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produces human value. “Non-work” (unpaid labor, rest, and sleep) inherently 
wastes productivity where human worth is determined by output and 
cost/benefit to or for larger systems. This view leads to an unbalancing of time 
when individuals’ health and well-being are sacrificed in order to siphon off 
more and more rest and sleep in order to increase productivity. As biological 
machinery, human physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual needs reduce to 
bare minimum turn-around times and multivalent expectations. Brueggeman 
identifies such unbalancing as “theological ‘miscommitment’”14 where the 
emphasis on production remains unending. Human machines, thus, continue in 
a state of restlessness never adequate to complete the unending tasks put before 
them.15 
Third, related to the urgency of productivity in time waste is an urgency of 
identity and worthiness. A lifetime of granting work precedence over all other time 
can create a crisis of identity, position, and personal esteem when layoffs, firing, 
disability, or retirement significantly, or even traumatically, alters daily life. 
                                                 
14 Brueggeman, Sabbath as Resistance, 13. 
15 Brueggeman, Sabbath as Resistance, 13. 
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Work-life disengagement may dramatically impact a person’s experience of time 
and leave a sensation of worthlessness or anomie.16 The unbalancing of self-
worth in relation to working life and non-working life over time creates both 
identities out of sync with the fullness of daily life and transitional disruptions 
that slow the claiming of who and how persons are holistically.  
Finally, the urgency of accessibility via advances of technology infiltrates 
both work and, in particular, resting and sleep. Despite the purported time-
saving attributes of technology, tools that allow tasks to be done more quickly or 
efficiently have increased workload expectations rather than reducing them. 
Additionally, technology via internet and cell phones now serves to connect 
people 24/7 to their work lives and the tasks they earlier would have had to leave 
at the office. Boundaries between work and rest continue to blur with the 
imbalance of work precedence further siphoning rest. This continual 
connectedness to both the working world and the plethora of valuable and 
                                                 
16 For an in depth assessment of the impact of retirement on worthiness 
see John W. Osborne, “Psychological Effects of the Transition to Retirement,” 
Canadian Journal of Counseling and Psychotherapy 46, no. 1 (2012): 45-58. 
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useless information available in our hands serves to further distract individuals 
from intentional, purposeful, meaning-making behavior.  
The proliferation of cellular phones exacerbates this habit of connection to 
the point of creating the addictive sensation of needing to be connected 
electronically. Feeling that the external environment determines one’s 
expectations creates vulnerability to the negative impact of constant mobile 
phone usage.17 The risks to vulnerable populations such as children, adolescents, 
and young adults creates a particular concern. In these formative ages, exposure 
to mobile phones is so ubiquitous that suggesting the technology be intentionally 
turned off or not allowed for certain periods of time creates stress and anxiety 
responses. Stress occurs both from the normative expectation to be available as 
well as from times when young adults miss calls or texts. Compounding the 
subjective overuse of mobile phones reported by many participants, urgency of 
accessibility leads to addictive behavior especially concerning symptoms of 
                                                 
17 Jian Li, Andrew Lepp, and Jacob E. Barkley, “Locus of Control and Cell 
Phone Use: Implications for Sleep Quality, Academic Performance, and 
Subjective Well-Being,” Computers in Human Behavior 52 (November 2015): 450-
51, 456. 
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withdrawal and impulsivity.18  Such stress and addictive response behavior 
enters today’s theological classroom as the norm rather than the exception. 
Requiring students (or faculty) to completely go technology-free in a course or 
part of a class now requires advance preparation to avoid inducing agitation or 
anxiety and not impede the learning environment.  
The urgencies of finitude, productivity, self-worth, and of unending 
accessibility contribute systemically and personally to the problems that arise 
when the holistic nature of both time and the human body’s physical, cognitive, 
emotional, and spiritual needs remain dishonored. Humans become machines 
rather than beings—objects to produce and consume instead of meaning-making, 
relational contributors within the larger environment. Awareness attunes to the 
bottom line rather than community. Thus, ceasing work becomes a luxury. Rest 
and sleep are perceived as non-productive, lazy, and “wasted” time. The 
formation of a sense of intrinsic identity and worthiness becomes challenging, 
and normative expectations of availability train current generations to feel 
                                                 
18 Sara Thomée, Annika Hārenstam, and Mats Hagberg, “Mobile Phone 
Use and Stress, Sleep Disturbances, and Symptoms of Depression Among Young 
Adults – A Prospective Cohort Study,” BMC Public Health 11, no. 66 (2011): 7, 10. 
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anxious and guilty when they step away for respite or reflection.19 Many people 
move unthinkingly and unintentionally through habits of unbalancing that 
create norms of busy-ness to “fill up” time rather than embodying intentional, 
meaningful, and humanizing life. Bringing sleep and waking rest into dynamic 
balancing with work as needed and valued times within each day may also open 
spans of time for theological reflection upon all three lived experiences. Practices 
of Holy Rest can instill such balancing habits and draw persons to living closer 
within Swinton’s conception of God’s time. In God’s time, people enter into the 
timefullness of Holy Rest by “becoming friends of time”20 rather than remaining in 
the frenetic, harried, constraining spaces of unbalancing daily life by the clock. 
Such timefullness instills an awareness of being in the image of “a God who 
always has time for us.”21 In that image, Imago Dei, humanity may live and move 
and have being in its fullness and in all time. 
                                                 
19 Paul Heintzman, Leisure and Spirituality: Biblical, Historical, and 
Contemporary Perspectives (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2015), 105. 
20 Swinton, Becoming Friends, 83. 
21 Swinton, Becoming Friends, 82. 
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Of course, such intentional rest and sleep practices are ingrained within 
the spiritual traditions of Judaism as Sabbath-keeping and found within historic 
Christian Sabbatarian practices of Sunday as a day of respite or feasting. 
However, for persons not imbued with a practice of valuing of rest or sleep, 
spiritually or otherwise, reordering the day or week to intentionally incorporate 
such a practice can be daunting. Sabbath-keeping as a first-time practice can feel 
extremely time-consuming largely because it requires both disciplined intention 
to mark out the time and for the person to value self and body enough to engage 
in an on-going level of spiritual, mental, and physical self-caring and practice. 22 
B. Holy Rest as a Spiritual Practice in Time 
Faced with unbalancing time values, the challenge remains to claim 
instead another means of sociotemporal experience: one that honors work and 
drive while mutually dignifying rest and sleep and carries normative 
expectations for work to regularly cease as a matter of humanizing justice within 
                                                 
22 Literary journalists Judith Shulevitz and A.J. Jacobs offer personally 
reflective examples of wrestling with the difficulties of incorporating the Jewish 
Sabbath into their lives. See Shulevitz’s spiritual autobiography, The Sabbath 
World: Glimpses of a Different Order of Time (New York: Random House, 2010); and 
also Jacobs’ memoir, The Year of Living Biblically: One Man’s Humble Quest to 
Follow the Bible as Literally as Possible (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2007). 
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God’s time. Awakening to the need for sleep as part of the dailiness of God’s time 
invites a coming into awareness of something already present. The need for sleep 
each day remains whether or not it is acknowledged, valued, or embodied 
willingly. Honoring sleep within sociotemporal experience, grounded in Imago 
Dei, may instill profound self-worth and understanding that such worthiness is 
shared in common. It makes accessible the deep wells of Divine peace as the 
outer distractions of the world dim. It creates spans for intentional meaning-
making and theological reflection upon lived experiences. Humanity holds the 
capacity to refuse to dance to the unending drudgery of disordering 
unbalancing. The experience of timefullness can nurture within people 
animating purpose, intention, and anticipated lived experience which may 
reverse or transform the decay of communal and personal lives caught in the 
tangles of unbalancing time.23  
Holy Rest allows such timefullness to occur. To understand Holy Rest, 
one must trace its origin through Sabbath. Drawing upon the Jewish practice of 
Sabbath, or Shabbat, Holy Rest emphasizes the timefullness of Sabbath practice 
                                                 
23 J.T. Fraser, “Founder’s Address: Constraining Chaos,” in Time, Parker, 
Harris, and Steineck, 31. 
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while acknowledging the Jewish Sabbath comprises a unique culture and 
theological embodiment. Nevertheless, Sabbath informs the practice of Holy Rest 
as both practices remind people to awaken to God’s time. Walter S. Wurzburger 
asserts that when work is defined in relation to Sabbath, it becomes part of the 
interplay of productive creativity moving in tandem with Sabbath’s spiritual 
creativity.24 In essence, the world did not make itself, and most importantly, by 
observing Sabbath, embodiment of the practice becomes a testimony to God’s 
presence and an acknowledgement that humanity does not act alone. Human 
work also is not complete without being in relation to Sabbath. Dorothy Bass 
notes Sabbath’s mutuality of bounding and embodying, noting,  
According to those who live each week shaped by Shabbat, however, it is a 
practice that powerfully alters their relationship to nature, work, God, and 
others. Shabbat is not just law and liturgy; it is also a shared way of life, a 
set of activities that become second nature, a round of custom and 
prayer...a piece of time that opens space to God (author’s emphasis).25  
 
                                                 
24 Walter Wurzburger, “A Jewish Theology Theology and Philosophy of 
the Sabbath,” in The Sabbath in Jewish and Christian Traditions, ed. Tamara C. 
Eskenazi, Daniel J. Harrington, S.J., and William H. Shea (New York: Crossroad, 
1991), 147. 
25 Dorothy C. Bass, “Keeping Sabbath: Reviving a Christian Practice,” 
Christian Century 114, no. 1 (1997): 14. 
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Jewish spirituality takes the practice of Sabbath a step further to emphasize a 
daily experience of little miracles. According to Kushner, Sabbath “invites us to 
wake up and open our eyes to the myriad beautiful, mysterious, and holy things 
happening around us every day.”26 As people become awakened to that which is 
already present around and within them, he continues, Divine presence reveals 
itself.27 Like the mark of an artisan craftsperson, God’s presence leaves an 
indelible sign upon all of creation—including time, memory, and humanity—
which, in turn, connects all matter, all being, and all time. 
Such awakening is not solely for the individual but also within the 
communal identity of a people. Awakening to interconnection by and within 
Divine presence allows a community experience through intentional ritual, 
observance, and habit. The second part of Bass’ description highlights the 
embodied nature of Sabbath as “a set of activities that become second nature”28. 
In this sense, Sabbath is remembering, embodied practice—of creation, of exile, 
                                                 
26 Kushner, Jewish Spirituality, 21. 
27 Kushner, Jewish Spirituality, 29. 
28 Bass, “Keeping Sabbath,” 14. 
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of longing, and of joy within the core of humanity. Notably, the practice and 
observance of Sabbath is not idyllic. Blu Greenberg presents the reality that 
living into Sabbath means living within its boundaries and freedoms regardless 
of personal inclination in the moment.29  
Jewish Sabbath embodies time as one of living through remembering. It 
also intentionally seeks to humanize and harmonize persons with all creation 
and Divine peace. This time of spiritual renewal serves as one of continual 
reconnection with the universe—all matter and being—and invites a renewal of 
life as purposeful and meaningful.30 Shabbat requires discernable boundaries of 
time and an internalized locus of control. As Rabbis Kerry M. Olitzky and Daniel 
Judson note, this ancient practice with religious, spiritual, and cultural overtones 
necessitates intentional bounding or “guarding” from regular, daily work 
deriving from the Sabbath mandate in Deuteronomy 5:12. In tandem with this 
restricting of behavior, however, is an equal mandate to enact Sabbath found in 
                                                 
29 Blu Greenberg, How to Run a Traditional Jewish Household (New York: 
Simon & Schuster, 1983), 27-28. 
30 David A. Cooper, The Handbook of Jewish Meditation Practices: A Guide for 
Enriching the Sabbath and Other Days of Your Life (Woodstock, VT: Jewish Lights 
Publishing, 2000), 9. 
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Exodus 20:8 by embodying, or “remembering” it.31  
The Jewish Sabbath reorders the focus of work, rest, and sleep turning 
toward a distillation of obligatory and creative moments into a present which 
focuses mind, body, and soul beyond distractions. It connects practitioners by 
requiring them to subversively disconnect by “consciously withdrawing from 
worldly preoccupations,”32  in order to prioritize and discern between truly 
important and holistic manners of being and distraction and unnecessary static. 
Rabbi David A. Cooper likens Sabbath to a mandated one-day contemplative 
retreat Jewish adults are required to practice each week.33  
Christians can witness the practice of Jewish Sabbath as outsiders, learn 
from it, and interpret the meaning of Sabbath within a Christian context and 
theological framework. Christians may then innovate their own versions of 
Sabbath—knowing always, they cannot experience the origination of Jewish 
Sabbath, but they can grow from it. It can still transform. Mary C. Boys notes 
                                                 
31 Kerry M. Olitzky and Daniel Judson, Jewish Rituals: A Brief Introduction 
for Christians (Woodstock, VT: Jewish Lights, 2006), 1, 7-8. 
32 Olitzky and Judson, Jewish Rituals, 6. 
33 Cooper, The Handbook, 79. 
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such inter-religious learning can be personally challenging and emotional. 
However, the “inability to fully reconcile ancient claims of Christian faith with 
other religions has the potential to lead us to greater humility about our tradition 
and draw us more deeply into the mystery of God.”34 Sensitive to the boundary 
between the Jewish Sabbath and Christian traditions or understandings of 
Sabbath-keeping, I suggest a broadening of the term to “Holy Rest.” A practice of 
Holy Rest connects Christians to the contemplative practices of withdrawal and 
rest practiced by Jesus35 and to the wisdom of Jewish and Christian traditions of 
Sabbath-keeping. The term Holy Rest endeavors to avoid syncretism while 
allowing Christian practitioners and persons with no religious tradition or 
spiritual context of practices of rest to carefully form a practice within 
parameters that nurture balancing between this ancient gift of Sabbath and their 
present context. Holy Rest is not synonymous with Sabbath. Rather, Holy Rest is 
grounded within Sabbath’s ordering of time and takes into account broader 
                                                 
34 Mary C. Boys, “Learning in the Presence of the Other,” Religious 
Education 103, no. 5 (2008): 505. 
35 Mark 6:31-32, for example. 
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embodiment of physical and spiritual rest with intention when the bounding, 
ritual, and habitus provided by Levitical law are absent. 36 
In waking life, Holy Rest offers a nourishing and renewing experience 
which includes focused actions while remaining attentive and attuned to God’s 
presence and movement in life. Holy Rest differs from leisure, general rest, or 
self-care. It is intentional, hermeneutical, and reflective. As such, engaging a 
habitual Holy Rest of intentional spiritual and physical focus can conceivably 
open Christians to an experience similar to, but distinct from, Jewish Sabbath. 
                                                 
36 A number of Christian Sabbath authors concur with my definition of 
Holy Rest and continue to use the term Sabbath with or without Sabbatarian 
implications. While they each emphasize time designated for Sabbath/Holy Rest, 
some variance occurs as to how crucial practicing Sabbath on Sundays is. The 
authors do agree that such time is gift, generative, spiritually engaging, and 
imbues holistic personhood in the face of a world that runs contrary to this Rest. 
See Dan B. Allender, Sabbath (Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson, 2009); Dorothy 
Bass, Receiving the Day: Christian Practices for Opening the Gift of Time (San 
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2000); Brueggemann, Sabbath as Resistance; Marva J. Dawn, 
Keeping the Sabbath Wholly: Ceasing, Resting, Embracing, Feasting (Grand Rapids, 
MI: Eerdmans, 1989);  Marva J. Dawn, The Sense of the Call: A Sabbath Way of Life 
for Those Who Serve God, the Church, and the World (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 
2006); Wayne Muller, Sabbath: Finding Rest, Renewal, and Delight in Our Busy Lives 
(New York: Bantam Books, 1999); Rob Muthiah, The Sabbath Experiment: Spiritual 
Formation for Living in a Non-Stop World (Eugene, OR: Cascade Books, 2015); and 
Norman Wirzba, Living the Sabbath: Discovering the Rhythms of Rest and Delight 
(Grand Rapids, MI: Brazos, 2006). 
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I argue that Holy Rest is not only practiced during waking hours, but 
sleep also can be framed as a time of Holy Rest. Sleep accounts for more than 
one-third of the average American’s week, one-third of each day.37 Rather than a 
span of sacred time embedded in each day’s cycle, the lived experience of sleep 
often receives little if any acknowledgement. Instead, the focus usually remains 
on Holy Rest within the confines of two-thirds of each day—i.e. waking lived 
experience. And yet, sleep is a foundational element of every day and crucial to 
human life. I posit sleep imbues sacred time of Holy Rest. The lived experience 
within sleep offers experiences worthy of reflection in the fullness of living 
alongside those of work and rest. Wendell Berry notes, “To rest, we must accept 
Nature’s limits and our own. When we come to our limit, we must be still.”38 
Holy Rest serves as a reminder that sleep is sacred and necessary every single 
day of life. It resists the false urgencies of unbalancing time value and holds its 
                                                 
37 US Department of Labor, American Time Use Survey—2015 Results, 
USDL-16-1250, prepared by the Bureau of Labor Statistics for release on June 24, 
2016, Washington D.C., 2016 accessed May 2, 2017. 
https://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/atus.pdf., Table 1. 
38 Wendell Berry, This Day: Collected and New Sabbath Poems (Berkeley, CA: 
Counterpoint, 2013), xxiii. 
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own moments of transcendent lived experience. Awakening to the holy work of 
sleep and the dreaming awareness within it offers new avenues of theological 
reflection, community, and communion with the Divine for consideration.  
II. The Need of Daily Sleep: Embodying Sleep-as-Holy Rest 
Bless my body and soul this night 
that I may be renewed in the forgetfulness of sleep. 
Visit me in my dreams 
that I may remember my birth in you. 
Protect me with your angels of brightness, O God, 
that I may awake to the freshness of the morning, 
that I may awake to You as the new day’s freshness.39 
 
With both visual and linguistic artistry, John Phillip Newell’s Celtic 
psalter of prayers for each morning and evening of the week invites practitioners 
(and would-be practitioners) of daily prayer to enter into spans of the beauty of 
time through the practice of prayer. The book, itself, is small; the text placed on 
pages with wide margins of open space; and the art from illuminated medieval 
Hebrew manuscripts in Jewish traditions, intricate. Newell, former warden of 
                                                 
39 John Phillip Newell, Sounds of the Eternal: A Celtic Psalter, Morning and 
Night Prayer (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2002), 11. 
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Iona Abbey with the Iona Community40 and co-founder with his wife, Ali 
Newell, of Heartbeat,41 seeks to create an atmosphere, not merely a reading. The 
pages entice the person at prayer to return again and again with the reminder 
that the artistry of illuminated words “draws our attention further and further 
into the matter of life and of human relationship, recalling us to the Life within 
all life or to what the Jewish mystics call ‘the great shining of the world’s 
                                                 
40 An intentional, dispersed community headquartered in Scotland, Iona 
Community was begun by the Reverend Lord George MacLeod in the early 20th 
century. It has grown to be internationally known and given birth to daughter 
communities in Australia (Wellspring Community), Germany and Holland (the 
Iona Community in each country), and the United States (Kirkridge Retreat 
Center and New World Foundation). The Community is particularly known for 
their work in UK social justice and peace-building schemes, publications and 
worship resources through their Wild Goose Publishing Group, and their 
practices of intentional living, hospitality to pilgrims on the Isles of Iona and 
Mull, and ecumenical worship both at the island centers and in Glasgow. To 
learn more about Iona Community, see “Welcome to the Iona Community,” Iona 
Community, accessed January 13, 2018, https://iona.org.uk. 
41 Based in the United States, the genesis of John Phillip and Ali Newell’s 
work, Heartbeat seeks to extend Celtic spirituality and the sense of the Sacred 
within all matter and being through contemplative practices, ecospirituality, 
interfaith relationships, and nurturing reflective communities for transformative 
change with a particular focus on young, emerging leaders. To learn more about 
Heartbeat, see “Heartbeat Journey,” Heartbeat Journey, accessed January 13, 
2018, http://heartbeatjourney.org. 
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inwardness’.”42 The psalter’s closing prayer for Sunday evenings, noted above, 
turns the soul from the day’s living and prepares both the person and God to 
enter into another span of Holy Rest. Newell’s language, and the language often 
found in so-called Celtic prayers, speaks to a deeper awareness of there being 
more within the lived experience than what can be fully comprehended. Turning 
from the day’s activities, the practitioner prepares to enter into the sacred time of 
slumber aware that doing so remains a continuation of the journey with the 
Divine, not a pause. The night gives way to Holy Rest in sleep. The lived 
experience of sleep becomes sacred act.  
Tending to the night, as well as the day, with a practice of prayer creates 
small entries—buttonholes, if you will—into the fabric of daily lived experience 
for the sacred to enter. Following this metaphor, the sacred momentary 
“buttons” then secure the fabric of waking and sleeping into a wearable garment. 
Newell’s capturing of the ancient practices of morning and evening prayers slip 
two buttons through living cloth to hold waking life and sleeping life in ongoing 
relationship rather than two sides competing with each other. Lived experiences 
                                                 
42 Newell, Sounds of the Eternal, 86. 
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move in tandem rather than at loose ends. As I learned while working among the 
Iona Community a decade ago, work and rest occur within worship. All three 
experiences—work, rest, and spiritual practice—when lived fully, move together. 
Likewise, waking and sleeping lived experience imbued as spiritual practices of 
ongoing worship infuse the wholeness of life. 
These slivers, or buttonholes, of practices do not form without intention, 
however. Sleep is rarely described as a sacred act but rather often is framed as a 
necessary inconvenience or an urgent need to be denied until it overtakes the 
body in a physical and mental act of triage. “Sleep is a need. Whether we like it 
or not, we eventually succumb to sleep. It is an involuntary physiologic 
function.”43 The primacy of daily life while awake and the devaluing of daily 
living while sleeping allows persons to consider inadequate sleep and exhaustion 
a sign of dedication, hard work, and superiority as noted by the false urgencies 
created by DUSC. Thus, exhaustion from lack of sleep to make a deadline 
receives tacit approval as evidence of “hard” work regardless of whether life 
events, procrastination, or unreasonable work expectations created the impetus 
                                                 
43 McNamara, et al., “Phylogeny,” 53. 
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to go without sleep to complete the task. Sleep, in this interpretation, “wastes” 
time and productivity. Once work and obligations are complete sleep may be 
acceptably welcomed. Its intrusion causes anxiety. Its need prevents persons 
from fully embodying the role of human machinery. Human bodies are not 
designed to keep running at the same settings 24/7. Bodies require not only rest 
but sleep. Even machinery gets turned off to not burn out motors or wear parts; 
even computers have a “sleep” mode. Swinton likens such normalized attitudes 
to idolatry and violence that alienates and dehumanizes. Instead, he argues “[t]o 
give generously of one’s time—to care, notice, value, and appreciate time—is to 
adopt the attitude of Jesus and to begin to tune one’s body into the cadence of 
God’s time and the redemption of time.”44 The devaluing of sleep to provide 
waking precedence—for work or rest—creates a critically unbalancing manner of 
living out of sync with God’s time. Doing so siphons off the fullness of lived 
experience. Such unbalancing prevents both waking life and sleeping life to be 
timefully lived. Waking life needs the work of sleep in order to approach each 
lived experience with as broad and deep an engagement as possible. Sleeping life 
                                                 
44 Swinton, Becoming Friends, 65. 
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needs time awake to utilize the capacities and availabilities accorded during 
those hours in order to create the space of deep, cyclical slumber (in the case of 
mammals, including humans).  
How and why sleep is integral to virtually all animal life continues to be 
an object of study. The function of sleep and how sleep developed remain an 
evolutionary puzzle for researchers.45 While the evolution of the physicality of 
sleep is not the primary emphasis of this chapter, contextualizing the theorized 
reasons for sleep as a biological need allows for greater engagement with 
theological considerations of this daily lived experience. A brief examination of 
the evolution of sleep as a biological portion of each day – starting with an 
example of an early, simply-organized invertebrate animal which shares with 
later vertebrate cold-blooded and then warm-blooded animals the rudimentary 
faculties of a neural network – will be outlined to emphasize the organic 
necessity of allowing the body and brain to adequately live into sleep. This 
example makes no argument for an evolutionary leap across species and millions 
of years from a basic neural network to the complexity of the human brain. 
                                                 
45 “Phylogeny of Sleep Database,” Boston University, accessed April 23, 
2017, http://www.bu.edu/phylogeny. 
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Instead, it to portrays the complexity of sleep as a foundational aspect of animal 
life—its own evolutionary leap—that allows for consideration of the intricate, 
and still largely mysterious, role sleep plays in lived experience across animal 
life, and especially within humans. 
A. Evolution and Physiology of Sleep Function: An Early Example 
Before examining a bio-evolutionary projection upon why sleep 
developed as a physical need, in other words, what function sleep serves, a clear 
statement must be offered regarding functionality and sleep, itself. Sleep 
researchers clearly indicate that while there are aspects of sleep that are adaptive, 
the exact function of sleep remains an unknown variable.46 Addressing this 
unknown variable, J. Lee Kavanau, a professor emeritus of ecology and 
evolutionary biology at UCLA, upon whose evolutionary analysis this section 
primarily draws, postulates the evolutionary progression that appears to have 
developed into the varying rhythms of what is now termed waking and sleeping. 
                                                 
46 See Richard Chenhall and Katie Glaskin, “Sleep Around the World: 
Anthropological Perspectives,” in Sleep Around the World, Glaskin and Chenhall, 
1. See also J. Lee Kavanau, “Evolutionary Approaches to Understanding Sleep,” 
Sleep Medicine Reviews 9, no. 2 (2005): 141-43. And also Patrick McNamara, 
“Evolutionary Approaches to Sleep,” in Barrett and McNamara, The New Science 
of Dreaming, vol. 1, Biological Aspects, 262.  
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From his evolutionary stance, “sleep likely evolved from rest”47 due to some 
invertebrates developing the ability to see in order to coordinate more complex 
physical movements. Marine predators, these cubomedusan, or tropical box 
jellyfish, C. fleckeri, are considered among “the ‘simplest’ multicellular organisms 
with an organized nervous system,”48 and yet they may have evolved to have 
twenty-four eyes of four types including complex camera-lens eyes that allow for 
detailed focal vision as much as 600 million years ago.49 Kavanau notes the 
ability to see with some amount of acuity was likely in response to C. fleckeri’s 
need to have increasingly more complex physical movements. Both factors 
created higher levels of stimulation and complexity in the jellyfish’s daily life 
that distinguish them from other jellyfish and possibly evolved due to mating 
behavior or the need to hunt more complex, agile prey.50 These two evolutionary 
                                                 
47 J. Lee Kavanau, “Is Sleep’s ‘Supreme Mystery’ Unraveling? An 
Evolutionary Analysis of Sleep Encounters No Mystery; Nor Does Life’s Earliest 
Sleep, Recently Discovered in Jellyfish,” Medical Hypotheses 66, no. 1 (2006): 7. 
48 Kavanau, “Is Sleep’s ‘Supreme Mystery’ Unraveling?” 3. 
49 Kavanau, “Is Sleep’s ‘Supreme Mystery’ Unraveling?” 4-6. 
50 Kavanau, “Is Sleep’s ‘Supreme Mystery’ Unraveling?” 6, 8. 
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developments each required substantial neural space for processing the 
multivalent aspects of vision and the quick, reflexive nature of predatory 
movement and coordination.  
As increasingly complex lifestyles evolved, animals acquiring DFV 
[detailed focal vision] also would have developed greater discriminative 
abilities and engaged in many new activities, including fast wide-ranging 
movements and rapid actions and responses. In such lifestyles 
maintenance of increasing numbers of memories for the long term would 
have become crucial, such as, memories of locations, predators and prey 
encountered there, etc.….The circuit multifunctionality that conferred 
increased efficiency, before the evolution of DFV, would have become 
increasingly less efficient as visual lifestyles became more complicated, 
had not compensating features evolved in parallel….[I]n terms of benefits 
to neural circuitry, sleep shielded neural multifunctionality from exposure 
to adverse selection and lesser efficiency. Instead of selecting for 
additional ‘dedicated’ neural circuits, those aspects of memory processing 
that could be delayed with minimal survival risk, were deferred to the 
sleep state.51  
 
Prior to detailed focal vision, such animals entered into periodic “restful 
waking”52 states which appear to have adequately addressed their neural 
memory-processing requirements. With the addition of far more imagery and 
physical movement, another form of rest was required to compensate for the 
                                                 
51 Kavanau, “Is Sleep’s ‘Supreme Mystery’ Unraveling?” 4-5. 
52 Kavanau, “Is Sleep’s ‘Supreme Mystery’ Unraveling?” 4. 
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neural strain of vision, movement, and both memory processing and long-term 
memory storage. The earliest forms of sleep, Kavanau posits, functioned to 
accommodate increased neural processes efficiently and necessitated cessation 
from visual input and physical movement in order to do so. Restful waking 
developed into sleep states which appear determined by physical activity and 
visual stimulation rather than a regular rhythmic sleep cycle found in later 
mammals. In other words, when there is something interesting to see (food, a 
potential mate, or a threat), C. fleckeri are very physically active followed by 
periods of sleep. When the environment offers little stimulus, these invertebrates 
remain largely motionless, or restful, but not in their sleep state.53 Thus, even 
when they do not sleep, C. fleckeri rest.  
This distinction in the role and functioning of resting and sleep states 
notably marks these invertebrates from most other invertebrate animals who 
only engage in restful waking and vertebrate animals that experience NREM 
(non-rapid eye movement) or cycles of NREM and REM (rapid eye movement) 
                                                 
53 Kavanau, “Is Sleep’s ‘Supreme Mystery,’” 6-8; and J. Lee Kavanau, 
“REM and NREM Sleep as Natural Accompaniments of the Evolution of Warm-
Bloodedness,” Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews 26 (2002): 891. 
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sleep today. It also points to later-evolved vertebrate animals’ (including 
humans) need to develop more regular functions of restful waking and sleep 
states due to their more complex movement and visual activity. Primate brains 
devote almost half their processing and circuitry to vision. From an evolutionary 
stance, early mammalian brains, and their earlier vertebrate cold-blooded 
ancestors, were taxed with increasingly enhanced visual focus ability, albeit from 
only two eyes,54 that necessitated large amounts of neural energy to take in, 
decipher, and respond alongside increased mobility and continual need to react 
quickly as well as habitually and repetitively. Each of these actions also required 
significant neural storage, i.e. long-term memory space.  Such sleep is posited to 
have developed in cold-blooded marine vertebrates as much as 450 million years 
ago.55 
                                                 
54 Kavanau, “REM and NREM Sleep,” 891, 894; and J. Lee Kavanau, “Sleep 
and Evolution of Detailed Focal Vision,” in Barrett and McNamara, Encyclopedia 
of Sleep and Dreams, vol. 2, M-Y, 615.  
55 Kavanau, “Evolutionary Approaches,” 5. 
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Thus, early cold-blooded vertebrates and later primitive warm-blooded 
mammals (dated approximately 222 million years ago56) needed to compensate 
for the increasingly intricate and substantial amount of information their brains 
were required to both receive, export, and store in order to maintain any livable 
efficiency.57 Kavanau posits, they did so by evolving “first restful waking and, 
eventually, primitive sleep”58 to allow an already complicated neural structure 
regular intervals to process.59  
                                                 
56 Kavanau, “REM and NREM,” 895. 
57 Kavanau, “REM and NREM,” 891-92; Kavanau, “Sleep and Evolution,” 
614. 
58 Kavanau, “Sleep and Evolution,” 614. 
59 For more information regarding evolutionary development of sleep, see 
E.A. Aristakesyan, “Evolutionary Aspects of Interaction of Sleep and Stress: 
Phylo- and Ontogenetic Approach,” Journal of Evolutionary Biochemistry and 
Physiology 45, no. 6 (December, 2009): 724-39; E.A. Aristakesyan, “Evolutionary 
Aspects of Sleep-Wake Cycle Development in Vertebrates (Modern State of the 
I.G. Karmanova’s Sleep Evolution Theory),” Journal of Evolutionary Biochemistry 
and Physiology 52, no. 2 (2016): 141-60; Anne E. Aulsebrook, et al., “Sleep 
Ecophysiology: Integrating Neuroscience and Ecology,” Trends in Ecology and 
Evolution 32, no. 8 (August 2016): 590-99; J. Lee Kavanau, “Evolutionary Aspects 
of Sleep and Its REM and NREM States,” Advances in Cell Ageing and Gerontology 
17 (2005): 1-31; M.C. Nicolau, et al., “Why We Sleep: The Evolutionary Pathway 
to the Mammalian Sleep,” Progress in Neurobiology 62, no. 4 (2000): 379-406; 
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By including a portion of the 24-hour life cycle when enormously 
increased needs for memory processing could be accommodated 
efficiently, primitive sleep greatly reduced any conflict arising during 
urgent waking-brain activities, particularly the rapid processing and 
responding to increasingly complex and varied visual inputs….Thus, the 
long-sought ultimate function of sleep appears to be an enabling one. 
Sleep enables the brain to operate with uniformly high efficiency.60 
 
If a primary function of sleep, then, enables the increasingly complex 
neural and brain functions to work with greater efficiency, sleep, itself, had to 
become more complex in tandem. This insight offers particularly important 
understanding of the role of sleep since sleep was considered to be a somewhat 
static, passive, and uniform state across animal species and evolutionary lines 
until the 1953 discovery of REM (rapid-eye-movement) phases when the most 
intense dreams tend to occur in human sleep cycles.61 
                                                 
McNamara, “Evolutionary Approaches,” 262-67; and McNamara, Nunn, et al., 
“Phylogeny of Sleep,” 53-70. 
60 Kavanau, “Sleep and Evolution,” 616. 
61 Rubén Victor Rial, “Evolution of Reptilian Sleep,” in Barrett and 
McNamara, Encyclopedia of Sleep and Dreams, vol. 1, A-L, 260. Although a number 
of 19th and early 20th century researchers note an awareness of particular 
characteristics in dreaming while asleep, it wasn’t until 1953 that REM and EEG 
(low-voltage electroencephalographic) activity stages of human sleep were 
discovered. See Claude Gottesmann and Hartmut Schulz, “Discovery of REM 
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Kavanau’s enabling theory offers a neurobiological explanation for the 
evolution of restful waking and sleep, but does not address the other 
evolutionary reasons why humans require sleep “including rest, rejuvenation, 
and deep-seated rhythmical changes influencing physiological processes.”62 This 
period of minimal responsiveness to the exterior environment allows for a 
complicated system of chemical processes to occur in the sleeping body. For 
instance, growth hormone levels in young men are over four times higher in 
sleep, especially NREM sleep than while awake.63 
Kavanau theorizes that sleep and its increasingly complex stages evolved 
largely to address neural efficiency which allow neural circuits to perform 
multiple tasks. His theory of ancient developments occurring in predatory 
invertebrates via increased physical motion which necessitated focused vision 
and thus increased demand for long-term memory storage processing evidences 
                                                 
Sleep,” in Barrett and McNamara, Encyclopedia of Sleep and Dreams, vol. 1, A-L, 
208. 
62 Kavanau, “Sleep and Evolution,” 616. 
63 Patrick McNamara, “Sleep and Growth Hormone Release,” in Barrett 
and McNamara, Encyclopedia of Sleep and Dreams, vol. 2, M-Y, 617. 
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a strong case for the brain’s adaptability across millennia. However, even here, 
the primary function of rest, from which sleep derives, remains elusive. The 
function of rest and sleep, the need for them, is clearly evident, but why rest, the 
precursor to sleep, is needed in the first place ventures even further into the 
ancient evolutionary script. Rest and its antecedent sleep are fully embodied 
experiences that impact more than neural activity. Instead, as Kavanau notes 
throughout his research discussed above, wakeful rest and sleep both include 
cessation from movement and outer stimuli. Throughout the animal world 
today, “in order to sleep, many animals block their vision.”64 In other words, we, 
human animals alongside our mammalian, avian,65 and reptilian counterparts, 
close our eyes. Visual input pauses in order to facilitate other biological 
processes, and other embodied foci. While the emphasis on sight does not 
adequately address the particular experiences of closing eyes in sleep for visually 
                                                 
64 Kavanau, “Is Sleep’s ‘Supreme Mystery’ Unraveling?” 5. 
65 While birds and aquatic mammals do close their eyes to sleep, they can 
do so unilaterally. Thus, while one eye closes, half their brain “sleeps,” and the 
other half, connected to the open eye remains “awake.” See Patrick McNamara, 
“Sleep Intensity and the Homeostatic Regulation of Sleep,” in Barrett and 
McNamara, Encyclopedia of Sleep and Dreams, vol. 2, M-Y, 686. 
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impaired animals, the fact that the physical action of eyelids closing occurs 
regardless of visual acuity remains an evolutionary factor pointing to the import 
of retreating from such stimuli to facilitate sleep and rest. Thus, something about 
rest and sleep requires removal, distancing from external environment, and a 
turning inward.  
The larger question still remains as to why rest is an inherent need? Also, 
for humans at least, such need extends beyond neural processes and even 
physiological benefit to a holistic, embodied need, or longing. Among humans, 
rest (and sleep) extend beyond occurring “when the needs of the waking brain 
exceed the brain’s waking capacity”66 into needs of equity, personhood, 
resistance to objectification, and valuing of time and the body. These 
anthropological and spiritual needs for rest carry cultural parameters and 
interpretations that simultaneously speak to relational and societal needs in 
tandem with those of neural and physiologic functioning.   
                                                 
66 Kavanau, “Sleep and Evolution,” 617. 
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B. Sleep and the Animal Body 
While humans share sleep with the animal world, they employ a number 
of unbalancing habits that requires bodies to triage what can and cannot be 
accomplished. Initially discovered during sleep deprivation experiments, and 
replicated across a number of mammalian species, when bodies and minds do 
not receive adequate sleep they experience increasing sleep pressure. Mental 
cognition suffers, human errors increase, and health deteriorates.67 Bodies 
attempt to compensate this sleep debt and return to homeostasis by intensifying 
and lengthening subsequent sleep cycles. These periods of deep sleep are 
typified by the increased inability to be awakened and a range of intensified and 
longer sleep cycle events68 that are often characterized by terms such as “deep 
sleep” or “sound sleep.” This form of sleep is not the sleep of Holy Rest but one 
of desperation. Such sleep is the body’s and brain’s attempt to right the 
wrongdoing, or wrong-thinking, of its own mind. Human bodies continually 
work to facilitate and compensate for choices, actions, and eternal demands that 
                                                 
67 Vincenzo Muto et al., “Local Modulation of Human Brain Responses by 
Circadian Rhythmicity and Sleep Debt,” Science 353, no. 6300 (August 2016): 687. 
68 McNamara, “Sleep Intensity,” 286. 
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do not value or take into consideration their best interests. As long as sleep is 
devalued to the point that persons consistently deprive themselves of their own 
bodies’ needs, bodies remain in survival mode. Thus, when the body’s and 
brain’s need for sleep reaches critical urgency, the resulting sleep is deeper and 
longer, but not better.  
Sleep as daily, Holy Rest, requires a shift away from themes that alienate 
the body and treat it as a tool for the mind’s use, or worse, for the use of others 
more powerful who claim control of one’s own physicality. This shift requires an 
awareness of the body’s animal nature—its wildness, its naturalness. Not only do 
humans subjugate and harm the natural environment around them, they do so to 
their own embodiment within that environment. To move beyond the 
unbalancing sleep of desperation and survival returns persons to a reclaiming of 
a profound connection with their animal selves. Their very lives are at stake to 
not do so. Loosening the grip of the “imposition of clock-driven SAET as the 
temporal standard…criterion of human value and worth”69 in favor of more 
                                                 
69 Swinton, Becoming Friends, 32. 
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humane and sacred understandings of time through Holy Rest may allow space 
for such reconnection. 
One critical way bodies are unthinkingly harmed and deprived of sleep 
includes not only spans of work but also much of common leisurely 
entertainment. Christina Robertson notes the circadian rhythm animals 
(including humans) and plants share that connects to the movement of the 
patterns of light and dark within each day. Artificial light skews these patterns 
not only for its inventor species but for other species as well who suffer and die 
in a world increasingly left “on”. Systemically, Robertson notes, artificial light 
disrupts the production of melatonin which aids sleep as well as regulates 
estrogen and testosterone levels and aids the immune system’s defenses against 
free radicals and cancer growth.70 The blue light common in newer media screen 
technology, in particular, effects melatonin production and disrupting sleep 
cycles sometimes for hours.71 “Working against our circadian rhythms is 
                                                 
70 Christina Robertson, “Circadian Heart,” in Let There Be Night: Testimony 
on Behalf of the Dark, ed. Paul Bogard (Reno, NV: University of Nevada Press, 
2008), 173-75. 
71 Liese Exelmans and Jan Van den Buick, “Bedtime Mobile Phone Use and 
Sleep in Adults,” Social Science Medicine 148 (January 2016): 93, 98; and Charles A. 
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draining our bodies of darkness they need to recharge. In denying our animal 
need for sleep we deny our own mortality. Burning the midnight oil is killing 
us.”72 
The human animal’s body follows natural rhythms of light and dark. For 
whatever the initial biological function of rest on the evolutionary plain, the 
reality of bodies requires both rest and sleep. Thus, sleep as Holy Rest connects 
humanity to the deep chords of relationship with the rest of the natural 
environment. Swinton observes, “Sabbath is not only a day; it is a way of being 
within creation, a way of living timefully and faithfully with God.”73  Honoring 
the truth of time in sleep positions persons toward renewed awareness of 
location within the greater community of matter and being reflecting Imago Dei. 
Assertions of dominance and manipulation of the environment and life around 
us no longer hold merit when sleep becomes the Holy Rest of the animal bodies 
of humanity. 
                                                 
Czeisler, “Measuring the Passage of Brain Time,” Science 353, no. 6300 (August 
2016): 649. 
72 Robertson, “Circadian Heart,” 175. 
73 Swinton, Becoming Friends, 80. 
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And yet, the accoutrement of technology available now on a global scale 
exerts a relentless influence that complicates its benefits with growing concerns. 
Information technology, now normative within daily life and initially meant to 
be beneficial, continues to impede a full embrace of persons’ animal bodies. 
Studies assert repeatedly that television, cell phone, and computer screen light 
and their general use at night throws off circadian rhythms and negatively 
impacts sleep quality and waking life.74 Such use is particularly debilitating to 
vulnerable populations such as adolescents and young adults where use of these 
technologies contributes to sleep disturbances, depression, reduced academic 
performance, and impulsive feelings of urgency concerning addictive needs to be 
accessible and available all the time.75 
                                                 
74 Exelmans and Van den Buick, “Bedtime,” 94, 98; Li, Lepp, and Barkley, 
“Locus of Control,” 456; and Sara Thomée, et al., “Perceived Connections 
Between Information Communication Technology Use and Mental Symptoms 
Among Young Adults – A Qualitative Study,” BioMed Central (BMC) Public 
Health 10, no. 1 (2010): 12. 
75 Andrew Lepp, et al., “Exploring the Relationship Between College 
Students’ Cell Phone Use, Personality, and Leisure,” Computers in Human 
Behavior 43 (2015): 217; Li, Lepp, and Barkley, “Locus of Control,” 456; Maya 
Samaha and Nazir S. Hawi, “Relationships Among Smartphone Addiction, 
Stress, Academic Performance, and Satisfaction with Life,” Computers in Human 
Behavior 57 (April 2016):  324; Randy A. Sansone and Lori A. Sansone, “Cell 
Phones: The Psychosocial Risks,” Innovations in Clinical Neuroscience 10, no. 1 
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C. Sleep as Spiritual Practice of Awareness 
What, then, becomes of sleep? The National Sleep Foundation notes that 
Americans slept an average of ten hours a night prior to the introduction of the 
light bulb. As of the 2014 Sleep Health Index, the average night’s sleep fell to 
seven hours, thirty-six minutes.76 Additionally, only 36 percent of Americans 
intentionally curtail morning sunlight into their bedrooms, and 47 percent keep 
the room very quiet.77 Sleep deficits threaten health, well-being, job performance, 
and personal safety when adequate, quality sleeping ceases—or never becomes—
normative habit. 
Physicians observe people who experience chronic pain over time build a 
tolerance to it to the point that sometimes they cease to be aware they are 
                                                 
(January, 2013): 34; and Thomée, Hārenstam, and Hagberg, “Mobile Phone Use, 
7. 
76 “Sleep Health Index 2014—Highlights,” National Sleep Foundation, 
accessed May 5, 2017, https://sleepfoundation.org/sleep-health-index-2014-
highlights. 
77 “Sleep Health Index 2014—Highlights.” 
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hurting.78 The human animal deprived of sleep, trained to devalue and denigrate 
the need for sleep lives into cycles of systemic, chronic pain for so long… 
generationally long…that he ceases to be aware he is hurting. Turning to sleep as 
an act of spiritual practice requires complex sorting of unexamined routines of 
living and expectation. The denigration of sleep and waking rest and precedence 
of work portray the systemic unbalancing that occurs in much of DUSC and 
increasingly globally. In order to awaken to a rebalancing of time that honors the 
sacredness of rest and work and creates space for reflection of lived experience, a 
further step needs to occur: awareness of the vital and life-giving role of sleep 
not only for individuals but for groups, communities, and society must be 
enacted. 
For sleep to be a spiritual practice, it has to be an animal-embodied 
practice, as well. Sleep may be likened one of the spiritual “buttons” that brings 
the fabric of work and rest into relationship when it is embraced as sacred time. 
However, sleep is also its own time and lived experience and should be honored 
as such. Rather than a button, sleep may be better conceived as its own piece of 
                                                 
78 Miheala Templer, M.D., personal communication, North Andover, MA, 
July 8, 2016. 
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life’s cloth because sleep is both rest and work. The human animal transitions 
every day between different forms of awareness. Moving from spatial and social 
awareness to remembering to anticipating to physicality, atmospheric, and 
emotional lived experience, persons traverse time and transitions with varying 
degrees of attention. The transition between waking and sleeping, however, also 
shifts how and what comes into one’s realm of awareness. This twice-daily 
experience creates liminal space: sacred time betwixt and between. Perhaps it is 
fitting that the Jewish Sabbath begins, then at sundown, not sunrise. By doing so, 
Sabbath reminds practitioners that the day begins with candlelight, prayer, a 
shared meal, and then sleep. After the transitional practices of welcoming Shabbat 
and the Shabbat meal, Jews do not work or engage in the actions of leisurely rest. 
They sleep. In Christian tradition, the nights of Christmas Eve and Holy 
Saturday Vigil hold similar liminal space. Candles are lit, prayers are spoken and 
sung, community gathers in the thin place of mystery and unknowing, and then 
they sleep. Before the joy of Christmas Day or the wonder of Easter Morning, 
Christians sleep.  
Sleep in these practices encases holy Mystery and speaks to the working 
of the Divine within all life and beyond all explanation and encounter. Perhaps 
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an unacknowledged part of these sacred observances, the hours of sleep and the 
renewal incurred during that time, are, indeed, part of the holy time. Sleep, then, 
as Holy Rest, invites ritual pauses and slowing down to allow Mystery to enter. 
Thus, the need for sleep in each day’s cycle (not only liturgically designated 
days) may be understood as mini-observances of holy time, Holy Rest. 
Reordering each day to honor sleep encourages a foundation of respite and 
fulfillment of bodily needs from which waking life can find nurture and 
rootedness. Swinton notes, the need for:  
Christians to develop slowness in our hearts….to create space within our 
hearts that is always available to look slowly at our brothers and sisters, to 
look slowly at God’s creation, to look slowly at God, and in looking 
slowly come to grasp the fullness of what it means to love. Speedy people 
need to begin their movement from a place of slowness and rest. Busy 
people need to learn how to work from a place of rest, instead of resting 
from a place of work.79 
 
For persons so focused on waking lived experience, sleep may remain an 
unexamined frontier, an otherness within their own lives. Sleep is also a very real 
lived experience. Contrary to the notion that sleep creates a form of stasis that 
prevents the human animal from continuing to be productive, sleep joins rest 
                                                 
79 Swinton, Becoming Friends, 82. 
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and work. To enact sleep offers the animal body both respite and, as noted in 
Kavanau’s description of the box jellyfish and subsequent iterations of animal 
life, sleep also engages its own systems of work that cannot be accomplished in 
waking life. Preparing for and entering into the transition to sleep as an act of 
spiritual practice honors the work that must be done and the experiences which 
can only occur during this time of awareness. John Phillip Newell’s night prayers 
in Sounds of the Eternal seek to create just such a rhythm of spiritual preparation. 
Consider how awareness of the day might alter if when “day” began shifted 
from the moment one enters waking awareness in morning to the time the sun 
goes down. Dorothy Bass notes the first creation account in Genesis puts the 
beginning of each day at dusk. Thus, when waking to morning occurs, one joins 
the ongoing work of God that continued through the night.80 Such reframing of 
sleep may reorder awareness of the fullness of lived experience. In the following 
chapter, I will examine how right valuing of sleep as lived experience also entails 
the study of dreaming and practices such as dream reporting in waking life 
which bring the experiences of sleep into greater memory and reflection.  
                                                 
80 Bass, Receiving the Day, 17-18. 
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Most of the span of time in daily sleep will likely not be remembered due 
to neural chemicals that release in waking. In reality, this biological impediment 
to detailed, consistent memory mirrors trying to recall specific details of an 
average, routine day while awake. Habits and repetition blur particularities 
regardless of what form of awareness is employed in the moment. Body, mind, 
and spirit at rest and at work, still and not still, create memories some of which 
will be recalled in waking and in dreaming awareness. Some such memories are 
transformative. 
Chapter Three turns from sleep inward to the particular lived experience 
of dreams. In it, I examine the transformative nature of some remembered 
dreams and the means by which waking life may invite pauses for reflection, 
interpretation, and meaning-making. Questions raised may include: What is the 
hermeneutic of one’s dreaming experience in sleep? What is the hermeneutic of 
one’s waking experiences? How may they be akin to each other? How may they 
integrate to form a holistic experience of life with multivalent meanings beyond 
the singular dimension of only granting purpose to what one experiences while 
waking? How does Holy Rest contribute to such reflection? Creating 
environments where sleep is honored in tandem with waking as forms of 
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multivalent awareness in lived experience allows dreams to receive vitally 
necessary close and careful attention. Dreaming and the memories of dreaming 
lived experience, thus, hold place for meaning-making and reflection alongside 
waking memories. 
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CHAPTER THREE – ATTENDING TO DREAMS AND DREAMWORK 
AS SPIRITUAL PRACTICE 
This chapter examines how attending to dreams, a daily lived experience 
within sleep, and subsequent waking dreamwork may prove efficacious to 
communal spiritual practices. Attending to dreams entails being present to the 
dreaming experience, providing practical help to consider their import, and 
intentionally focusing on the interconnections and hermeneutical 
intradependence within a person’s waking and sleeping.1 First, a close 
examination of dreams as lived experience provides a contextual grounding. I 
also discuss the roles of language, space, time, and metaphor in helping form and 
inform dream recollection, reflection, and interpretation. The second section of 
the chapter considers dreamwork as spiritual practice for the individual as well 
as within communities of sharing. 
Holy Rest may be informed by dreamwork methods derived from the field of 
dream studies which provide frames for remembering, sharing, meaning-
making, and embodying. This chapter turns inward from sleep to dreaming with 
                                                 
1 Merriam-Webster Dictionary Online, s.v. “attend,” accessed March 14, 2018, 
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/attend.  
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the caveat that reflection upon dream experiences occurs second hand. Only 
quite adept lucid dreamers may be able to foster reflection while experiencing a 
dream, or conversely enter dream states through contemplative and meditative 
practices.2 The implications of advanced levels of dream practices such as 
intentional lucidity and Christian spiritual practices extend well beyond the 
scope of this dissertation and provide avenues for further research.  
More commonly, dreams and dream fragments reside within waking 
memory and offer to persons in many cultures and religious/spiritual traditions 
great insight and sometimes transformation.3 Within DUSC, recognizing 
dreaming and dream memories as lived experiences worthy of theological 
reflection offers what may be an unfamiliar but insightful perspective. However, 
dream memory experiences can and should be held to the same standards and 
forms of theologically reflective praxis and spiritual discernment as is employed 
                                                 
2 Taylor, The Wisdom, 70. Jennifer M. Windt provides an overview and 
research related to lucid dreaming in Jennifer M. Windt, Dreaming: A Conceptual 
Framework for Philosophy of Mind and Empirical Research (Cambridge, MA: MIT 
Press, 2015), 105-127. 
3 Bulkeley, American Dreamers, 22-23, 68-70. For a general accounting of 
dreaming in religious cultures around the world, see also Bulkeley, Dreaming in 
the World’s Religions. 
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with waking memory. Owen Flanagan, professor of philosophy, neurobiology, 
and psychology at Duke University, iterates this point by challenging 
assumptions that waking is somehow a monolithic, privileged state of awareness 
that provides the standard by which dreaming is measured. “…despite the fact 
that dreams are a nonstandard kind of consciousness, the sane standard of 
waking thought to which dreams are contrasted when we say that dreams are 
nonstandard is not all that easy to specify. Some, possibly much, waking thought 
isn’t as non-dreamlike—is not as ‘normal’—as initial intuitions might make us 
think.”4 Details are forgotten or emphasized in both memories, meaning is 
subjectively interpreted and yet still meaningful, and there remains something to 
consider. For practical theology, Flanagan’s assertion critiques any unintended 
privileging of waking lived experience over sleep/dreaming. It may also pose 
potential interdisciplinary schema regarding the theological significance of 
nonstandard waking thought such as daydreaming, imaginative fantasy, and 
reverie, as well. Likewise, dreamwork methods offer additional praxis and 
                                                 
4 Flanagan, Dreaming Souls, 61. 
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discernment that can broaden and deepen theological reflection of both dreaming 
and waking lived experience memories as discussed in Chapters Four and Five. 
I. Attending to Dreams as Lived Experience 
…just thought I'd share this this morning because I'm not in the mood for 
serious conversation....some time ago I had a dream I think about often. I 
started a church, a real denominational type thing. The reason and rule? 
To be part of church you had to wear pink to services. There was a lovely 
congregation all beautifully decked out in glorious shades of pink. Still 
wonder if I'm missing my calling.5 
 
Patrick McNamara highlights the inevitability of dreaming noting, 
“Dreaming we can safely conclude is involuntary. We dream whether we like it 
or not.”6 Dreaming is not synonymous with sleep but rather one of the regularly 
occurring lived experiences that humans and other animals embody throughout 
the stages of sleep. More specifically, dreaming in REM sleep among healthy 
                                                 
5 Esther Ahonen, post to Progressive Christian Alliance Public Group 
Facebook page, August 25, 2016 (11:52 a.m.), accessed August 31, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/11544397509. 
6 Patrick McNamara, “Involuntary Nature of Dreaming,” in Barrett and 
McNamara, Encyclopedia of Sleep and Dreams, vol. 1, A-L, 364. 
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adults occurs during approximately twenty percent of total sleep time regardless 
of age.7  
Sharing dreams, however, carries a variety of tensions. The above quote 
from a Facebook posting on a progressive Christian group page portrays how 
easily dreams can be folded into daily conversation. Note how the post 
contextualizes the dreamer’s stance. In essence, she prefaces sharing her dream, a 
dream which ends with a question of vocational discernment, with the 
dissipating statement, “I’m not in the mood for serious conversation.” The dream 
occurred in the past, but something about it stays with her. In it, she has claimed 
leadership and agency in creating a new thing that leaves her pondering her 
vocational call. On this particular day, she chooses to share it in a public forum. 
Notably, the group postings prior to and immediately after this one were not 
discussing dreams or church starts, and the entry was folded into the general fare 
of the group’s discussions. This example of dream sharing exemplifies general 
DUSC attitudes toward dream experience particularly among many religious 
people. Bulkeley notes that historically, religious traditions across cultures 
                                                 
7 Judith Ann Floyd, “REM Sleep Across the Lifespan,” in Barrett and 
McNamara, Encyclopedia of Sleep and Dreams, vol. 2, M-Y, 549. 
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emphasize regularly attending to dreams and their significance. In the United 
States, however, high religiosity among Christians “has a dampening effect on 
dreaming (or at least on talking about dreams).”8 Silencing dreaming discourse in 
American religious communities is not universal. Some Evangelical and 
Pentecostal/Holiness traditions and religious communities predominantly 
comprised of persons beyond DUSC parameters, such as some African American 
congregations, often nurture a rich heritage of dream interpretive sharing 
practices and discourse through testimony.9 However, within DUSC, often the 
“collective impact on people’s dreaming has moved in a constricting rather than 
expanding direction. Simply put, American churches are not the friendliest 
places for dreaming.”10 
That dreams hold interpretable, or any, meaning within a theological 
context remains a view regularly left to personal opinion among lay people and 
therapeutic examination by professionals such as pastoral counselors and 
                                                 
8 Bulkeley, American Dreamers, 91. 
9 Anthony Shafton, Dream-Singers: The African American Way with Dreams 
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, 2002), 132-134. 
10 Bulkeley, American Dreamers, 91. 
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spiritual directors.11 Douglas Hollan, an anthropologist at University of 
California, Los Angeles and president of the Society for Psychological 
Anthropology, notes similar gaps in anthropological research related to both 
sleep and dreaming. The first reason he posits for this inconsistent study of 
dreaming resembles that which is noted within theology, as well, “most 
anthropologists have come from cultures that not only have not valued dream 
experiences but also have dismissed them as insignificant or irrational 
phenomena. As a result, many anthropologist have not thought to study dreams 
or have placed their study at the bottom of a long list of things to investigate 
while in the field.”12 Current experiences of big dreams continue to exist on the 
periphery of theological reflection and scholarship even though sacred texts and 
accounts throughout Christian tradition incorporate such lived experiences 
regularly, as noted in Chapter 1. This marginalization influences how current 
dreaming and transformative dreams are perceived, valued, and shared. With 
                                                 
11 Kelly Bulkeley, “The Religious Content of Dreams: A New Scientific 
Foundation,” Pastoral Psychology 58, no. 2 (April 2009): 94. 
12 Douglas Hollan, “The Anthropology of Dreaming: Selfscape Dreams,” 
Dreaming 14, no. 2-3 (2004): 171. 
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little to no supportive atmosphere for dream sharing to consider a transformative 
dream among progressive peers, the dreamer, as in the Facebook post, 
downplays the dream report and its potential discernment as insignificant. 
Doing so tacitly protects her from potential ridicule in a progressive Christian 
forum while allowing her to share a deeply meaningful lived experience.  
Bonnelle Lewis Strickling, a Jungian psychotherapist, professor of classics 
and philosophy at Langara College, and spiritual director, counters such a 
constriction on dream sharing. She notes, “Work on dreams is one of the most 
accessible, engaging, and theologically non-threatening ways for people to 
cultivate self-knowledge and the capacity for depth, and to develop an authentic 
relation to the divine. A vital spiritual life is, ultimately, based on spiritual 
experience of one’s own.”13 Hollan concurs on a broader scale observing the 
preponderance of people groups that understand dreaming to be “’real’ 
experiences in which dreamers communicate with the souls or spirits of other 
humans, animals, gods, or supernatural and ancestral beings.”14 Strickling 
                                                 
13 Strickling, Dreaming, 7. 
14 Hollan, “The Anthropology of Dreaming,” 171. 
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contends that openness to practices of reflection with dreams allows individuals 
to incorporate dreaming experiences and insights into the larger scope of their 
discernment and times of spiritual and existential crisis. Such openness also 
enhances holistic spiritual formation.15 
The assertion that dreams can contain spiritual and/or religious 
significance may raise red flags for some who warn of the psychotic dreamer 
awakening with the belief she should harm herself to please God or of the radical 
religious fundamentalist (from any tradition) who interprets his dream to mean 
he should annihilate the unworthy and unrighteous.16 While these aberrations do 
occur, they do so in tandem with mental health and radicalization concerns 
within waking life, as well. Persons do experience harmful and destructive 
thoughts, compulsions, and world-views17—and sometimes act on them. 
                                                 
15 Strickling, Dreaming, 7. 
16 Strickling, Dreaming, 30. Also see, Iain R. Edgar, The Dream in Islam: From 
Qur’ranic Tradition to Jihadist Inspiration (New York: Berghahn, 2016). 
17 For examples of research pertaining to potential links between dreams 
and mental illness, see Simone Cavallotti, et al., “Stability of Cognition Across 
Wakefulness and Dreams in Psychotic Major Depression,” Psychiatry Research 216 
(2014): 31-36; Allan Hobson and Ursula Voss, “A Mind to Go Out Of: Reflections 
on Primary and Secondary Consciousness,” Consciousness and Cognition 20 (2011): 
993-997; Tana Kröner-Borowik, et al., “The Effects of Suppressing Intrusive 
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However, such realities exist alongside the far greater incidence of daily 
dreaming and waking experiences which lead to transformative blessing and 
benefit in the world. Instead of being a reason to negate pedagogies and practices 
incorporating dreaming experiences, these aberrations further indicate the 
urgency of theological study and reflection upon dreaming.  
A. Context and Focus Concerning Dreaming and Dreams 
As noted above, locating the function and role of dreams in research 
contributes to the multivalent complexities of dream studies. On one hand, 
dreams are interpreted as mere functions of the brain in sleep with tenuous, if 
any, purpose and meaning beyond memory storage. Alternatively, actions of 
gross chaos or harm may be attributed to spiritual and/or religious experiences in 
dreams of disturbed individuals. Ample middle ground exists between these 
extremes, however. McNamara notes that in addition to contributing to memory 
storage,  
                                                 
Thoughts on Dream Content, Dream Distress, and Psychological Parameters,” 
Journal of Sleep Research 22, no. 5 (October 2013): 600-604; Ivan Limosani, et al., 
“The Dreaming Brain/Mind, Consciousness and Psychosis,” Consciousness and 
Cognition 20 (2011) 987-992; and Sue Llewellyn, “If Waking and Dreaming 
Consciousness Became De-Differentiated, Would Schizophrenia Result?” 
Consciousness and Cognition 20 (2011): 1059-1083. 
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…dreams also produce thoughts, images, and scenes that cannot be traced 
back to memories and cannot be conceived as constructions cobbled 
together from pre-existing memory images. Dreams are capable of 
producing brand-new images—images never before encountered by the 
dreamer. And they do this on a regular basis. Dreams also virtually never 
produce images or scenes of things we do or see nearly every day—such 
as reading, writing, and other prosaic daily activities. Dreams, in short, 
cannot be considered mere reflections of our everyday concerns and 
affairs. Instead they are the special creative products of a special cognitive 
operation that engages most fully when we are in REM.18  
 
Within this dreaming middle ground of lived experience individuals think novel 
thoughts, experience situations and encounters unique from waking life, and 
explore unique lifescapes and landscapes. More than an isolated otherworld of 
daily existence, however, dreams indicate relationship and interconnection across 
the varying awarenesses of each day. Hollan describes this connectional internal 
context as: 
The dreaming mind is an active mind that is attempting to assimilate and 
assess past experience in order to better cope with future experience. 
Although the dreaming mind is creative, imaginative, and generative, 
nevertheless it is reflecting and reacting to the self’s engagement with the 
internalized residues of its own past and to “real” objects, people, and 
events, both bodily and social, in the world….dreams and the dreaming 
process help relate and interconnect self, body, and world.19 
                                                 
18 McNamara, “Involuntary Nature,” 364. 
19 Hollan, “The Anthropology of Dreaming,” 180. 
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In essence, the dreaming mind may steadfastly attend to the present moment 
inherently while holding in generative and reflective tension both past and 
future within its environment. Such a fecund realm may well hold space for 
theological reflection and a revaluing of dreaming life as a vital contributor to 
practical theology’s and spirituality studies’ emphasis on lived experience. In 
particular, McNamara’s assertion of dreams being “special creative products of a 
special cognitive operation”20 highlights both a function and process that dreams 
contribute which is unavailable in waking life. More than simply fantasy, wish 
fulfillment, and memory storage, dreams, thus, offer a greater awareness, or 
sensitivity, to expansive levels of existence and meaning-making than a mere 
focus on waking life can. As such, dreams may hold potential spiritual insights 
that also go unattended within waking life.  
Mainline Protestantism and the theological academies that train its leaders 
regularly lack language and context for dreams, and the means to engage dream 
                                                 
20 McNamara, “Involuntary Nature,” 364. 
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discernment spiritually and theologically.21  They aren’t alone. Quantitative 
research on dreaming and dreams has grown extensively in neurocognitive and 
neurobiological sciences. However, these sciences rarely extrapolate research 
findings to develop theoretical frames of dreamwork methods. With the 
exception of psychoanalysis, developing such dreamwork theoretical frames to 
consider the role of dreaming and dreams in embodied, daily living, and as 
contributors to health and healing continues to remain largely in the hands of 
practitioners, not researchers.22 Thus, a descriptive, meaning-making dream 
vocabulary continues to evolve colloquially in small segments of Mainline 
Protestantism, such as Jeremy Taylor’s and Bob Haden’s congregational dream 
groups or Bonnelle Lewis Strickling’s dreamwork as a spiritual director. These 
segments comprise individuals or groups who perceive a spiritual nature to 
                                                 
21 Kelly Bulkeley, The Wilderness of Dreams: Exploring the Religious Meaning 
of Dreams in Modern Western Culture (Albany, NY: State University of New York 
Press, 1994), 19-20; Nell Werner, “Religion and Spirituality in Contemporary 
Dreams,” HTS Teologiese Studies/Theological Studies 68, no. 1 (2012), art. #1039, e1, 
e3, accessed October 17, 2017, http://dx.doi.org/10.4102/ hts.v68i1.1039. 
22 Kelly Bulkeley, “Review of the 2016 Conference of the International 
Association of the Study of Dreams,” last modified October 5, 2016, accessed 
June 6, 2017, http://kellybulkeley.org/review-of-the-2016-conference-of-the-
international-association-for-the-study-of-dreams/. 
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dreams due to personal or subcultural contexts but remains unresolved in the 
academy. This cultural and academic absence of dream language and spiritual 
context fosters institutional wariness toward those persons who do speak of their 
dreams and seek to divine spiritual meaning from them or act on them in waking 
life within the great middle ground between dream extremes.23  
The assertion that dreams provide openings to Divine encounter, spiritual 
insight, and prophecy occurs beyond ancient Jewish and Christian texts and runs 
as an almost universal theme across many of the world’s religious and spiritual 
traditions.24 For instance, the Qur’an comprises truths Allah shares with 
Muhammad via dreams and visions that sets the stage for Divine encounters 
through dreaming throughout the Islamic world.25 The demigod Asclepius 
healed persons with no other medical hope of recovery via dream surgery or by 
providing them a prescription for their health while they slept among the sacred 
                                                 
23 Bulkeley, Dreaming in the World’s Religions, 191. 
24 Bulkeley, Dreaming in the World’s Religions, 30. 
25 Bulkeley, Dreaming in the World’s Religions, 193-94; Edgar, The Dream in 
Islam, 7-13; Ӧzgen Felek and Alexander D. Knysh, eds., Dreams and Visions in 
Islamic Societies (New York: State University of New York Press, 2002). 
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snakes in his temples in ancient Greece and Rome.26 Siddhartha’s and Gopa’s 
dreaming signals the importance of dreams to provide spiritual insight as they 
are both prepared for Siddhartha’s awakening to his Enlightenment as the 
Buddha.27 Buddhism’s later dream yogic practices consider the states of both 
waking and dreaming to be illusory.28 Hinduism’s Vedas and Upanishads present 
dreams as both “real” and avenues of greater self-revelation.29 Finally, Aboriginal 
jukurrpa, or Dreamtime, connects persons to their ancestors and the spiritual 
landscape of visionary dreaming and transcendence beyond physical time and 
                                                 
26 Bulkeley, Dreaming in the World’s Religions, 157-59. For examples of 
Asclepian healing incubations see Emma J. Edelstein and Ludwig Edelstein, 
Asclepius: Collection and Interpretation of the Testimonies (Baltimore, MD: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1998), 229-242. 
27 Bulkeley, Dreaming in the World’s Religions, 83-87. 
28 Wendy Doniger. “The Dreams and Dramas of a Jealous Hindu Queen,” 
in Shulman and Stroumsa, Dream Cultures, 74-75; Wendy Doniger O’Flaherty, 
Dreams, Illusions, and Other Realities (Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1984), 
25-27; and Barbara Tedlock, “Dreaming and Dream Research,” in Dreaming: 
Anthropological and Psychological Interpretations, ed. Barbara Tedlock (Santa Fe: 
School of American Research Press, 1992), 3. 
29 Bulkeley, Dreaming in the World’s Religions, 21-27, 31-37; O’Flaherty, 
Dreams, Illusions, 14-25; and Tedlock, “Dreaming,” 2-3. 
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space and roots them in the nurturance of the material world.30 These few 
examples exemplify the wide-ranging encouragement religious traditions offer to 
dreaming. As Bulkeley notes previously, dreams across cultures and religious 
traditions are seen as “authentic portals into the realm of whatever the given 
culture considers sacred or divine.”31 Dreams hold spiritual significance and 
relevance, which makes the constriction of dreams and/or dream sharing within 
DUSC Christianity an outlier position.32  
Christian traditions do include examples of dreaming as a sacred lived 
experience. However, big or transformative dreams reported by the dreamers to 
have significant spiritual content and meaning have met with mixed reaction in 
over two millennia.33 The Hebrew and Christian sacred texts which comprise the 
                                                 
30 Diane Bell, Daughters of the Dreaming (North Melbourne, Australia: 
Spinifex, 2002), 21-22, 90-94; and Bulkeley, Dreaming in the World’s Religions, 234-
36. 
31 Bulkeley, American Dreamers, 69. 
32 Bulkeley, American Dreamers, 91. 
33 For a historical overview of responses to dreaming and dreams in 
Christian tradition, see John Pratt Bingham, God and Dreams: Is There a 
Connection? (Eugene, OR: Resource Publications, 2010), 34-51; Bulkeley, Dreaming 
in the World’s Religions, 167-91; and Stroumsa, “Dreams and Visions,” 189-212. 
For examples of medieval big dreams and mysticism see Barr, Willingness to 
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Christian Bible are riddled with the Divine breaking into human awareness via 
dreaming.34 That dreaming continues beyond the sacred text, however, creates 
what Bart J. Koet terms the “dream dilemma.”35 Spirituality studies may be well 
suited to examine such a conundrum: how should revelation from Scripture and 
that from dreaming be discerned? Koet notes as the sacred texts formed within 
the Early Church, Divine revelation through dreams lost standing from being 
often comparable to the texts to being confirmed as legitimate by sacred 
scripture. As the Bible became more codified as bearing Divine truth, it took 
precedence over the lived experiences of dreaming and visionary revelation.36 
For spirituality studies, one question the dream dilemma raises concerns how big 
dreams may be carefully attended and discerned when biblical literacy is poor. 
What hermeneutical and interpretive practices can scholars offer for processing 
                                                 
Know God. Analysis of transformative dreams in church history may be found in 
Bart J. Koet (ed), Dreams as Divine. 
34 See Appendix A for a listing of Biblical dreaming references. 
35 Koet, “Introducing Dreaming,” 12-13. 
36 Koet, “Introducing Dreaming,” 13. 
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dreaming Divine encounters to a nominally practicing audience with tangential, 
if any, experience with and knowledge base of sacred text?    
Jean-Claude Schmitt asserts that big dreams in Christian tradition were 
often regarded as uncontrollable, unsettling experiences that could lead 
misguided dreamers to question religious authority. Thus, big dream reports and 
the dreamers who share them were belittled and forgotten or outright ignored 
save for religious specialists. Additionally, dream reports and visions that 
challenge religious authority were historically relegated to deep suspicion and 
censure.37 Guy G. Stroumsa, observes the pervasive emphasis on dualism tended 
to place dreams on the suspect side of the dualistic coin especially during 
Christianity’s first millennium.38 Stroumsa goes on to note that discerning which 
                                                 
37 Jean-Claude Schmitt, “The Liminality and Centrality of Dreams in the 
Medieval West,” in Shulman and Stroumsa, Dream Cultures, 275-6.  
38 Stroumsa, “Dreams and Visions,” 204. The Christian martyr Perpetua 
offers one early example to the contrary. During her imprisonment, her brother 
identifies her not only as a visionary dreamer but also as a dreamworker able to 
interpret dreams. See Joseph Farrell and Craig Williams, trans., “The Passion of 
Saints Perpetua and Felicity,” in Perpetua’s Passion: Multidisciplinary Approaches to 
the Passio Perpetuae et Felicitatis, ed. Jan N. Bremmer and Marco Formisano 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 16. For analysis of and her companion 
Felicitas’ martyrdom and narrative, see Jan N. Bremmer, “Felicitas: The 
Martyrdom of a Young African Woman,” in Perpetua’s Passion: Multidisciplinary 
Approaches to the Passio Perpetuae et Felicitatis, ed. Jan N. Bremmer and Marco 
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dream reports were sanctioned and preserved also reflected the dualistic 
expectation of the time. Persons deemed closest to God, “saints, as well as kings, 
monks, and clerics [enjoyed] a greater chance of experiencing truthful dreams, 
those of divine origin, than commoners, the illiterate, laymen, rustici, and most of 
all, women.”39 This bracketing of who has significant and sacred dreams and who 
may be influenced by evil forces in dreams created a hierarchy of exclusivity. 
Persons deemed worthy by station to interpret their dreams as sacred, thus, 
received credibility in their perceived access to the Divine not enjoyed by the 
unsanctioned.40   
Authority to interpret and discern dreams shifted in the late 19th and 20th 
centuries from religious authorities with the advent of cognitive sciences and 
their claims of moral authority over questions of lived experience.41 As 
psychology asserted its legitimation as a discipline, some Mainline Protestant 
                                                 
Formisano (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 35-53. 
39 Stroumsa, “Dreams and Visions,” 204.  
40 Stroumsa, “Dreams and Visions,” 204; Schmitt, “The Liminality,” 276-7. 
41 See Pickren, “A Whisper,” 1022-24; and Tweney and Budzynski, “The 
Scientific Status,” 1014-17. 
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clergy were prone to channel persons who came to them with spiritual, dream, 
or moral questions toward Freudian or Jungian-based psychotherapy or pastoral 
counselling.42 Mainline Protestant leaders in recent decades who work with 
dreams have leaned heavily on Jungian psycho-spirituality and archetypal 
methods to address parishioners’ dreams in pastoral care.43 While the 
development of psychology and Jungian psycho-spirituality have informed 
dreamwork, reliance on the discipline to address theological and spiritual 
questions with little to no grounding of historic Christian practices of 
discernment and reflection truncates full engagement with big dreams within a 
Christian contextual view. Compounding the problem, in recent years the field of 
dream studies has, itself, raised significant critique of the all-encompassing 
theories regarding dreams, religion, and spirituality posed by Jung as well as 
                                                 
42 Pickren, Wade E. “A Whisper of Salvation: American Psychologists and 
Religion in the Popular Press, 1884-1908,” American Psychologist 55, no. 9 
(September 2000): 1023. Psychological research also heavily skewed toward 
Freudian and Jungian methods to the marginalization of other potential 
methods. See Werner, “Religion,” e3. 
43 For example, Taylor, The Wisdom. See also Morton T. Kelsey, Christo-
Psychology (New York: Crossroads, 1982). Additionally, the Dream Worker and 
Spiritual Direction training via Haden Institute is significantly, although not 
exclusively, framed through a Jungian lens. 
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Freud, Emile Durkheim, and other one-time giants in the study of these subjects 
that are now deemed “empirically deficient, quasi-imperialistic, and distorting of 
lived human experience.”44 This historic discomfort toward dreams in a Christian 
religious context coupled with early cognitive science scholarship distancing 
itself from methods clergy at least felt some initial confidence in resourcing 
leaves many current leaders with inadequate resources to engage dreamers and 
their dreams spiritually.  
Complicating the issue, Nell Werner notes a lack of “clearly formulated 
doctrine or set of beliefs regarding the spiritual and religious significance of 
dreams within the context of especially Protestant-based Christianity.”45 While 
the Christian Bible and Early Church addressed practices of dreamwork, Werner 
observes contemporary literature lacks clear evidence of dreamwork traditions 
or methods as a spiritual practice in Protestant Christianity. Thus, “the role and 
value of dreams in the context of a person’s relationship with God is at present 
                                                 
44 Kelly Bulkeley, “Sacred Sleep: Scientific Contributions to the Study of 
Religiously Significant Dreaming,” in The New Science of Dreaming, vol. 3, Cultural 
and Theoretical Perspectives. ed. Deirdre Barrett and Patrick McNamara (Westport, 
CT: Praeger, 2007), 71-72. 
45 Werner, “Religion,” 3. 
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undefined and unclear, and…the importance assigned to such dreams has 
dwindled significantly.”46 In turn, this flaw in both tradition and scholarship and 
subsequent inability to address the spiritual significance of dreams impact how 
some members of Mainline Protestant traditions see themselves through their 
dreams and understand the Divine. Additionally, without some clearly 
recognized dreamwork reflective practices, members may struggle with how and 
if they feel they can share their dreams without being ridiculed, and what, if any 
sacred inference they might draw from a dream. 
Arthur Holder articulates a tandem concern regarding potential gaps in 
scholarship within present day spirituality studies literature that may impact 
acceptance of dream spirituality, as well. So-called “classics” of spirituality tend 
to draw from a standard corpus of work to the neglect of other media, voices, 
and experience: 
…the vast preponderance of spiritual classics selected came from a limited 
set of literary genres: treatises on prayer and the spiritual journey; 
hagiography, autobiography, and autohagiography; sermons and biblical 
commentaries; perhaps here and there some poetry, some letters of 
spiritual guidance, or a monastic rule. But think how much is left 
out!....our discipline’s tendency [is] to focus on the spirituality of “high 
culture” rather than popular religion, on extraordinary experience rather 
                                                 
46 Werner, “Religion,” 3. 
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than everyday practice, on that which is aesthetically pleasing rather than 
what we may have come to disdain as pedestrian, sentimental, derivative, 
or just plain tacky.47 
 
Holder’s assessment may point to an academic overlay similar to the historical 
tendency of ranking revelatory dreams. In both cases, some spiritual experiences 
were and are deemed worthy of recording and reflection while others are cast 
off. 48 In considering the role of present day dreaming inspiration and practice, a 
challenge remains for spirituality studies to more thoroughly incorporate and 
document these experiences, as well. Doing so may expand the scope of the 
discipline’s scholarly vision and quell the attrition of one of the less standard 
evidences of spiritual life.  
Similarly, present day relegation of dreams to the extremes of neurological 
clean-up, fantasy, or religious pathology continues the devaluation of dreaming 
                                                 
47 Arthur Holder, “The ‘Problem’ with Spiritual Classics,” Spiritus: A 
Journal of Christian Spirituality 10, no. 1 (Spring 2010): 25-26. 
48 One recent counter to Holder’s critique of spirituality studies’ limited 
focus is Claire Wolfteich’s work to draw the spirituality of mothers and 
mothering into scholarly discourse. See Claire Wolfteich, Mothering, Public 
Leadership, and Women’s Life Writing: Explorations in Spirituality Studies and 
Practical Theology (Leiden: Brill, 2017). 
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as meaningful lived experience. This stance prevents a close examination of 
transformative lived experiences—including their theological and spiritual 
significance—during the third of each day given to sleep. Even so, individuals 
continue to dream, and some of these dreams are big, or transformative, dreams 
that leave the waking dreamer altered, changed, or discerned. These impactful 
dreams lead to “consideration of previously ignored spiritual possibilities”49 by 
dreamers once they reenter waking life and require the same careful and close 
examination of theological scholarship as transformative lived experiences in 
waking life.  
Christopher Bache notes a similar condition among university students 
who learn to keep significant spiritual experiences to themselves because, “In an 
intellectual environment where reason is king and the kingdom is defined by 
commitments to primacy of matter, spiritual experiences are often portrayed as 
irrational, illusory, illogical, and unsubstantiated.”50 I suggest the same reticence 
occurs in much of Mainline Protestantism and its theological scholarship that 
                                                 
49 Donald Kuiken, “Impactful Dreams,” in Barrett and McNamara, 
Encyclopedia of Sleep and Dreams, vol. 1, A-L, 344-45. 
50 Bache, The Living Classroom, 189-91, quote 189. 
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favor the senses, intellectualization, and rationalization of waking life over the 
intangible, emotive, and intimate experience within sleep and dreaming. Such 
focus works effectively within scholarship based upon scientific method. 
Dreams, by necessity, are indirect objects of study. Bulkeley notes that the study 
of dreams relies on subjective self-reports. “There is no objective way to verify 
the accuracy of these reports, no way to tell if people have added or removed 
details, no way to be sure it really is a report of a dream and not just a made-up 
fantasy.”51 He goes on to argue that the subjectivity of dream reports is no less 
unwieldy than the subjective characteristics of any other recollection.52 Therein 
lies the challenge for scholarship. The subjective, in both waking and sleeping, 
may find more thorough and multivalent examination by integrating scientific 
approaches with other means of study such as the humanities, the arts, and 
theology. Subjective experiences are legitimate realities worthy of study, 
analysis, and consideration on their own merits—individually and collectively—
                                                 
51 Kelly Bulkeley, Big Dreams: The Science of Dreaming and the Origins of 
Religion (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016) 78. 
52 Bulkeley, Big Dreams, 78. 
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through integration of embodied sensations, non-verbal imagery, feelings, and 
thoughtful meaning-making.53  
Another concern involves creating a false dichotomy between waking and 
sleeping experiences that divides the experience of time within a given 
individual. Holistically addressing both lived experiences encourages 
intrapersonal integration of the fullness of each day. As discussed earlier in this 
chapter, recalibrating the value of dreaming experiences in tandem with waking 
experiences invites persons to welcome the full range of their daily lives 
reflective and nurturing care.  
Equally concerning are assumptions that certain forms of interpreting 
experience and theologizing upon it are superior to others. The interdisciplinary 
field of dream studies may provide a forum for considering how to integrate the 
scientific methodologically-based, sensory-oriented disciplines within cognitive 
and social sciences with humanities, arts, religious studies, and the like. Of 
particular note, the field of dream studies, through organizations such as the 
                                                 
53 Daniel J. Siegal, Mind: A Journey to the Heart of Being Human (New York: 
W.W. Norton & Company: 2017), 68-70, 121-22; and Sophie Schwartz, “A 
Historical Loop of One Hundred Years: Similarities Between 19th Century and 
Contemporary Dream Research,” Dreaming 10, no. 1 (2000): 58. 
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IASD and Haden Institute, intentionally welcomes and supports the 
contributions of the entire academic community including practitioners 
mentoring in the field. In doing so, dream studies’ scholarship draws upon a 
holistic view of the dreaming life and its relationship to waking life. Researchers 
and practitioners bring findings to an interconnected discourse that discourages 
siloing and enhances the larger examination of dreams and dreaming as objects 
of study. This interaction brings the subjective nature of dreams and dreaming to 
the fore and moves within the tension of studying a lived experience with such 
elusive qualities. Such multivalent scholarship and practical application of a 
lived experience each contributor personally embodies each day 
(sleep/dreaming) invites consideration for Mainline Protestant institutions as to 
how they might value and study dreaming within their own multi-perspective 
contexts. 
B. Dream Language 
The first step in addressing the absence of dream valuation and spiritual 
interpretation in Mainline Protestantism begins with framing language around 
the experience of dreams and dream reports. Anthropologist Waud Kracke notes, 
“How we talk about dreams tells a lot about how we conceive them and our 
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relationship to them. A dream, for most Americans, is something we have, like an 
illness or breakfast. . . .[I]n many other languages, ‘to dream’ is strictly a verb.”54  
To dream, then, takes part in an experience rather than possesses it as a thing. To 
dream implies interconnection with the dreaming experience, valuing it, and 
learning from it. Wendy Shaia, Executive Director of the Social Work 
Community Outreach Service in Baltimore, Maryland, and a native of Jamaica, 
notes the distinction of wording, as well. In Jamaica, Shaia recalls, people speak 
of visiting with deceased friends or loved ones in dreams with the same 
emphasis as a visit during waking life. The dreaming lived experience is 
understood to be on par with the waking experience. What is said and done in 
the dream is real and discussed as such.55 In contrast, to have a dream moves the 
dream to the position of an object to be observed (“I had this dream about 
Grandpa last night…” versus “Grandpa came to me last night...”). It becomes a 
thing with a separate identity from the dreamer. The dreamer is effectively cut 
                                                 
54 Waud H. Kracke, ADream: Ghost of a Tiger, A System of Human 
Words,@ in Dreaming and the Self: New Perspectives on Subjectivity, Identity, and 
Emotion, ed. Jeannette Marie Mageo (Albany, NY: State University of New York 
Press, 2003), 160. 
55 Personal conversation, August 7, 2016. 
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off from the intimate nature of the dream and her/his relationship to it. Such 
language feeds the disconnection of sleep and dreaming found in DUSC and 
Mainline Protestantism discussed earlier.  
Similarly, a close reading of dream reports, such as the one at the 
beginning of this major section, reveals habits of self-editing which points to the 
dreamer’s discomfort with the potential impression sharing the dream evinces. 
Just as this dream report starts with downplaying the possible discerning weight 
of the dream, such framing of dreams again distances the lived experience within 
the dream from the dreamer. How may such retelling integrate the dreaming and 
waking life if the languaging of the dream report is framed as lived experience? 
Kracke notes, “Dreaming is simply a modality of experiencing, another way of 
apprehending….”56  
Distinguishing between dreams and dream reports is also critical. Kelly 
Bulkeley, Visiting Scholar at Graduate Theological Union and past president of 
                                                 
56 Kracke, “Dream,” 160. 
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the IASD,57 emphasizes that dreams can be considered texts which have the 
ability to be interpreted. The act of dreaming, however, is not the same as 
sharing a dream report.58  Building a language around dreams and dream reports 
necessitates drawing a distinction between the active engagement of dreaming a 
dream and the subsequent retelling of that dream in waking life. Maintaining an 
awareness that dream reports are not the dreams themselves but one-step-
removed interpretive descriptions of the experience opens dreamers to a 
growing sensitivity of the balance between dreaming and waking lives where 
they live and garner memories upon which they continue to reflect, interpret, 
and act.  
In turn, such distinction between dreaming and a dream report invites a 
sensitivity to the waking lived experience and reflection upon it, as well. Waking 
life can then be framed as the space within each day when dream experiences are 
available for reflection. Rather than affording waking life inordinate primacy to 
                                                 
57 To see Bulkeley’s current dream research projects, go to Kelly Bulkeley, 
“Kelly Bulkeley: Dream Research & Education,” accessed January 14, 2018, 
www.kellybulkeley.org. 
58 Bulkeley, The Wilderness of Dreams, 100-1. 
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dreaming life, waking begins to share valuing of experiences with dreaming. In 
order to remember the dreaming experience, one must often intentionally create 
spaces to acknowledge dream memories, otherwise these memories may be 
dismissed. Dreamwork methods, some of which will be described later, tacitly 
account for the neurobiological processes of waking that necessitate ritualistic 
awakening behaviors in order to recall dreams before they are “forgotten.” 
Kimberley Patton, professor of the comparative and historical study of religion at 
Harvard Divinity, posits that dreams require attending in order to be 
remembered.59 Rather than posing waking as a “return” to “real life,” it becomes 
the first opportunity to capture the significance of a “real life” dreaming lived 
experience in a sensorial manner. Intentionality implies valuing the experience 
enough to recall it. Recollection requires framing—via language, art, or some 
other symbolic form. Likewise, turning such intentionality upon recollection of a 
dreaming experience recognizes the experience’s inherent value.  
                                                 
59 Kimberley C. Patton, personal conversation, October 2, 2009. 
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C. Dreams, Space, & Time 
In aiming to deepen the valuing of dreams, another issue that needs to be 
explored concerns the role of dreams within space and time. Kracke notes, 
“Dreams are a lifespaceBa lifespace our mind creates, true, but nonetheless a 
space we live in for the duration of the dream, just as we live in the spaces we are 
awake in.”60 The mind stands as the vital connection between waking and 
dreaming spaces. Modern industrialized societies and languaging have devalued 
the innate need for sleep and the dream spaces it opens.61 The necessity of sleep 
goes unacknowledged as people push against their animal bodies’ needs for rest 
with continued determination to stay awake for longer and longer periods of 
time. Devaluing of sleep, fed by the hyper-valuing of productivity, corresponds 
with a lack of importance given to dreaming. Time lived asleep is often 
considered wasted and unproductive since no tangible “thing” is accrued in 
sleep. Dreaming spaces of time are treated as inert as if the human body is in 
stasis, and time sleeping and dreaming is non-productive and thus inferior. In 
                                                 
60 Kracke, “Dream,” 162. 
61 Bulkeley, Dreaming in the World’s Religions,  279. 
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essence, the physical, psychological, and spiritual needs for human sleep and 
dreaming create an impediment to the more culturally valued lived experiences 
of waking life.  
Stroumsa notes that Christianity has continually emphasized the 
necessary commingling of the body and soul in mystical experiences.62 Both the 
physical and intangible aspects of human beings are necessary to touch that 
which is Other. Denying physical needs for rest and sleep/dreaming can be 
construed as seeking to step away from the Divine. Honoring the need for sleep 
and dreams potentially brings human bodies into balance with Stroumsa’s 
“soul” and opens to deeper spiritual engagements with the Other, oneself, and 
others. I posit as people utilize language intentionally to articulate experiences of 
dreaming and dream reports, they may come to value the time needed for 
dreams to occur. Valuing dream time, they may learn to perceive dreams as real 
experiences, real spaces and time, alongside waking experiences. This valuation 
opens the door to intentional interpretations of dreams as both necessary and 
viable parts of daily lived experience in the same manner as discernment and 
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consideration of waking experiences are crucial to daily living. With continued 
practice, revaluing the intangible aspects of both dreaming and waking and the 
necessary time required for each space to be thoroughly experienced may occur.   
D. Metaphor 
A third step in deepening the value of dreams and spiritual interpretation 
in Mainline Protestantism is understanding the metaphorical nature of dreams. 
Metaphoric language in waking life utilizes more familiar and/or concrete 
imagery to conceptualize less familiar and/or symbolic imagery. It embeds in 
cultural and contextual particularity. The manifest and metaphoric nature of 
dreaming employs a similar method but the mind’s ability to interpret dream 
metaphors is often less developed than it is for metaphoric language. Marc 
Hebbrecht notes, “a dream is usually meaningful. Its meaning is not always 
discernable, however….A practical rule of thumb in this regard is that the 
manifest dream, in other words, the dream as the dreamer remembers and tells 
it, deserves just as much attention as the associative thoughts that are connected 
with it.”63 Thus, the manifest dream and its metaphoric nature interact with the 
                                                 
63 Marc Hebbrecht, “The Dream as a Scientific, Aesthetic, and Therapeutic 
Object,” in Dreams and Spirituality: A Handbook for Ministry, Spiritual Direction, and 
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waking recollection to create meaning. When a gap grows between dreams and 
cultural and faith traditions, not only do dream metaphors get lost in translation, 
but the dream texts of sacred scripture are at stake. George Lakoff describes 
dreaming as a type of unconscious thought. He builds his premise by positing, 
[S]ince dreams are a form of thought, dreams make use of metaphor 
because thought typically makes use of metaphor. Since dreams are not 
consciously monitored, they do not make consciously monitored use of 
metaphor. Thus, the use of metaphor in dreams may seem to the 
conscious mind wild and incoherent. . . .[T]he imagery used in dreams is 
not arbitrary. It is constrained by the general metaphors used by the 
dreamer. . . .[T]here is a sense in which dreaming is like speaking. We 
have fixed rules of grammar and phonology that constrain what sentences 
we can construct and what they can mean. But the rules, being general, 
permit an open-ended range of special cases that fit the rules. Similarly, 
our metaphor system might be seen as part of a “grammar of the 
unconscious”Ba set of fixed, general principles that permit an open-ended 
range of possible dreams that are constructed dynamically in accordance 
with fixed principles.64 
 
What may seem to the waking mind as a conflagration of discordant 
dream images is, according to Lakoff, actually a series of metaphors designed 
                                                 
Counseling, ed. Kate Adams, Bart J. Koet, and Barbara Koning (London: 
Canterbury Press, 2015): 62, 63. 
64 George Lakoff, “How Metaphor Structures Dreams: The Theory of 
Conceptual Metaphor Applied to Dream Analysis,” in Bulkeley, Dreams: A 
Reader, 274-75. 
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according to a set of rules and intended to communicate one or more meanings 
which may be interpreted by both the dreamer and anyone with whom s/he 
shares the dream.65  It follows the rules and reality constructed for it, but each 
person with whom the dream is shared brings a perspective, a means of 
interpretation, and a particular need to how she experiences it that grants 
meaning. 
Interpretation of dreams via metaphor, then, does not enforce a literalist 
approach insisting that the dream as recalled must point to past, present, or 
future actions or realities. Instead, metaphorical interpretation requires an 
openness and receptivity to various perspectives. In her qualitative research, 
South African sociologist Nell Werner notes while most dreamers lack a well-
defined and consistent interpretative process for their dreams, they regularly 
seek metaphorical interconnection between dream images and waking life.66 
Werner also observes that the strongest motivations dreamers report for sharing 
                                                 
65 Lakoff, “How Metaphor Structures,” 275. 
66 Nell Werner, “Contemporary Dream Beliefs and Practices: A 
Qualitative, Sociological Study,” South African Review of Sociology 45, no. 1 (2014): 
130. 
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dreams is in seeking meaning—whether for serious reflection or entertainment.67 
Elements of the dream are given significance by the dreamer but may be ignored 
by a listener. A crucial meaning may elude the dreamer, in turn, until a listener 
points it out and new insight takes root.68   
The fluidity of metaphorical interpretation in dreamwork opens a 
playfulness with possibilities in other areas of life. It encourages perspective-
taking and a close attending to conversations. Murray L. Wax asserts, “Sharing 
dreams creates an (intersubjective) channel whereby persons can become aware 
of the feelings of another. Consciously, we may not be able to read the thoughts 
and desires of an associate, however intimate. But via our dreams, the feelings of 
another become known to us and so affect our own thought and action.”69 Not 
only does metaphor connect dreamers and listeners emotively, it also evokes 
creative and artistic expression. Wax observes, “That the body would have 
memory independent of conscious control is apparent when one studies any art, 
                                                 
67 Werner, “Contemporary Dreams,” 131-132. 
68 Bulkeley, Dreaming in the World’s Religions, 277-78. 
69 Murray L. Wax, “Dream Sharing as Social Practice,” Dreaming 14, no. 2-3 
(2004): 86. 
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craft, or exercise, or skill.”70 When words fail, creative and artistic expressions 
may convey dream metaphor far more effectively.  
Metaphor within big dreams may require reconsideration of Divine 
imagery and concept, belief regarding what occurs after death, and 
understandings of time. Careful attention to dreaming metaphor can reveal how 
culturally embedded both dreaming and waking awareness is. Likewise, 
metaphors are only partially revelatory. Like language, itself, they cannot show 
the full truth or meaning of the lived experience because they simply represent it, 
they are not it. “A metaphor is always partial and imperfect. It highlights some 
aspects of a target, but obscures others.”71 Werner highlights this opaque quality 
to dream interpretation. She finds when considering metaphor of big dreams, 
dreamers usually try to induce meaning-making on their own often through 
literal interpretation of the dream, attempting to make metaphorical connections 
between the dream and their lives, and/or opting for an “opposite-to-literal 
                                                 
70 Wax, “Dream Sharing,” 90. 
71 Bulkeley, Big Dreams, 132. 
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interpretation.”72 Dreamers then resort to sharing their dream to devise a 
“socially constructed interpretation of the dream’s meaning.”73 Either form of 
metaphoric interpretation then results in some action to either manifest or avoid 
the perceived meaning.74 Finally, metaphors within dreams and waking thought 
are not the imagination in conflict with reason but in unity with it.75  Both the 
imaginative and the rational minds converge to create and interpret metaphor. 
Wax extends the effect noting that when dream metaphor is shared, it provides a 
“stabilizing element of group life.”76 Both imagination and rationality are 
necessary for safe conduct through the waking and the dreaming inter-personal 
and intra-personal spaces. One is not superior to the other. Imagination and 
reason work in tandem. The framing language for dreams and dream reports, 
then, offers a structure and a metaphorical awareness that is ready to consider 
the spiritual aspects of dreams. 
                                                 
72 Werner, “Contemporary Dream Beliefs,” 134. 
73 Werner, “Contemporary Dream Beliefs,” 134. 
74 Werner, “Contemporary Dream Beliefs,” 134. 
75 Bulkeley, Wilderness of Dreams, 135-37. 
76 Wax, “Dream Sharing,” 91. 
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II. Spiritual Practice and Dreamwork 
What surprises me is that ministerial students in graduate school have the 
same inhibitions as the general populace about their mystical 
experiences….Ministerial students…fear that dreams of divine encounters 
will hinder their ordination process or keep them from entering the 
“private club” of ordained ministers. 
Students who have specific spiritual gifts are not using them for 
fear of being declared too weird to fit into long-standing denominational 
traditions. Yet the dreams continue to come to them. The church of the 
future is in need of competent leadership that includes management 
savvy, spiritual acuity, and openness to the “still, small voice” (1 Kings 
19:11-13) of the dreaming God.77 
 
Awakening to the need for balancing sleep with work and rest invites a 
reordering of conceptualizing daily life. Such realignment fosters spans of time 
for reflective, nurturing Holy Rest. Within this rest, one may attend to dreams as 
viable and metaphoric lived experiences which inform and form waking and 
sleeping life. Still, as Barbara Holmes indicates in the opening quote, free and 
open sharing of dreams, particularly big dreams, remains an anomaly within 
Mainline Protestant theological academia. This section considers the 
ramifications of such constriction and draws upon dream studies to suggest a 
potential means to open the dialogue via dream groups. 
                                                 
77 Barbara A. Holmes, Dreaming (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress, 2012), 55. 
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A. Spiritual Practice and Issues of Control 
Kelly Bulkeley notes, “dreaming is a primal wellspring of religion.”78 If 
this statement is true, then Mainline Protestantism may need to rediscover the 
fresh waters of its holy well of dreaming. Returning to a primal wellspring may 
call for a careful attending to others already finding refreshment and relationship 
interconnecting waking and dreaming life. Mainline Protestantism does have 
within its history and practice a range of spiritual practices intended to 
commune with the Divine. Prayer, meditation, chant, and recitation; Bible 
studies and daily devotions; and walking labyrinths, lighting candles, attending 
retreats, and dancing are but a few examples of such spiritual practices easily 
available. Additionally, Mainline Protestants gather in corporate worship and, to 
varying degrees, order life decisions upon the tenets claimed as matters of faith, 
belief, doctrine, or tradition. They live into hospitality, compassionate care, 
advocacy, and intercession in the hope that in doing for others they serve Christ.  
                                                 
78 Kelly Bulkeley, “Religion and Brain-Mind Science: Dreaming and the 
Future,” in Soul, Psyche, Brain: New Directions in the Study of Religion and Brain-
Mind Science, ed. Kelly Bulkeley (New York: Palgrave, 2005), 228. 
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Thus, spiritual practice may be seen as a waking habit, nurturing a view of 
waking life as being one with particular ability to determine human will (which 
infers that anything other than full waking awareness is somehow “out of 
control”). This sense of control is somewhat erroneous. Much of waking lived 
experience is beyond individual or even communal control. Even with careful, 
intentional planning, living requires far more need for reacting to arising 
situations and circumstances than predictable, plodding patterns. Through 
careful attending, Mainline Protestants are beginning to respond through 
relationship rather than control by bringing to theological academic discourse 
practices which are birthed out of that which cannot be controlled in waking 
experiences: spiritual practices of disablement, of false imprisonment, systemic 
racism, global climate change, and chronic illness. I contend that within this mix 
of new and challenging modes of spiritual practice, there is also room and need 
for the language and metaphor of dream sharing, articulation, and interpretation.  
A crucial avenue to attend in developing this release of control to embrace 
relationship requires perceiving oneself in relationship with both experience and 
others as well as the Divine. While outside the primary scope of this research, 
attention is needed regarding what Mainline Protestants can learn from the 
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dream spirituality and understanding of waking and sleeping lived experience 
from such groups as Native Americans,79 African Christians and traditional 
practitioners,80 and Islamic theologies/practices of dreaming,81 to name a few. For 
example, historically, Christian missionaries to Africa, Oceania, and to Native 
Americans found themselves surrounded by cultures steeped in dream 
language, context, and unfamiliar spiritual practice. While some missionaries 
attempted to tamp down these dream cultures—overt control—others sought to 
Christianize the dreams via scripture, capitalizing on conversion symbolism in 
                                                 
79 See Mark St. Pierre and Tilda Long Soldier, Walking in the Sacred Manner: 
Healers, Dreamers, and Pipe Carriers – Medicine Women of the Plains Indians (New 
York: Touchstone, 1995). See also Vine Deloria, Jr., God is Red: A Native View of 
Religion, 30th Anniversary Edition (Golden, CO: Fulcrum Publishing, 2003); and 
Deloria’s final work, The World We Used to Live In: Remembering the Powers of the 
Medicine Men (Golden, CO: Fulcrum, 2006). 
80 See M.C. Jȩdrej and Rosalind Shaw, eds., Dreaming, Religion and Society in 
Africa (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1992). See also Malidoma Patrice Somé, Of Water and the 
Spirit: Ritual, Magic, and Initiations in the Life of an African Shaman (New York: 
Penguin, 1994); and Somé’s further work, The Healing Wisdom of Africa: Finding 
Life Purpose Through Nature, Ritual, and Community (New York: Jeremy P. Tarcher, 
1999). Extending the focus to African Americans’ dream practices and 
spirituality, see, Shafton, Dream-Singers, and Holmes, Dreaming.  
81 See Bulkeley, Adams, and Davis, Dreaming in Christianity and Islam. See 
also, Amira Mittermaier, Dreams that Matter: Egyptian Landscapes of the Imagination 
(Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2011).  
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dreams, and undermining traditional dream practices by supplanting them with 
Christian versions—subversive control.82 Many Mainline Protestants may now 
work to  engage in relational spiritual practices of deep listening, restorative 
justice, and mutually respectful learning with the indigenous religious traditions, 
adapted forms of Christianity, and non-Western cultures who, even when 
Christianized, found ways to reverence the lived experience of dreaming and 
dreams within their spiritual practices in the new tradition.83 Rather than an 
attitude of dominion and subjugation, waking and dreaming experiences 
necessitate an understanding of humanity as willing, relational, interconnected, 
and interdependent. Valuing the other through relationship may open both sides 
to new consideration of how to attend to all lived experience and all living 
things—waking and dreaming. Such interconnectional practices and traditions 
can only enhance and inform theological study and education in the future.   
                                                 
82 See Bulkeley, Dreaming in the World=s Religions, 222-24, 239-41, 251-54. See 
also Tom Calma, “Respect, Tolerance and Reconciliation Rather Than Opposition 
and Denial: Indigenous Spirituality, Land, and the Future of Religion in 
Australia,” Pacifica 23, no. 3 (October 2010): 322-336; Terence Ranger, 
“Christianity and the First Peoples: Some Second Thoughts,” in Indigeneous 
Peoples and Religious Change, ed. Peggy Brock (Leiden: Brill, 2005), 15-32. 
83 Bulkeley, Dreaming in the World’s Religions, 222-24, 239-41, 251-54.  
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Bonnelle Strickling notes that regardless of our sense of agency toward 
spiritual practices, they are only preparation for Divine encounter. Embodying 
spiritual practices, themselves, does not indicate that transformative spiritual 
experience occurs. Instead, Strickling notes that practice often garners value 
when a sense of control is challenged. Then, individuals and communities 
become more receptive “to the notion that life is more than our conscious, 
purpose-directed experience of it.”84 Looking back to Bulkeley’s statement, 
however, reveals support for spiritual practice stemming from an experience that 
cannot be controlled. If dreaming is a “primal wellspring of religion,”85 then a core 
tenant of religion is living with the full awareness that humans are not in control. 
Dreams, then, offer talismans, or touchstones to Mystery. They hold mystical 
depths the waking mind cannot plumb. Dreams resonate with contemplative 
spiritual practices that open the dreamer to greater depth of reflection and 
interpretation such as altered meditative states, the Om, breath prayer, centering 
down, deep sleep, and so on in order to be heard and seen and felt. They occur 
                                                 
84 Strickling, Dreaming, 22-23. 
85 Bulkeley, “Religion and Brain-Mind,” 228. 
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seemingly with little bidding or permission. More precisely, when dreams are 
not understood as experiences of daily living, they appear unbidden and erratic. 
They are primal, and they are exquisitely sophisticated. In this manner, dreaming 
and waking are far more alike as lived experiences. And as such, like waking life 
experiences, dreams and their metaphoric language and imagery offer 
themselves to spiritual engagement, inspiration, and theological reflection. 
B. Dream Groups: Communal Spiritual Practice 
In dream studies, dream groups in a variety of forms offer one of the 
primary models of meaning-making with dreams. The level of engagement and 
the number and richness of perspectives offered to the metaphoric elements of 
each dream greatly increases with a group. Additionally, forming a dream group 
as a communal spiritual practice engages participants in external relationships 
which may well mirror their internal dreaming experience. These relationships 
form upon trust, confidentiality, and the discovery that working together on 
dreams strengthens and brings vitality to each member of the group.86  For 
Christopher Bache, such connections reflect “how the world truly is, how it lives 
                                                 
86 Taylor, The Wisdom of Your Dreams, 115-16. 
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beneath the surface—not cancelling our individuality but grounding it in a vast 
tapestry of time and opportunity.”87 Such communal practice turns the dreamer 
and dreaming experience into a dialogic and relational practice. It connects the 
dreamer to the community and fosters vulnerability with insight rather than 
isolation and alienation.  
Dream groups provide a step further into relationship when engaged as 
communal spiritual practice. First, unlike many other contemplative spiritual 
practices such as centering prayer, chant, and Lectio Divina, dream groups 
require the participants to engage with each other throughout the process. While 
practitioners may gather to embody other spiritual practices, that engagement 
remains largely individualized. The sharing necessary in a dream group fosters a 
sense of trust and community much earlier in the group’s formation than more 
individualized practices may. This sense of community brings with it an identity 
of belonging that is affirming spiritually and psychologically. As each participant 
engages her/his own spiritual work through projection and reflection upon the 
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dreams, this group identity is absorbed into her/his sense of self opening her/him 
to a holistic view of the larger world.  
A second benefit of dream groups as communal spiritual practice is that 
the facilitator is also a participant. Bache notes that participation as teachers and 
facilitators in the process creates an energetic connection that is not as easily 
attainable when we do not have firsthand knowledge of what we are directing.88  
Within a dream group, the facilitator cannot emerge untouched. The impact is 
even greater when the dream group is a communal spiritual practice. From the 
standpoint of the participants, having the facilitator alongside them through the 
process as a guiding companion who keeps the process on course rather than a 
teacher or director can be empowering. They learn they are not being led to a 
conclusion but are joined on the journey. For the facilitator, being able to gently 
guide while participating in the process is a gift not readily available to 
facilitators of other spiritual practices where time-keeping and defined leading 
are required. Strickling notes that such participation allows facilitators and group 
participants alike to “become aware that there are sources in us that have their 
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own life and operate on their own time, and experience the change in sense of 
being that comes when we make paying attention to those sources a part of life 
rather than living in a constantly reactive mode.”89 A facilitator who can also 
engage as a participant moves from this reactive mode into the deeper awareness 
shared with the group.  
Dream groups by their nature have the capacity to be communal spiritual 
practice. The communicative nature of the group develops identity, trust, and 
community among the participants early on. Facilitators are able to participate in 
the process while facilitating, which enhances the insights and experience of the 
group. Finally, engaging dream groups as spiritual practice affirms the 
metaphoric nature of dreams and waking interpretations as well as their ability 
to offer spiritual insight and experience not only to the dreamer but to the 
listeners as well.90   
                                                 
89 Strickling, Dreaming, 136. 
90 The every-day metaphors and seemingly mundane dreams should not 
be discounted as spiritually insignificant. What is run-of-the-mill to the dreamer 
may offer profound insight to a listener and vice versa. Additionally, the dream 
recounted may or may not have significant elements that stand out to the group, 
but the process of group interpretation still opens participants to deeper 
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Dreams, like eyesight and taste, are interpretable but intended to reveal 
something. By attending to the context, languaging, embodiment of space and 
time, and metaphor, dreaming and waking life hold potential to form and inform 
each other both inter- and intra-personally. While people continue to ponder the 
meaning of dreams, they also inevitably extend themselves into the larger 
community seeking to be heard, to listen, to share, and to bear witness to 
discernment. Even when confronted with the unfamiliar and the other in waking 
life, the habitus of dreamwork may offer an atmosphere of receptivity and 
relationship that nurtures and stabilizes human communities. Turning to 
Chapter Four, I examine the possibility of dreamwork as spiritual practice in 
relationship with spiritual life-writing. The interconnection of such practices and 
dream sharing also will be considered.
                                                 
engagement and self- (Self-) understanding. See Bulkeley, Transforming Dreams, 
123. And Lakoff, “How Metaphor Structures,” 284. 
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CHAPTER FOUR – WEAVING THE NARRATIVE LIFE: ATTUNING 
TO A SPIRITUALITY OF MEMORY AND RELATIONSHIP  
This chapter examines the interplay of narrative between dream reports and 
spiritual life writing within the larger context of God’s time and practices of Holy 
Rest by attuning to memory. The third of four elements of practice, attuning 
brings into harmony and accord1  practices in waking life which commend and 
facilitate the lived experiences during the hours of sleep. Attuning nurtures the 
intentional forms of narrative which have developed to house, interpret, and 
express such transformative memory in the present moment—to tell life’s “tales 
waiting to be retold.”2 Doing so affirms practical theology’s efforts to “hold up 
the particular, contextualized, ordinary, and embodied experiences of people and 
communities for theological reflection.”3 Attuning intersects memory collection 
within dreamwork practices, dream journaling (commonly called dream 
reports), and dream sharing. Bringing these practices into accord with practices 
                                                 
1 Oxford English Dictionary Online, s.v. “attune,” accessed October 3, 2017, 
http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/12954?redirectedFrom=attuning#eid. 
2 Etty Hillesum, Essential Writings (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 2009), 42. 
3 McCarroll, “Practical Theology,” 156. 
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of spiritual life writing provides insight into discerning this often marginalized 
and devalued daily lived experience.  
Next, I propose dream reports may interconnect with practices of life 
story-telling. Sharing stories frame the memories of waking and dreaming lives 
throughout human history. Internal narrative moves into external communal 
memory through modes of telling— such as orality, life story, and spiritual life 
writing, to name a few methods. These practices intersect with dreamwork 
practices to begin constructing a habitus of sharing as sacred time, Holy Rest, and 
memory-sharing which foster relationship, community, and their own moments 
of transcendent experience. They challenge practitioners and practical 
theologians alike to risk being “affected by what and whom we encounter.”4 
Building on the roles of time and intentional reflection discussed in 
Chapters Two and Three, narrative invites examination via a comparative 
metaphorical lens of textile weaving drawing on the themes of texere, warp and 
weft, inlay and yarn. The skillful handweaver works with hundreds of 
individual strands of yarn deftly placing each spun fiber strand intentionally into 
                                                 
4 Ganzevoort, “Forks in the Road.” 
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relationship with the rest. Likewise, the practiced story-weaver threads the loom 
of a life’s experience so that particular memories from waking and dreaming are 
brought to the fore in the patterning. Strands of narrative, and strands of yarn, 
converge to create the fabric of theologically reflective lived experience and 
living community. This discussion then sets the stage for consideration of 
implementation into theological pedagogy and practice in Chapter Five. 
I. Attuning to Memory:  Recording Stories of Lived Experience as a 
Habitus of Being 
I remember my dreams every morning, but if I don’t write them down, 
they flit away. They go back to their own world again. They’re still out 
there as I’m waking up, but if I don’t write them down, they retreat and 
the door closes and I don’t remember them anymore. . . .if ever I was 
looking for a source of material, all I would have to do is go back to my 
dreams.5 
 
John Swinton observes that “God’s time is a mystery that we are called to 
engage in, and to live into, even if we will never fully understand it.”6 One 
means by which people endeavor to understand, engage, and live into God’s 
                                                 
5 Amy Tan, “Amy Tan,” in Writers Dreaming, ed. Naomi Epel (New York: 
Carol Southern Books, 1993), 288. 
6 Swinton, Becoming Friends, 211. 
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time involves attuning to memory through personal narrative. As narrative 
practices, dream reports and spiritual life writing employ a means of attuning to 
the timefullness of God’s time: dream reports through recollection of dreaming 
lived experiences while sleeping and life story primarily via memories of waking 
lived experiences. Just as life story has been identified as an important source for 
practical theology7 and for spirituality studies,8 so too dream reports create 
                                                 
7 Examples of narrative and practical theology include: Kathleen Cahalan, 
The Stories We Live By: Finding God’s Call All Around Us (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Eerdmans, 2017); Edward Foley, Theological Reflection Across Religious Traditions: 
The Turn to Reflective Believing (Lanham: Rowman and Littlefield, 2015), 39-43; 
Ganzevoort, “Introduction,” 1-17; Richard L. Hester, and Kelli Walker-Jones, 
Know Your Story and Lead with It: The Power of Narrative in Clergy Leadership 
(Herndon, VA: Alban Institute, 2009); Scott Holland, How Do Stories Save Us? An 
Essay on the Question with the Theological Hermeneutics of David Tracy in View, 
Louvain Theological and Pastoral Monographs #35 (Louvain: Peeters, 2006); 
Heather Walton, Writing Methods in Theological Reflection (London: SCM Press, 
2014), xi-xxxiii, 91-100; and Wolfteich, Mothering, Public Leadership. 
8 Examples of narrative and spirituality studies include: Douglas V. 
Henry, “Vocation and Story: Narrating Self and World,” in At This Time and In 
This Place: Vocation and Higher Education, ed. David S. Cunningham (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2016), 165-88 ; Mark D. Jordan, “Writing, Drawing, 
Seeing,” Spiritus: A Journal of Christian Spirituality 10, no. 1 (Spring 2010): 80-84; 
Kwok Pui-lan, “Write What Is in the Heart,” Spiritus: A Journal of Christian 
Spirituality 10, no. 1 (Spring 2010): 76-79; Stephanie Paulsell, “The Square Root of 
Minus-One: Overcoming Pernicious Dichotomies,” Spiritus: A Journal of Christian 
Spirituality 7, no. 1 (Spring, 2007): 86-88, and Paulsell’s “The Steady Beat of the 
Great Creator,” Spiritus: A Journal of Christian Spirituality 10, no. 1 (Spring 2010): 
91-95; Charles Pinches, “Stories of Call: From Dramatic Phenomena to Changed 
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narratives of memory and reflection. Both life writing and dream reports can be 
practices that draw attention to, and attune to, lived experience in the present. 
 Weaving narrative from waking and dreaming lived experience can invite 
practitioners to intentional, purposeful practice. Literary journalist Judith 
Shulevitz notes in the introduction to her spiritual autobiography on Sabbath-
keeping, that practice reveals. 
The extraordinariness of the Sabbath lies in its being commonplace. We 
who look at religion from the outside think of transcendence as something 
that occurs at special moments, in concentrated bursts of illumination, but 
people raised in homes where religious ritual occurs over breakfast and at 
dinner and in school and throughout the weekends know that revelation 
commingles promiscuously with routine. If ritual is art, then it is stretched 
over the frame of habit.9 
 
                                                 
Lives,” in At This Time and In This Place: Vocation and Higher Education, ed. David 
S. Cunningham (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016), 122-42; Janet K. Ruffing, 
To Tell the Sacred Tale: Spiritual Direction and Narrative (Mahwah, NJ: Paulist, 
2011);   Pat Schneider, How the Light Gets In: Writing as a Spiritual Practice (Oxford, 
Oxford University Press, 2013) and Schneider’s Writing Alone and With Others 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003); Barbara Brown Taylor, “The Sacrament 
of the Word,” Spiritus: A Journal of Christian Spirituality 10, no. 1 (Spring 2010): 96-
100; and Claire Wolfteich, “Spirituality, Mothering, and Public Leadership: 
Women’s Life Writing and Generative Directions for Spirituality,” Spiritus: A 
Journal of Christian Spirituality 17, no. 2 (Fall 2017): 145-64. 
9 Shulevitz, The Sabbath World, xxiii. 
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As Shulevitz observes about Sabbath practice, so too, a practice of dream 
reporting within the regular habitual rhythms of daily life, may foster moments of 
revelation, and even transcendence, within routine habits of reflexive writing. 
Amy Tan’s reflection at the beginning of this section denotes how easily memory 
fragments and dissipates when a dream is not recorded. Establishing a habitus of 
recorded recollection may ensure a greater likelihood of extending such practice 
beyond recording and personal reflection to communal practices of sharing. 
Habituation of such memory-oriented practices also resists the false 
urgencies of time valuing imbalances described in Chapter Two. This section 
brings the first step of many dreamwork practices, the dream report, into 
dialogue with the practices of spiritual life writing discussed more fully in 
section two.  While life writing as a spiritual practice gives cursory attention10 to 
                                                 
10 For example, an online word search of the Society for the Study of 
Christian Spirituality’s journal Spiritus, for “dreams,” “dream report,” and 
“dream journaling” listed one article in sixteen years explicitly about dreams; see 
Linda Sexson, “Tinkering the Universe: The Art of Dream,” Spiritus: A Journal of 
Christian Spirituality 2, no. 2 (Fall 2002): 163-72. The remainder articles that 
mention dream accounts related to life writing do so within a historical context, 
such as: Glenn Hinson, “The Progression of Grace: A Re-Reading of The Pilgrim’s 
Progress,” Spiritus: A Journal of Christian Spirituality 3, no. 2 (Fall 2003), 253, 254, 
257; and briefly in Edward K. Kaplan, “Seeds of Sorrow: Thomas Merton’s 
Fiftieth Birthday Journal,” Spiritus: A Journal of Christian Spirituality 12, no. 2 (Fall 
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dreams as part of overall lived experience,11 dream reports focus on recollections 
of experiences occurring only while asleep. I posit the two practices, brought 
together, can both form and inform a robust frame of attenuating reflection upon 
daily lived experience as well as moments of transformation. Narratives of 
memory and meaning-making ground both practices. Both dream reports and 
spiritual life writing illustrate Shulevitz’s and Tan’s assertion that ritual and 
habit of practice create space for revelation. The practices nurture the spans of 
time needed to embody reflection created by Holy Rest.  
A. Dreamwork as a Spiritual Practice of Attuning: A Vignette 
“I woke up at five, and the weirdest thing happened. I had this…this 
image, this thought, and I was actually able to hold onto it. Hold onto it. 
Do you know how long…I mean, God knows how long it’s been. The 
specifics are back, Joe….I’m back in action.”--JoJo in Moonlight Mile12  
                                                 
2012): 284-85. Marina Favila’s 2015 article is an exception as she incorporates her 
own visitation dream account into the text; see Marina Favila, “Meaningful 
Patterns: A Meditation on Poetry and Faith,” Spiritus: A Journal of Christian 
Spirituality 15, no. 2 (Fall 2015): 234. Even here, however, the article’s focus is 
poetry, not life writing or dreams.  
11 Mary Frohlich, “Critical Interiority,” Spiritus: A Journal of Christian 
Spirituality 7, no. 1 (Spring 2007): 77. 
12 Moonlight Mile, directed by Brad Silberling (Touchstone Pictures, 2002), 
DVD (Buena Vista Entertainment, 2003).  
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In the 2002 film, Moonlight Mile, JoJo is an author whose daughter, Diane, 
was killed as a bystander in a domestic shooting. In the above quote, JoJo 
enthusiastically tells Joe, her daughter’s fiancé, about awaking with clarity to 
write after being unable to write anything since her daughter’s death. Prior to 
this awakening, her craft and primary means of expression fell silent in her 
trauma and grief. No ritual, no practice, no writing technique availed her this 
time. The words did not come until she roused from sleep with “this image, this 
thought”13 that she can grasp and sustain long enough in her waking memory to 
record. Jojo’s grief and trauma over the violent, sudden death of her daughter 
silenced her primary means of connecting to the world until she literally awakens 
from a particular event. Notably, the event occurs not in waking but within a 
dream. As is the case with numerous similar experiences, Jojo awakens 
transformed.14 The image-thought reconnects her to life. Her daughter’s death 
                                                 
13 Moonlight Mile. 
14 Big dreams commonly occur to survivors after death of significant 
others. For a general overview, see Bulkeley, Transforming Dreams, 87-120; and 
Bulkeley and Bulkley, Dreaming Beyond Death. For examples from specific 
traditions of dreaming related to death and visitations by deceased loved ones 
within African and African-American traditions, see Holmes, Dreaming, 63-69; 
and Shafton, Dream-Singers, 17-33. For death and grief dreaming among the 
Plains Nations of North America, see Lee Irwin, The Dream Seekers: Native 
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forever alters her, but beyond this profound loss Jojo finds new life by attending 
to her dream experience and attuning to its impetus by reentering her practice of 
writing as an author with a new, renewed voice. 
B. Setting Intentions, Creating Habitus: Inviting Sacred Time 
Attending to the images, impressions, thoughts, and experiences of dreams 
invites individual dreamers to grow cognizant of a wider breadth of life. Instead 
of discounting the fragments and memories of dreaming as inconsequential, 
attending to them allows these lived experiences occurring during sleep to form 
and inform individuals alongside waking experiences. Note the character JoJo’s 
process: she awakens early in the morning with a fragment, a wisp of memory 
                                                 
American Visionary Traditions of the Great Plains (Norman, OK: University of 
Oklahoma Press, 1994), 93-97. For understanding of the role of the dead in 
contemporary and historic Islamic dreams, see Leah Kinberg, “Dreams Online: 
Contemporary Appearances of the Prophet in Dreams,” in Felek and Knysh, 
Dreams and Visions, 139-40; and Elizabeth Sirriyeh, Dreams and Visions in the World 
of Islam: History of Muslim Dreaming and Foreknowing (London: I.B. Tauris, 2015), 
158-73. For examples of dreams related to death and transformation provided by 
dream researchers, see Kelly Bulkeley, “The Healing Power of Mourning 
Dreams,” in Dreams that Change Our Lives: A Publication of the International 
Association for the Study of Dreams, ed. Robert J. Hoss and Robert P. Gongloff 
(Ashville, NC: Chiron Publications, 2017), 295-304; Laurel Clark, “Life 
Continues,” in Hoss and Gongloff, 305-318; and Susannah Benson, “A Place in 
Time,” in Hoss and Gongloff, 319-34.  
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from dreaming that she manages to retain. She recognizes something different 
about it. The image/thought resonates in a manner familiar to her previous 
impetus for writing. A silenced part of her, closed off in her trauma and grief, 
reconnects, and she writes. Her creativity is no longer stuck. 
Regarding creative problem solving, Deirdre Barrett indicates, “Many 
non-Western cultures teach people to look at their dreams for solutions. These 
cultures seem to have higher rates of problem-solving dreams.”15 Rather than a 
periodic occurrence, dreaming in order to problem-solve or for creative 
inspiration appears to involve an openness to its possibility and praxis. Barbara 
Holmes highlights the distinction between non-Western and Western acceptance 
of the potential of dreams interconnecting waking life noting, “Westerners tend 
to think that if they don’t believe in something, it can’t be true.”16 Jeremy Taylor 
furthers Holmes’ observation, “A primary reason why most adults in industrial 
                                                 
15 Deidre Barrett, “Creative Problem Solving,” 184-85. 
16 Holmes, Dreaming, 77.  
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societies do not remember their dreams is that they have no socially and 
emotionally supportive contexts in which to do so.”17 Holmes continues: 
The experience of dreaming is shared, but the interpretation and the 
search for meaning require the lens of our unique personal and societal 
contexts. Cultural perspectives tend to influence how we see the world 
and what we believe about its inhabitants. In Western cultures, we do not 
ascribe intelligence or sentience to cells, plant life, or most animals. 
Cultures that are more connected to nature have a different perspective 
than those that see everything on earth other than humankind as inert and 
usable. When creatures and living systems are regarded as a means to an 
end, inevitably, we will reject the liveliness and power of inner and outer 
world systems.18  
  
In order to enter a habitus that welcomes the contributions of dreams into 
ongoing dialogue with waking life practices and invites regularly remembering 
dreams, a shift such as the one toward timefullness and Holy Rest described in 
Chapter Two is needed. For spirituality and practical theology scholars, 
extending the habitus of lived experience to include openness to dreaming 
possibilities in dialogue with waking practices of remembering and reflection 
may contribute to the multivalence of theological reflection. The creative and 
discerning possibilities that dreaming recall may bring to practices of spiritual 
                                                 
17 Taylor, The Widsom, 62. 
18 Holmes, Dreaming, 62. 
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direction, for example, can contribute additional layers of reflection as well as a 
reevaluation of the directive processes. Additionally, the atmosphere created by 
such openness may facilitate the rebalancing of time valuing in work, rest, and 
sleep discussed in Chapter Two. This potential provides avenues for further 
research. 
In addition to an openness to dreaming possibilities, intentional dreaming 
also requires praxis. Dream incubation19 prepares the individual to intentionally 
enter sleep and dreaming with a query, conundrum, or point of stuck-ness in 
mind. Thus, rather than being excluded from the discerning process, dreaming 
folds into the larger lived experience which often offers up the elusive insight  
allowing the dreamer to progress creatively in waking life.20 Author Amy Tan 
indicates that when she experiences writer’s block, as occurred while writing The 
Joy Luck Club, she will take the story to bed with her with the intention of inviting 
her dreaming to form and inform it. Tan further reflects that dreaming insights 
                                                 
19 See the Glossary for a definition of “dream incubation.” 
20 Deidre Barrett, “Creative Problem Solving,” 184-85.  
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point her to areas of waking life in need of attention and focus.21 The late 
autobiographer Maya Angelou also notes dreams of attention that inform her 
writing: 
There is a dream which I delight in and long for when I’m writing. It 
means to me that the work is going well. Or will go well. Or that I’m 
telling the truth and telling it well….I began, I guess, twenty years ago to 
notice that when my dream came, it always meant that the work was 
going well. Whenever I get that dream I know the work is going to be all 
right for about two or three weeks. So that delights my heart. 
There’s another dream which also has to do with work. I don’t seem to 
have any just plain delight dreams or dreams about love or anything 
personal. I seem to only dream when I’m working. Or that’s all I 
remember….when I wake from it, I feel that things are all right. It’s not 
ecstatic, it’s not as delicious as the first one is, but it’s okay….And then 
there are terrifying dreams when the work is really going badly. I don’t 
even want to talk about them. It gives them too much power.22  
 
In both Tan and Angelou’s accounts, dreaming attunes to their creative 
process in a manner both habituated and expected. Tan’s taking a creative 
sticking point to bed—essentially a practice of the admonition, “sleep on it!”—
points to an understanding that sleep and dreaming both offer means to 
                                                 
21 Tan, “Amy Tan,” 285-87. 
22 Maya Angelou, “Maya Angelou,” in Epel, 6-27. 
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approach the conundrum unavailable to the waking mind.23 Similarly, Angelou 
looks for cues from her recurring dreams to guide the writing process. Barrett 
notes such approaches acknowledge that creative inspiration requires breaking 
from waking forms of concentration and focus in order to disentangle from 
perspective and expectations that create the interference. Heeding time for sleep 
within each day opens the fecund and generative spaces of dreams. Dreaming, 
then, steps away from attempts to force or will an answer or outcome and allows 
the creative person to consider novel approaches which may be discounted in 
waking life.24 These approaches then help form and inform waking creative 
practices. 
How, then, do individuals who do not hail from cultures or traditions that 
traditionally include dreams and dreamwork practices into their daily lived 
experience incorporate dreaming life into a habit of being? How may waking life 
and dreaming life open up consideration of lived experience’s questions, 
                                                 
23 Roger Ivar Lohmann, “Sleeping Among the Asabano: Surprises in 
Intimacy and Sociality at the Margins of Consciousness,” in Glaskin and 
Chenhall, Sleep Around the World, 43. 
24 Deirdre Barrett, The Committee of Sleep (New York: Oneiroi, 2001), 184. 
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ponderings, discernment, and stuck-ness? I do not argue that the manner by 
which people sleep requires homogenization. Anthropologist Yasmine 
Musharbash explains that while sleep, itself, is a universally required human 
need, how members within various cultures and subcultures sleep differs 
dramatically. However, sleep is so taken for granted that individuals tend to 
assume their habits and rituals regarding this portion of each day are universal. 
Discovering difference in the intimacies of sleep behavior becomes unnerving.25 
Such difference can shut down possibilities of esteeming sleep time, preparing 
for it, and creating receptive space to enter into the wealth of work and 
inspiration accessible only when it is part of a holistic, rather than fragmented 
and compartmentalized, lived experience. Mary Clark Moschella observes,  
…our habits of perceiving the world and our role in it strongly influence 
what we find and how we feel about it. We humans do not see things just 
as they are; we interpret reality through our embodied and situated 
selves. We tend to focus more on some things than others, and we see 
things in light of what we have seen and known before.26     
 
                                                 
25 Yasmine Musharbash, “Embodied Meaning: Sleeping Arrangements in 
Central Australia,” in Glaskin and Chenhall, 45-46. 
26 Moschella, Mary Clark. Caring for Joy: Narrative, Theology, and Practice 
(Leiden: Brill, 2016), 120. 
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Likewise, people unaccustomed to valuing dreams or dreamwork may find the 
habits and rituals others form to invite these experiences odd, superfluous, or 
unnerving, as well. Unfamiliarity with including dreaming into daily 
consideration, discernment, and memory/meaning-making, may prove a 
formidable stumbling block for individuals who cannot imagine inclusion of this 
part of lived experience holds value. 
I posit practical theology and spirituality studies are critical disciplines for 
addressing such barriers to the openness to possibilities needed to position 
dreaming into the larger hermeneutic of individuals’ narratives. R. Ruard 
Ganzevoort speaks to the theological justice of creating spaces for meaning-
making narratives and perspectives by people silenced, oppressed, and 
underserved.27 I recommend extending this narrative inclusion within scholarly 
research to also consider the contributions to narrative that marginalized 
experiences make within daily life such as dreaming, and for some people, dream 
incubation. Doing so not only enlarges the scope of openness to possibilities but 
also furthers the work of interconnecting the Western and non-Western 
                                                 
27 R. Ruard Ganzevoort, “Narrative Approaches,” in Miller-McLemore, 
The Wiley-Blackwell Companion, 222. 
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perspectives and valuing of relationships and matter described by Holmes earlier 
in this section. It also forges avenues for interdisciplinary dialogue between 
practical theology and dream studies. 
Spirituality studies, too, may find entrance into scholarly discourse with 
dream studies through the transitional, or liminal, spaces inherently connecting 
dream incubation and narrative. Pat Schneider reflects, “Leading a disciplined 
writing life is not all about work. It is also about sleep. Entering and staying in 
the mysterious place where daydream meets night dream is important to the 
writing life.”28 Recalling a silent retreat at Washington, D.C.’s Church of the 
Savior’s retreat center, Dayspring, Schneider lamented to the retreat leader that 
she had slept through the entire retreat. She recalls the Catholic Sister’s response 
being, “’God can’t communicate with you when you are exhausted. Your sleep 
was your retreat.’”29 Schneider further insists that the mind in sleep “will not be 
manipulated or coerced, but it must be engaged for your work to be all it can 
                                                 
28 Schneider, Writing Alone, 54. 
29 Schneider, Writing Alone, 55. 
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be.”30 Thus, narrative begins not with pen and paper or opening a clean Word 
document but with attuning to the interior and exterior liminal spaces that foster 
the dreaming lived experiences to be remembered. Heather Walton observes, 
“We have to deal with the world—spiritually. We have to touch the body.”31 
Story may be enriched through intentional practices of Holy Rest and adequate 
sleep that then allow God to communicate with each person in both waking and 
dreaming experiences.  
Practices of dream incubation further such intentionality toward liminal 
spaces as they incur habits and rituals of valuing dreaming experiences enough 
to remember and record them. Actions of preparation signal a turning from- to a 
turning toward- in spiritual practices both personal and communal. Examples of 
such transitions in spiritual practice occur before corporate worship when many 
Christian communities teach entering sacred space early in order to prepare 
one’s heart with prayer or silence. A prelude of music intends to turn the 
gathering community toward the focus of the service—whether joyous or 
                                                 
30 Schneider, Writing Alone, 55. 
31 Heather Walton, Not Eden: Spiritual Writing for this World (London: SCM 
Press, 2015), 22. 
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contemplative. Before meals, a prayer offered invites those persons round the 
table to eat with awareness of the bounty and community they share—and its 
Divine sourcing. Prior to the ordinances or sacraments of sacred moments, 
participants prepare themselves mind, body, and soul, to receive the blessings 
and responsibilities imbued. Even benedictions signal liminality as congregants 
prepare to turn from a time of spiritual nourishment, call, comfort, or challenge 
toward the daily life held in suspense awaiting each person’s return. Likewise, 
the dreaming liminal space occurs before sleep. It folds into the nightly rituals 
and habits of preparing for bed, and, with dream incubation, also includes some 
form of request to receive and remember a dream of specific purpose.  
Preparation informs transitional moments, especially those in daily 
routine. However, the actions of spiritual preparation link one span of time to 
another in relationship instead of distinguishing them as separate, autonomous 
experiences within time. Interconnections of timefullness, thus, prevent siloing, 
or compartmentalizing experiences. Jeremy Taylor illustrates this flow from one 
time to another: 
If we simply focus attention on the desire to remember dreams as our last 
intentional act before drifting off to sleep, and combine that with a gentle 
focusing on specific issues, problems, and situations that we wish to 
dream about, the dreams will usually oblige. This is the simplest dream 
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incubation exercise. The basic element of all incubation exercises and 
rituals is to focus the attention on the desired dream and to hold it until 
the dreaming mind responds. The conscious practice of prayer, 
meditation, contemplation, yoga, and the like, focused on important life 
choices, will also lead to a richer and more vividly remembered and 
understood dream life.32 
 
While dreams do not ultimately require extended preparation to occur—they are 
manifestly part of sleep—Taylor’s depiction of intentionally holding a question 
or concern to one’s dreaming attention hallmarks the habitual atmosphere of 
openness to possibilities intentional dreaming nurtures prior to recording the 
dream memory.  These attuning actions signal an intentionality of focus and 
bounding of the upcoming experience with acknowledgement that such 
bounding is one of porous connectedness. The dream practitioner enacts rituals 
or habits of preparation which do not disconnect her from the rest of life but 
invite the rest of life to be put down, to rest, to pause for this span of time so that 
she may attune to another manner of being and awareness. Thus, spiritual 
preparation invites the dream practitioner to respect spans of time by preventing 
one span overwhelming another. To reflect upon her dream via a waking dream 
                                                 
32 Taylor, The Wisdom, 69-70. 
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report, the dream practitioner must first allow for the spans of time needed in 
sleep to dream. Intentionally entering this time through liminal practices of 
preparation creates a habitus of being that may nurture dreams guided to 
particular questions or discernment. Simultaneously, spans of time which tend to 
insinuate into other spans of daily life, such as work’s encroachment on rest and 
sleep, may grow still in the liminal transitions, settle the incessant chatter, and be 
released into God’s care. Upon waking, the dream practitioner may recall a 
dream or fragment to record and consider. In this Sabbath-like way, lived 
experiences may thoughtfully and generatively form and inform each other 
instead of compete for prominence and focus. 
Sleep preparation as a practice holds a long history across cultures.33 
Throughout human history, preparing for sleep for the purposes of dream 
incubation occurred with the understanding that dreams may offer insight, 
inspiration, and new attunement with the Divine or ancestral spirits.34 Amy Tan’s 
                                                 
33 For insights into sleep habits, see Glaskin and Chenhall, Sleep Around the 
World. 
34 For examples of historical dream incubation practices in China, Sumeria, 
and Greece/Rome, see Bulkeley, Dreaming in the World’s Religions, 73-74, 118-19, 
138-39, 
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practice of taking a conundrum to sleep in order to seek resolution or direction 
offers a modern example of sleep incubation. Historically, such incubation cross-
culturally shared characteristics of intentionally seeking insight or answers via a 
transformative or “big” dream, occurring at specific times and locations after 
particular rituals were enacted, and dreaming by designated persons, i.e. 
shamans, oracles, or persons in life transitions or seeking healing.35 Individuals 
expected to receive visitations within dreams that would provide guidance, 
discernment, or even physical healing as in the case of the Asklepeion pilgrims 
who would journey to the demigod’s abatons in ancient Greece to sleep among 
the snakes and receive remedies or direct healing from Asklepios, himself.36 
Thus, their dream reports not only provided the dreamers with means for 
healing but also gave them agency over their own bodies. Only they, as 
dreamers, could receive, remember, and report on their healing or method of 
care as directed from the god. 
                                                 
35 Kimberley C. Patton, “’A Great and Strange Correction’: Intentionality, 
Locality, and Epiphany in the Category of Dream Incubation,” History of Religions 
43, no. 3 (February 2001): 194-95. 
36 Patton, “A Great and Strange Correction,” 196. 
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Dream incubation from the ancient past as well as that still practiced 
today within indigenous populations and some non-DUSC and religious 
traditions retains a spiritual grounding as does its recollection and reporting.37 
This foundation understands dreams opens the individual to more than waking 
life perceives before the dream occurs and risks being changed by the dream in 
narrative memory afterward. Kathleen Cahalan notes, “Human beings are not 
static, but continually in process….You make transitions over the course of your 
development…which require you to make new meaning from experience.”38 One 
                                                 
37 A general overview of dream incubation may be found in the chapter, 
“Rituals” in Bulkeley, Spiritual Dreaming: A Cross-Cultural and Historical Journey 
(Mahwah, NJ: Paulist, 1994), 120-30. For indepth overview, see also Bulkeley, 
Dreaming in the World’s Religions. For an example of Hellenistic and early 
Christian incubation, see Stroumsa, “Dreams and Visions,” 191-96. Examples of 
visionary dream incubation among Native People of the Americas may be found 
in Irwin, The Dream Seekers, 98-117; and Barbara Tedlock, “Sharing and 
Interpreting Dreams in Amerindian Nations,” in Shulman and Stroumsa, Dream 
Cultures, 98-100. Incubation in Hoodoo practice is described in Shafton, Dream-
Singers, 143-47. Explanation of the Islamic incubation practice of istikhara and the 
importance of dream visitations of the dead may be found in Sirriyeh, Dreams 
and Visions, 176-81; Jonathan G. Katz, “Dreams and Their Interpretation in Sufi 
Thought,” in Felek and Knysh, Dreams and Visions, 90-94; and Erik S. Ohlander, 
“Behind the Veil of the Unseen: Dreams and Dreaming in the Classical and 
Medieval Sufi Tradition,” in Felek and Knysh, Dreams and Visions, 203-5. 
38 Cahalan, The Stories We Live, 34-35. 
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implication for scholarship here involves not only further examination of the 
impact of transformation upon people’s lives through dreaming but also how 
waking life may be informed through the careful attunement and intention of 
dream incubation and reflective practices upon dreams. Not taken lightly, to 
incubate a dream, one approaches with reverence. Incubation is not a technique 
but, in Christian parlance, coming before the throne of God. How might the 
spirituality studies scholar consider practices of incubation and narrative 
reflection to coincide with waking life if not through prayer, contemplation, and 
Holy Rest? 
Such reverence for dream incubation as a spiritual practice conflicts with 
current expansion of the term.39 As indicated earlier, Tan’s process of dreaming 
through a writing issue presents a modern view of dream incubation. However, 
Kimberley Patton notes:  
Although “incubation” is a term from the ancient Occidental world, it 
currently and problematically enjoys an expanded, almost impressionistic 
usage; it is taken to mean any kind of intentional sleeping to produce 
dreams. “Incubation” is used by religionists to describe phenomena 
ranging from the quest for visionary dreams…to the therapeutic dreaming 
about specific unresolved personal situations that is encouraged in some 
schools of humanistic psychoanalysis….one wonders what kind of 
                                                 
39 Reed, “Incubation,” 349. 
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“dreams” the sleep laboratory produces: perhaps it is no surprise they are 
fragmented, incoherent, or apparently “without meaning” if they entail no 
preliminary ritual communion with the god of the place, who is, in the 
end, a machine.40 
 
Dream incubation is its own spiritual practice with a wealth of varied and 
substantive cultural implications.41 Consequently, I refrain from using the term in 
discussing intentionality and praxis beyond this section as it relates to the forms 
of sleep preparation and dreaming addressed in this project. This stance 
contrasts somewhat with Jeremy Taylor’s description, noted earlier, of dream 
incubation as multivalent. For Taylor, basic dream incubation is instrumental. He 
reserves more complex incubation rituals of “prayer, meditation, contemplation, 
yoga, and the like”42 for significant discernment questions, lucid dreaming, and 
enacting spiritual practices within the dream state.  
Transformative, life-altering dreams do occur through incubation and 
need narrative frames through which they may be remembered, shared, and 
                                                 
40 Patton, “A Great and Strange Correction,” 197, 202. 
41 Bulkeley, The Wilderness of Dreams, 9-10. 
42 Taylor, The Wisdom, 70. 
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discerned. As intentional practice, dream incubation requires the dreamer to risk 
not only initial insight but ongoing change through reflective dream reporting 
and subsequent dreamwork. Dream reports on dreaming that incurs vision, 
perspective, discernment, and even transformation with or without incubation 
practices must attempt to convey the significance of the lived experience within 
the limits of language. Bernard McGinn indicates some of the intricacies of such 
conveyance: 
…to speak of inner experience of God is just another example of the 
impossible but necessary task of all speaking about the unknowable 
God—an inherently contradictory activity, as mystics of many traditions 
have insisted. Nevertheless, mystics continue to strive to communicate 
how God has come to them, changed them, and commissioned them to 
invite others to a similar transformation. It is in the critical interplay 
among the various forms of mystical expression that a good part of its 
message about God begins to reveal itself to those willing to listen.43 
 
Turning now to the act of waking from dreamful sleep to record the memory of a 
dream, McGinn’s words must be taken to heart. Neither transformative waking 
nor dreaming lived experiences can be fully captured within the confines of 
                                                 
43 Bernard McGinn, “The Language of Inner Experience in Christian 
Mysticism,” in Minding the Spirit: The Study of Christian Spirituality, ed. Elizabeth 
A. Dreyer and Mark S. Burrows (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
2005), 147. 
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language. Practical theology and spirituality studies may welcome dreams and 
encourage their narrative recall and sharing in tandem with the waking 
narratives of lived experience. Doing so potentially informs both the 
interconnection of these lived and liminal experiences and invites innovative 
languaging of who and how people understand the Divine to be by sharing 
metaphor and imagery. First, I turn to the importance of creating a habitus of 
responses to dreaming. 
C. Capturing a Sleeping Memory: From Dream Reports to Habitus 
Write it down. Both dream researchers and dream workers in the field of 
dream studies typically begin with this directive for dream reports. One 
normative practice predominates across the varieties of dreamwork methods 
presented at the annual IASD and the Haden Summer Dream Institute. Devised 
predominantly from dreamwork methods within North America and Europe, 
the mandate to immediately write down any recollection of a dream upon 
waking (don’t even get out of bed first!) remains constant. Physiologically, the 
practice of jotting down everything one recollects upon waking rests in necessity. 
Much of what a dreamer experiences in the dream immediately prior to waking 
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dissipates as the brain floods with a neuro-chemical and circuitry wake-up call.44 
Unlike journaling which may lift out particular events or experiences upon 
which to reflect, initially, dream reports generally focus on recording as much 
memory of a dream as possible with little or no initial interpretative meaning-
making. Bulkeley notes, “The single most important thing a person can do to 
follow a dream through time is write it down. Keeping a dream journal provides 
the basis for many different kinds of advanced methods of interpretation. These 
methods work best if the journal is a record of all of a person’s remembered 
dreams, ‘big’ and ‘little’ dreams alike.”45 Dreamers intent on recalling their 
dreams include sensory input, emotions, color, locations, thoughts and unusual 
encounters or experiences with as much detail as possible in a strict narration. In 
essence, the initial dream report shares similarities with eye-witness accounts of 
an event. Pen and paper remain at the bedside sometimes accompanied by a 
                                                 
44 Cristina Marzano and Luigi De Gennaro, “Cortical EEG Oscillations, 
Local Sleep, and Dream Recall,” in Barrett and McNamara, The Encyclopedia of 
Sleep and Dreams, vol. 1, A-L, 172-74. See also Brandon S. Lu, “Regulation of Sleep 
and Wake Systems,” in Barrett and McNamara, The Encyclopedia of Sleep and 
Dreams, vol. 2, M-Y, 539-40. 
45 Bulkeley, Transforming Dreams,” 170. 
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night light to avoid the jarring sensation of turning on a lamp to record dreams 
in the night. Some dreamers now use voice recorders to try to capture even more 
detail. A few even doodle pictures.46 
Dream reports provide crucial information for engaging in dreamwork 
after the fact. However, the dream report, at its most basic level, rarely 
incorporates detailed reflection. The goal of the report initially recalls as much 
manifest content as possible before crucial details are lost. An example of a 
dream report identified by the 26-year-old Christian female dreamer as spiritual 
in nature follows: 
And there is another dream where all of my family members go to a place 
where there are very high towers built out of stones, like in the old, like 
you can see in the movies – biblical movies – where they have these huge 
towers... [we went] up, and then all of my families choose one stone to 
pray on... they sit on the stone and pray... they kneel down on the stone, 
like on the top of the stone, and then they pray… all of my family 
members including Pastor Saul [my uncle] was with me... and his wife 
was there, my mother was there, my grandmom was there, and I... like I 
remember these five people very clearly, and we all have to choose... there 
were many pillars out of stones... then [Pastor Saul] chooses one first, and 
then there were others surrounding him or somewhere nearby him, and I 
keep on walking and I choose the stone that is the highest, and then I sit 
on it and I pray… as I was praying [in the dream] I felt like God is just 
watching over me... I felt so free and happy, joyful... I can't describe the 
feeling, but I felt one with God... the setting was really very interesting... 
                                                 
46 Taylor, The Wisdom of Your Dreams, 63-66. 
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there were many stone pillars, and I still clearly remember those pillars – 
they were of different shapes and sizes – and the place was a wilderness, 
so that's interesting too... even the background was meaningful to me.47 
 
Notice the dream report details location, people, actions, sensations, 
feelings during the experience, and relationships. In comparison, waking 
moments that seemed ordinary initially but in reflection hold great 
significance—the last time speaking to someone before a sudden death, the 
moment a romantic dinner turns into a proposal of marriage, receiving a medical 
diagnosis for better or ill, and so on—may also contribute sensory and emotive 
memories. In recollection, details not initially significant now hold great 
relevance. Sense memory heightens, and odd or unusual elements stand out. 
Reconstructing the event in memory with as much detail as possible becomes 
important. The same holds true in developing a habit of recording dreams 
regardless of their seeming significance in the moment. Their relevance to 
                                                 
47 “Answers for Person ID: nepaldreams:upasana_g,” Sleep and Dreams 
Database, accessed October 4, 2017, 
http://sleepanddreamdatabase.org/dream/person?personid=nepaldreams:upasan
a_g. 
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waking life may require time to become evident.48 Only afterward, the work of 
reflecting on significance and meaning—the dreamwork of interpretation and 
hermeneutic—begins.  
The practice of dream reporting elevates lived experience within dreams 
by noticing and valuing the manifest details of the experience as well as its 
interpretations. This crucial pause to write a dream report creates a liminal space 
upon waking that encourages practices of close noticing, or attuning, to details. 
Creating a habit of dream reporting may also extend such attunement to 
experiences in waking life that are often overlooked, as well. All lived 
experience, even a seemingly ordinary dream or a routine, regular day at the 
office offers, with time, remembered experiences for more thorough and 
relational engagement and theological reflection. Such habitual pausing may also 
sensitize people to incorporating small moments of Holy Rest throughout the 
day through transitions and reflection. 
In addition to this thorough “eye-witness” detailing, dream reports share 
two other commonly occurring characteristics within dreamwork methods. First, 
                                                 
48 Bulkeley, Transforming Dreams, 170. 
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dream reporting occurs in the first person and present tense. Rather than writing 
the report as a past occurrence, dream report methods often emphasize writing 
in present tense in order to allow the dreamer and other audiences to enter the 
dream as an immediately occurring lived experience.49 Justina Lasley, founder 
and director of the Institute for Dream Studies, notes that present tense and first 
person languaging breaks through the boundary of cognitive separation to allow 
the dreamer and others to “re-enter the action, emotions, and energy of the 
dream.”50  
While writing in first person is a common practice in forms of life writing, 
doing so in present tense is rare. Recording dream memories in present tense 
alerts the reader to a dynamic relationship with the text that writing in past tense 
misses. As such, it may open a creative avenue for describing mystical 
encounters which McGinn notes are so difficult to hold within language. The 
verbal movement of present tense also complements Cahalan’s observations of 
people’s ongoing transforming. Present tense creates an immediacy to the 
                                                 
49 Bulkeley, Transforming Dreams, 152. 
50 Justina Lasley, Wake Up to Your Dreams: Transforming Your Relationships, 
Career, and Health While You Sleep (N.p.: Double Spiral Publishing, 2015), 34. 
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account which places the reader within the time and space of the memory. 
Distance between author and audience collapses as the audience enters the 
recorded memory as either observer or actor, which connects to the remaining 
common characteristic of dream reports: point of view.  
Dreams typically occur for the dreamer from one of two vantages: as the 
over-arching observer who watches the events unfold—and even herself—from a 
distance or as the actor who sees and experiences the dreaming lived experience 
first-hand. The late Ursula K. Le Guin indicates while fiction authors traverse the 
spectrum of narration perspectives,51 autobiography and memoir inherently 
position the author as the voice of the text. Such positioning assumes the same 
reliability from the author that the social sciences do in analyzing self-reports in 
their research: that the author tries “honestly to tell us what they think 
happened—not to invent, but to relate.”52 The same scholarly assumption holds 
true in dream reports. Outside of group dreaming and some shamanistic 
divination dreaming, only the dreamer may provide the initiating report of their 
                                                 
51 Ursula Le Guin, Steering the Craft: A 21st Century Guide to Sailing the Sea of 
Story, (Boston: Mariner Books, 2015), 63. 
52 Le Guin, Steering the Craft, 62. 
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lived experience.  
Subsequent dreamwork, in its multivalent forms beyond the initial dream 
report, encompasses methods both personal and communal which allow 
individuals to enter into reflexive consideration of both the experience of the 
dream and its subsequent meaning. This practice embeds in memory and the 
meaning of the memory as a present-time lived experience. As such, dreamwork 
attunes individuals to a hermeneutical habitus of dream, or memory, reflection. 
Persons skilled in one or many dreamwork methods, thus, develop attitudes 
toward intentional meaning-making which can begin to form and inform their 
reflections upon waking life as well. Bulkeley notes:  
Dreamsharing is valuable not only for the dreamer, but also for the 
listener….at a certain level all humans are dreaming about the same basic 
hopes, desires, fears, and conflicts. Thus the dream of one person may 
relate very directly and meaningfully to something happening in another 
person’s life. Indeed, elements from one person’s dream may actually 
enter into the dreams of another person.53 
 
This habitus of dream reflection attunes readily to waking lived experience 
and challenges presumptions that spans of waking lived experience are lesser or 
                                                 
53 Bulkeley, Transforming Dreams, 156. 
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greater avenues of remembering, recording, and reflecting, as well.   
D. A Perspective in Dreamwork: Root Metaphor 
Beyond the dream report lies a wide variety of dreamwork methods 
employed to “work” the dream, i.e. returning to it for meaning-making through 
interpretation, discernment, projection, and theological reflection.54 These 
methods of meaning-making share in common reliance on metaphor in 
dreamwork and subsequent dream sharing. Kelly Bulkeley theorizes that dreams 
continue to carry religious meaning in Western thought through the 
implementation of interdisciplinary root metaphors. Root metaphors concern 
questions of ultimate reality and human existence which require, in large part, 
images and symbolic description in order to grapple with them.55 Drawing from 
the fields of linguistics, theology, and symbolic philosophy, this framework 
                                                 
54 A sample of published dreamwork methods found at IASD includes: 
Taylor, The Wisdom of Your Dreams; Robert P. Gongloff, Dream Explorations: A 
New Approach (Woodbury, MN: Llewellyn, 2006); Fariba Bogzaran and Daniel 
Deslauriers, Integral Dreaming: A Holistic Approach to Dreams (Albany, NY: State 
University of New York, 2012); Lasley, Wake Up to Your Dreams; and Joel Covitz, 
Visions in the Night: Jungian and Ancient Dream Interpretation (Toronto: Inner City 
Books, 2000). 
55 Bulkeley, The Wilderness of Dreams, 3, 20-21. 
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asserts that “metaphorical thinking is basic to all human conceptual thought.”56 
Not only do individuals shape their experiences into metaphors they 
understand, but they, in turn, perceive the world and themselves through the 
metaphors employed.57 Metaphor, then,  
reminds us that in all forms of thinking, waking, and dreaming, we use 
the categories of what we know to try and understand what we do not 
know; it thus reminds us that our understanding is always partial, that in 
highlighting some things we always obscure or neglect other things....To 
speak of dream images as metaphors (rather than as symbols) also 
reminds us that the images are at least partly our own creations and thus 
are always related to our experience and our culture.58 
 
With this understanding, root metaphors within dreams can lead to 
religious interpretations independent of dogmatic and rigid systems and with an 
open-ended engagement with the dreamer. Taylor sees such potential conflict 
between a dream and a dreamer’s context as indicative of the “very nature of 
unfinished, still-evolving, and developing human consciousness and self-
                                                 
56 Bulkeley, The Wilderness of Dreams, 135. 
57 Bulkeley, The Wilderness of Dreams, 135, 140. See also Lakoff, “How 
Metaphor Structures Dreams,” 174-75. 
58 Bulkeley, The Wilderness of Dreams, 148. 
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awareness [that] is ambiguous, multivalent, and often confusingly self-
contradictory.”59  Freed from such parameters, root metaphors invite 
consideration of multivalent meanings of a dream not only for the dreamer but 
also for others with whom it is shared. Thus, one dream may continue to form 
and inform the dreamer and other witnesses of its telling in much the same way 
Julian of Norwich’s mystical encounter continued to shape and inform her 
theological reflection throughout the rest of her life60 and for present-day readers, 
as well.  
Carl Jung notes such a metaphorical flourishing within his understanding 
of dreams. Contrasting his view with his mentor, Sigmund Freud, Jung writes in 
his psycho-spiritual autobiography, Memories, Dreams, Reflections: 
I was never able to agree with Freud that the dream is a “facade” behind 
which its meaning lies hidden–a meaning already known but maliciously, 
so to speak, withheld from consciousness. To me dreams are a part of 
nature, which harbors no intention to deceive, but expresses something as 
best it can, just as a plant grows or an animal seeks its food as best it can.61  
                                                 
59 Taylor, The Wisdom, 6. 
60 See Julian of Norwich, Showings. 
61 Carl Jung, Memories, Dreams, Reflections, ed. Aniela Jaffé. New York: 
Vintage, reissued 1989, 161-62. 
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What mean these dreams? Answering such a question requires both a critical 
scientific eye in tandem with artistic hermeneutic and mystical wonder. 
Interpreting the meaning of a dreaming experience is subjective and malleable.62 
Bulkeley notes, “dream interpretation is always an open-ended process. It is a 
process that we evaluate, not by measuring how close it brings us to a single, 
unambiguous answer, but rather by reflecting on how much it opens up for us”.63 
Thus, root metaphors by not being completely formed and remaining flexible 
allow entry into possibility, imagination, and creativity. Simultaneously, they 
ground individuals within the particularities of their context and theological 
worldview. Maya Angelou frames dreamwork in this manner: 
One sees that the brain allows the dreamer to be more bold than he or she 
ever would be in real time. The dream allows the person to do things, and 
think things, and go places and be acted upon. The person, in real time, 
would never do those things. It may be that’s a way the brain has of 
saying, “Well let me let you come on down and see what really is down 
here.” 
There’s a phrase in West Africa called “deep talk.” When a person 
is informed about a situation, an older person will often use a parable, an 
axiom, and then add to the end of the axiom, “Take that as deep talk.” 
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Meaning that you will never find the answer. You can continue to go 
down deeper and deeper. Dreams may be deep talk.64 
 
The dream in waking cannot be fully interpreted nor entirely understood. This 
partial nature creates the hermeneutical space necessary to grapple with the parts 
of dream reports which seem unsettling or unexpected. Open-ended, dreams 
carve spaces for unknowing and possibility in waking reflection. Attunement to 
possibilities, however, invites the dreamer to consider the “deep talk” within the 
dream. 
The same hermeneutical space within root metaphors avails similar 
methods of interpretation, discernment, projection, and theological reflection for 
waking lived experience, as well. Metaphor brings the dream report, the waking 
memory, and the story within both into attunement through imagery and context. 
Deep talk may also arise from waking memory and recording. As such, it 
entertains a wealth of possibilities, fecundity, and creative depth in the 
development of narrative.    
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II. Life-Writing as Spiritual Practice of Attunement 
Writing is private, or you can share it.65 
 
What it has to do is move—end up in a different place from where it 
started. That’s what narrative does. It goes. It moves. Story is change.66 
 
In their respective guides to writing, Louise DeSalvo and Ursula K. Le 
Guin speak to two crucial discernment questions for the dream reporter and life-
writer. First, will I share my work, or am I its only intended audience? What 
responsibilities and consequences do I incur with this intention? And second, 
where will this memory, reflection, or questioning narrative take me? Do I risk 
possible transformation in its telling? The answers to these queries will create 
frames of perspective around both what is shared and how it conveys to the 
writer and the reader. After an initial dream report details a lived experience, the 
root metaphors and imagery call the dreamer back to that moment in time. 
Subsequent dreamwork may involve returning to “flesh out” the original 
description now adding interpretations, responses, and theological reflections. 
                                                 
65 Louise DeSalvo, Writing as a Way of Healing: How Telling Our Stories 
Transforms Our Lives (Boston: Beacon, 1999), 14. 
66 Le Guin, Steering the Craft, xiv. 
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Other dreamwork methods invite journaling, poetics, proprioceptive writing, or 
illustration to “work” the dream report.  
The spiritual life-writer reflecting on waking life embodies a similar stance 
of attunement at this point. Both seek means to reach backwards as they live 
forward requiring the narrative to continually move across time, context, and 
perspective. The life writer’s and dream practitioner’s attuning to an experience 
elevates and sharpens its focus and reflective purpose. The experience enters a 
state of timefullness where it can move through and across time and space 
forming and informing both the author and other audiences. Even if the chosen 
audience is the author, himself, by deciding to craft the dream or waking lived 
experience meaningfully through the practice of writing, it enters new 
dimensions. It becomes “real” and autonomous in a manner beyond memory. 
A. Writing Memory into Being 
Both life-writing and dreamwork share embedded practices of attunement 
and noticing. Kwok Pui-lan observes, “Finding the right words requires 
attentiveness to the pulses of life, the intricacies of relations, and the handiwork 
of God. Words become a sacrament when it becomes a vehicle to touch people, a 
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gift to nourish the soul, and a means to find God’s grace.”67 Attuning to memory 
and lifting it up to the light of careful description, interpretation, hermeneutical 
contextualization, and theological reflection commemorates the continual dance 
it plays across time and space. Noticing detail, emotion, reaction, and response 
within a lived experience credits the timefullness of memory. The careful 
attention to language Kwok Pui-lan hallmarks breaches boundaries imposed 
upon experiences and reminds people of the sacred network of relationships 
within God’s Time. As such, neither narrative nor the memories which form and 
inform it are static. Both are dynamic, interconnected, and change-risking. 
Schneider reflects, “Writing is my primary spiritual discipline. Here, writing, I 
struggle to understand myself and my world. I write because I want to bring to 
myself and perhaps my reader more light, more grace, more understanding, 
more delight. I write sometimes out of my anger or my concern to try to make a 
difference in the world….It is my vocation, and my work is my prayer.”68 
Schneider’s call to write both publically and privately intersects the risk to be 
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altered or transformed by the process. Not only reflective of potentially 
transcendent moments in reflective memory, the practice of spiritual life writing 
potentially draws the author into deeper awareness of God’s presence within the 
present action of hermeneutical memory-making. 
As Le Guin notes in the quote at the beginning of this section, stories must 
continue to move. They inherently contain change.69 So too, memory shifts and 
changes with time, layering of experiences, and ability to recall alongside 
changes in exterior lived space. Susan L. Ray notes “Lived space is always a 
combination of external space and inner mental space, actuality and mental 
projection. In experiencing lived space, memory and dream, fear and desire, 
value and meaning, fuse with the actual perception.”70 Lived stories shift focus, 
meaning, and significance over time and space. Such malleability reinforces 
practices of recording dreaming and waking memories so that their initiating 
narrative integrity may hold true even as the individuals who lived the 
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experiences continue to change. Writing memories in dreamwork and spiritual 
life writing allows them to remain connected and connecting instead of faded 
into a cosmic hum of forgetfulness. Spirituality studies reinforces this relational 
nature through its examination of lived experience as a multivalent, 
interconnected approach, rather than a series of unconnected, isolated 
experiences that have no impact on each other. Heather Walton notes the 
influence of ancient spiritual autobiographies in informing modern life writing 
and even the way people now perceive personal and communal significance.71 
Transcendent and despairing, successful and vulnerable facets of lived 
experience weave throughout enduring spiritual narratives “not only to 
communicate thought and feelings, but also to reflect on one’s life and bare one’s 
soul….to allow us to see the sighs, wounds, and the longings.”72 
Memory and narrative breach the false barriers that seek to silo time into 
disconnected, unbalancing segments by insisting on integration and 
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connection—relationship with all matter and being. 73 Such integration invites 
writing memory into being alongside the present moment and challenges 
authors “to enter a deeper communion with others and with God.”74 It breathes 
life into the ancient practice of study by bringing authors of memory and 
imagination into year after year of thoughtful conversation, challenge, and 
analysis with generations of scholars and theologians. Again and again, the same 
words faithfully recorded provide new insight, context, and meaning-making 
worldview.  
Alongside this integration of time, practices of writing memory connect 
and reconnect individuals preventing siloing of relationships, as well, between 
people and between humanity and the Divine. Kwok Pui-lan describes the 
experience in this manner: 
Writing also allows us to feel that we are not so alone, because we 
participate in a conversation that transverses across time and space. We 
recognize ourselves in another’s words, and delight in the space opened 
up by a clever metaphor, in the turn of a phrase, or in the unexpected 
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twist of a verse. The Chinese learned early on from Laozi that the ever-
changing Dao cannot be transmitted by words. Very often, meaning can 
only be intuited but cannot be transmitted by words. One needs to read 
between the lines and imagine what is not said.75  
 
Spirituality studies scholarship reinforces this scripting of relationships through 
spiritual life writing by focusing on the narrative as a means of understanding 
and attunement between persons and individuals and God. “Understanding 
involves not only intellectual deciphering of a phenomenon but appropriation 
that is transformative of the subject.”76 The written memories within dream 
reports and subsequent hermeneutical dreamwork and spiritual life writing 
carry within them the risk of transforming later readers. Ganzevoort asserts, 
“narrativity underscores the parallels between written texts and meaningful 
human action.”77 Entering into any relationship—with texts, humans, and the 
Divine—bears such risk and potential.  
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Stories reveal ideas and perspectives previously unencountered. Baptist 
church historian Glenn Hinson notes such shift in perspective after a close 
reading of John Bunyan’s Grace Abounding and Paradise Lost. “Bunyan’s 
accentuation of grace as the axle around which the spiritual life revolves opened 
my inner eyes to the way in which Baptist spirituality merged into the larger 
catholic stream of spirituality.”78 In the timefullness of spiritual life writing, 
Bunyan’s narratives on his own transcendent experiences in Grace Abounding and 
the semi-fictitious journey of Christian in Pilgrim’s Progress breached barriers of 
time and space to offer renewed insight, one Baptist cleric to another within 
God’s time. Dreamwork and spiritual life writing share risk and potential to 
shatter old lenses of worldview and theology and construct new, clearer, vision 
that brings the audience to a different angle of noticing and attuning to God.79 
B. Embodied Writing, Living Reflection 
Attuning to God in spiritual life writing includes attuning one’s body to 
remembered and present experiences in tandem. McCarroll notes, “Practical 
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theology, particularly that coming out of feminist and womanist communities, 
privileges embodied ways of knowing and embraces the subjectivity of lived 
experience as a reliable source for epistemology.”80 Addressing spiritual life 
writing, Walton concurs noting that embodiment bears spiritual implications 
within each lived experience, particularly when it acknowledges human limits.81 
This confluence of timefullness with subjectivity and embodied experience 
within limitations serves to create the lived spaces in which life writing—and 
dream reports—form.  
Spiritual life writing narrative contextually grounds within the subjective 
body and perspective of the author/actor. The remembered lived experience was 
felt emotively, cognitively, spiritually, and physically. Returning to it requires 
summoning the experience’s felt-ness in all its complexities. Contributing to the 
complexity is the contextual location of bodies within “a culture’s dominant 
stories and the stories each of us tell ourselves.”82 As noted in Chapter Two, the 
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same bodies that struggle to conform to DUSC time valuing also form personal 
identities under its influence. These bodies’ stories and identities can easily be 
lost to the constraints of marginalization, dehumanization, and devaluing that 
DUSC time valuing imposes. The loss and silencing of nonconforming DUSC 
spiritual life stories can be quelled and turned, however, as new generations 
insist on not only being heard but sharing in a larger, communal narrative. 
Further research into potential inroads for redefining the core tenets and 
characteristics of DUSC through individual and communal narratives is needed. 
Such research may also serve to aid the rebalancing of time valuation toward a 
more humane and humanizing timefullness.  
Walton argues that life writing incorporates detailed particularities at the 
expense of other factors of one’s lived story. Life writing lifts, focuses, and hones 
certain details of lived experience—certain felt-ness—over others.83 Cultural 
overtones influence which details are considered salient, valued, and 
“respectful.” Reclaiming one’s body as actor and reflective author within life 
writing may well alter what parts of the narrative receive focus and subvert 
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DUSC expectations further. Sociologist Arthur W. Frank asserts that when one 
cultural perspective dominates, an effective response is to contribute more stories 
that require a broader definition and view that expands the discourse. He 
reflects:  
Stories are always changing as they are retold, and they are resistant to 
change—they change inevitably, but slowly. What stories do readily is to 
attract other stories, and therein lies faster leverage for change. Part of 
letting stories breathe is letting them do what they do, which is lead to 
another story. If there can be any inherent, non-relational quality that 
makes a story bad, it is that bad stories discourage moving to another story 
that presents the same content from a different perspective.84  
 
Embodied life writing, thus, esteems narrative bodies because they are rather 
than because they fit expectations. They draw lines of interconnection and 
relationship instead of terminating discourse and silencing perspectives and 
possibilities.  
In this instance, life writing and initial dream reports functionally differ. 
The initial dream report endeavors to capture every possible detail of a dream 
without editing or censure. No detail is too small or insignificant. Only after the 
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report is constructed does the dreamer begin to disseminate which parts of the 
report to consider through dreamwork or dream sharing. Additionally, the 
dream may be “worked” numerous times and via several methods allowing 
most, if not all, the manifest content to be considered for latent meaning. The 
emphasis on embodiment when situating spiritual life writing informs 
dreamwork, as well, by reminding the dreamer that each dream and its 
subsequent reporting and working are experienced on multivalent levels of 
body, mind, spirit, and time. 
Embodiment also speaks to the role of risk within revelation. Schneider 
observes that writing, as with prayer, requires both courage and honesty in order 
to entertain the possibility of attuning to the truth within a memory.85 Risking 
encounters with truth simultaneously risks being altered or changed in 
discernable ways. Indeed, embodied spiritual life writing necessitates a certain 
courage by the author to enter into reflective Holy Rest and be in relationship 
with her own lived experiences in a different, yet honest, manner. Courage to 
reveal personal limitations, doubts, vulnerabilities, and discouragements may 
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induce renewed pain as well as release grief. Courage and honesty also require 
owning moments of blessing, encounter, humanity, and interconnection with 
clarity and grace.  Schneider continues: 
Both prayer and writing invite us to explore the full range of human 
awareness, out to the edges of what we have experienced and beyond, out 
to the edges of what we can intuit, and beyond. Both invite us to imagine, 
to be brave in what we imagine, and to keep the doors of all of our 
imaginings open. Allowing writing and prayer to overlap—writing as a 
spiritual practice—invites a dynamic relationship with mystery….In an 
open, unfolding relationship with mystery, all the locks can open, and all 
the blocks can become stepping-stones to more than we have yet 
discovered, more than we have ever met.86 
 
Embodied life writing may become a sacred act as the whole person of the author 
intangibly pushes through to touch Divine Mystery through the very tangible 
and tactile practice of weaving words on a page toward truth. Observing 
spiritual directees describing their transformative encounters with the Divine, 
Ruffing notes such embodiment aids their ability to “discover more intensely the 
religious dimension of reality permeating ordinary experience.”87 Approaching 
such awareness, or attunement, with the author’s full, embodied life again 
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requires courage and honesty to risk seeing one’s self in relation to the Divine 
and others and to risk revealing one’s self—one’s personhood and body—
without shame or excuse.88 
 Third, embodiment values and authenticates the individual author’s life, 
identity, body, voice, and community within God’s time.89 Spiritual life stories 
reach far beyond the proscribed hagiographies and spiritual writings of the 
spiritual elite or socially powerful.90 Rather, spiritual life story imbues the 
dailiness of each author with inherent sacredness. In this manner, it opens each 
narrative to timefullness and intrinsic value. Claire Wolfteich notes the 
considerable absence of mothers’ voices, for example, in spiritual life writing 
throughout Christian tradition. This marginalization of mothers’ spiritual lives 
creates narrow understandings of female spirituality and practice and effectively 
silences the lived experiences of a majority of women across time and space.91 
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The routine dailiness of mothering coupled with the habits of caring for family, 
home, and work receives no spiritual awareness without contributions from 
embodied spiritual lives. The same holds true for any groups deemed 
insignificant, marginal, voiceless, or routine. As noted in previous chapters, such 
spiritual disregard also occurs within the small habits and daily routines that 
populate each day and deserve closer scholarly attention. In order to fully claim 
embodied narrative within spiritual life writing and dream reports, the 
communal and timefull stories must place themselves squarely within the larger 
narratives of culture and God’s time by sharing their truths.  
C. Choosing to Share, Risking Change 
Returning to Le Guin and DeSalvo’s quotes at the beginning of this 
section, the author, whether dream practitioner or spiritual life writer, must 
discern how, when, and to whom her recorded experiences will be shared. 
Considering narratives of grief, Cahalan asserts, “You have to remember in order 
to let go….Telling stories, creating memories, and recalling the meaning of the 
person, place, or thing actually help you to reconstruct your life. You step back in 
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order to step forward.”92 Stepping back to step forward evokes images of a 
continual dance people embody in the process of creating meaning and identity 
within daily life and in dreamwork. “We do not simply recall. We cannot help 
but construct accounts that are story-shaped….in the accounts we present, much 
is excluded.”93 Memory conveys in narrative form. Sharing memory, both from 
waking and dreaming experience, also takes storied shape that both forms and 
informs perspective, identity, and relationship to God. Choosing how, when, and 
if to share these memories, adds another layer of complexity. 
On October 7, 2009, The Red Book was released for sale. This collection of 
Carl Jung’s intricate illuminations of dreamscapes, mandalas, and archetypal 
imagery alongside his meticulous and varied calligraphy describing his visions 
and active imaginations was so anticipated, the initial 5000 copies and 120 deluxe 
editions sold out in presales. Within the year, over 65,000 copies of the large 
exact replica tome were sold.94 The Red Book sat on a kitchen shelf in the Jung 
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family home during the 50-year interim between Carl Jung’s last entry and the 
book’s publication. His wishes regarding the book were unclear.95 His family’s 
concern for how sharing it might negatively impact his psychological legacy kept 
it removed from public view. Discerning when, how, and if to share this private 
blend of life writing, dream/waking vision reporting, active imagination, and 
psycho-spiritual reflections led to divided opinions among his descendants. 
However, time and space allowed both a distancing from the man himself while 
revealing a vibrantly-hued, supercalifragilistic window into both his psyche and 
spirituality. The Red Book, a half century later, released to widespread curiosity 
and acclaim. 
Conversely, when the private letters between Mother Teresa and her 
confessors and superiors were released a decade after her death in a book 
entitled Mother Teresa: Come Be My Light, questions were raised. In this case, the 
author expressly directed her private writings to be destroyed upon her death.96 
                                                 
95 Frantz, “Jung’s Red Book,” 392. 
96 David Van Biema, “Mother Teresa’s Crisis of Faith,” Time, August 23, 
2007, accessed March 11, 2018, http://time.com/4126238/mother-teresas-crisis-of-
faith. 
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That her wishes were superseded raises ethical questions as to who determines 
how, when, and if such spiritually significant and very private reflections are 
made public? Walton notes that social sciences employ stringent ethical 
guidelines regarding confidentiality and consent regarding the use, 
dissemination, and publication of people’s personal information from which 
theologians could learn.97 Discerning how to honor clear wishes and decipher 
ambiguous ones related to individuals’ personal reflections and narratives 
remains a question for ongoing consideration for both renowned authors and 
those living in the next room. 
While Mother Teresa’s letters and Carl Jung’s Red Book attract global 
attention, they mirror concerns shared by people discerning whether or not to 
share their own lived experiences. Cahalan responds: 
Why share our stories with each other? Because storytelling bonds trust; it 
is the foundation of community. Storytelling requires two things. First is 
the ability to listen to yourself, discern God’s holy presence in your life, 
and share that story with others. Second is listening attentively to 
another’s story….You can feel a commonality with another….We can also 
realize that other people’s lives are quite different from our own.98 
                                                 
97 Walton, Writing Methods, xxx. 
98 Cahalan, The Stories We Live, 121. 
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Spiritual life story and dream sharing draw upon lived experiences that may 
create vulnerability or anomie. However, practices of sharing such narratives 
may also encourage compassion, sympathy, and empathy, as well as careful 
attunement to diverse contexts and experiences. The challenge to practical 
theology and spirituality studies is to devise frames that hold spans of time for 
intentional practices of preparation and liminality to coexist with the careful 
noticing of dream reports and relational interconnection within “good” spiritual 
life writing. The risk of sharing may garner returns with stronger relationships, 
deeper insights, and greater resonance with God rather than ridicule or 
ostracism. As with embodying practices of dreamwork and spiritual life writing, 
sharing also risks change—of the individuals involved, and perhaps also the 
story, itself. A spiritual life writer or dream practitioner presents a unique 
perspective and voice that only he can contribute to the larger communal 
narrative. Trusting the other to hold one’s narrative is paramount as the next 
section asserts. 
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III. Weaving Memory, Bearing Witness: Attuning to Communities of 
Sharing 
…memory spreads out the text of our lives for us to read again and again, 
but I would recall and reemphasize the etymological origin of text  in 
texere, “to weave,” for the text is never fixed or single: it is ever rewoven, 
constantly renewed or reconstructed, constantly evolving, a story and a 
work in progress.99 
 
Taking the role of the dreamer and life-writing author into account, the 
ascription for their audience invites readers who bear witness to these storied 
lives into full relationship with the texere of narrative. Bearing witness to a life-
story whether through spiritual life writing or dream sharing, opens eyes to new 
seeing, places the receiver in utterly unfamiliar life events, and allows an ever-
deepening internal dialogue between personal and received narrative. Thus, the 
more stories individuals hear, read, and bear witness,100 the more informed and 
nuanced the personal story—the singular strands of yarn—becomes. However, 
neither the spiritual life story nor the dream report are the actual lived 
                                                 
99 James Olney, Memory & Narrative: The Weave of Life-Writing (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1998), 344. 
100 Walton, Not Eden, 28. 
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experience witnessed. Instead, Michael Goldberg notes these depictions are 
artistic creations which artificially frame lived experience.101 These frames of 
memory, with carefully selected details included and omitted, may reconstruct 
the author’s memory of the lived experience in beneficial, therapeutic ways that 
lead to a “transformation of the self that is already in the world”102 The texere of 
this transformation may be evident to people bearing witness to the narrative as 
the author/dreamer integrates greater self-acceptance of the whole of her lived 
experiences, even the unresolved parts.103  
To bear witness to a personal, group, or dream narrative also opens the 
receiver to spans of theological and spiritual reflection their own lived 
experience may not bring to the fore. Beyond mere attending for entertainment 
or information, bearing witness requires the receiver enter into a sacred 
timefullness with another person and risk the challenge and pain of being 
changed, even transformed by taking in this other’s story. Doing so risks what 
                                                 
101 Michael Goldberg, Theology and Narrative: A Critical Introduction 
(Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 2001), 103. 
102 Goldberg, Theology, 111. 
103 Goldberg, Theology, 111; Walton, Writing Methods, 96. 
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Howard Thurman described as the “central fact in religious experience… 
awareness of meeting God.”104 Again, such bearing witness moves beyond the 
episodic nature of an account to opening oneself to integration with another and 
an Other—overlaying one yarn upon another—which, in turn, opens to a 
spiritual receptivity within narrative.  
I posit humans are storied animals living in relationships intended toward 
timefullness. Despite widely disparate experiences from one person to another, 
the way in which lived experience is framed and remembered occurs through 
personal and communal narratives. Systemically, these narratives interconnect to 
comprise the various elements of culture, tradition, and practice. Intrapersonally, 
the internal dialogue an individual shapes in response to and in anticipation of 
daily life and DUSC creates a general perspective, or world-view. Narrative 
layers experience upon experience, filtering details and highlighting moments in 
time in the creation of memory stories. As James Olney notes in the above quote, 
the texts of life—these memory stories of lived experience brought forward from 
                                                 
104 Howard Thurman, The Creative Encounter (Richmond, IN: Friends 
United Press, 1972), 23. 
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the distant or quite recent past into the present moment—are never ended but 
works in progress.105 One story layers onto the next.  
Likewise, as one physical life ends, its stories continue onward being 
woven into the larger fabric of relationships and community in which each 
human being abides.106 In weaver’s parlance, the yarn used in the warp and weft 
of a textile, a text, and a life story—each strand—contributes to the foundational 
elements of the larger piece, the holistic life. Each strand is necessary and 
irreplaceable. When one strand ends, another is overlaid and offers its own 
qualities. This transition shifts the textile, dreamwork text, and life-writing while 
also continuing the larger patterned story.  
Overlaying a new strand of yarn when an earlier strand ends offers a 
significant analogy. On the loom, when the weft yarn in the weaver’s shuttle 
runs out, several inches of the end are dropped to hang free107 on the underside 
                                                 
105 Olney, Memory, 344. 
106 Cahalan, The Stories, 117-118. 
107 This type of overlay technique is typical of weaving with horizontal 
jack, countermarch, counterbalance, and tapestry looms such as the ones upon 
which I was trained. A variety of overlay methods for a new strand of yarn exist, 
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of the warp.108 A new strand of yarn is then laid over an inch or so of the first 
yarn so that its end also hangs freely. When the new strand is set and beaten into 
place, it covers the space where the initial yarn ended. This overlay prevents a 
hole from occurring in the textile and secures the yarn to stop its “crawling” and 
creating a hole in the finished piece. For that brief inch or so, however, the two 
yarns overlap. Dependent on the type of yarn, a slight to noticeable bump in the 
resulting fabric appears. The external dialogue of living narrative embodies such 
bumpiness. Sharing dreamwork and spiritual life writing enhances the 
internalized layering of experience and encounter by bringing narrative into the 
open. One strand, one life, connects to another not by merely touching but by 
overlaying and thus allowing another’s storied memories to interconnect with a 
larger, relational narrative recollection. Taylor notes this overlay experience in 
dream group sharing. The supportive nature of such groups encourages 
                                                 
including dropping loose strands to the front of the piece, and are determined by 
the type of loom, weaving project, and training of the weaver. 
108 The warp on a loom are the “vertical” strands of yarn—the yarn under 
tension—that are wound, threaded, sleighed, and tied onto the loom. They are 
raised and lowered in set patterns to allow shuttles bearing the “horizontal” weft 
(or “woof”) yarn to pass through in creating a textile.  
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dreamers to risk vulnerabilities of sharing. Doing so provides both the dreamer 
and the dream group with multivalent insights that then form and inform 
everyone present.109 
Habits of self-reflection and sharing folded into daily life invite one 
person to reconnect with another by pausing to enter a liminal, or timeless space; 
attuning to the present moment; and recounting memory. Earlier moments rise 
to the present conversation and break bonds of both time and space as the weft 
yarn of storied memory glides between the warp yarn of shared lived experience. 
Stories learn from each other. As author Neil Gaiman writes: 
Most of us only find our own voices after we’ve sounded like a lot of other 
people. But the one thing that you have that nobody else has is you….The 
moment that you feel that, just possibly, you’re walking down the street 
naked, exposing too much of your heart and your mind and what exists 
on the inside, showing too much of yourself, that’s the moment you may 
be starting to get it right.110 
 
Sharing stories, texere, bonds people to each other while affirming their 
unique voices and perspectives. Ganzevoort indicates in practical theology’s 
                                                 
109 Taylor, The Wisdom, 117. 
110 Neil Gaiman, The View from the Cheap Seats, Selected Nonfiction (New 
York: William Morrow, 2014), 456.  
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narrative model, authors may have to justify why their life narrative legitimately 
needs a given audience.111 Dream studies counters such reality by insisting on 
valuing an underrepresented daily lived experience. Even dream fragments are 
encouraged for dream reporting, no matter how small. “The dream fragment is 
like a little poem capturing the central theme and message of the much longer 
‘novel.’”112 Such intention is imperative in grief work, discernment, and in 
intimacies of soul friendships, family, and partners. Narratives of grief work 
within spiritual life stories invite ongoing scholarly dialogue on the impacts of 
bearing witness to another’s memories of loss and the rebalancing of chaos with 
time and care.113 Bearing witness to another’s pilgrimage via spiritual life writing, 
as in Glenn Hinson’s reflection on John Bunyan’s texts, locates the reader “in the 
common experiences of everyday life”114 enlightening mutual relationships. 
Practical theology may attune to dreamwork’s methods of listening to narratives 
                                                 
111 Ganzevoort, “Narrative Approaches,” 221. 
112 Taylor, The Wisdom, 71. 
113 Cahalan, The Stories We Live, 53. 
114 Walton, Not Eden, 25. 
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of discernment within timefull practices that coexist with ambiguity, questions, 
and unknowing.115 Even the word “yarn” metaphorically signals the telling of a 
tale, a dream, a universal memory, or a piece of lived wisdom to be oft repeated 
in the weaving of a group’s memory and meaning-making. “Spinning a yarn” 
harkens to the actual fiber spinning process where the deft spinner knows the 
right amount of twist to put on a fiber to create a stable strand just by feel and 
knowledge of fiber content. The narrative spinning, too, reveals the plethora of 
truths lived within a group. It allows for vulnerability, empathy, and 
compassion. It grants space for discomfort, pain, and doubt to be witnessed and 
in the process creates a stable and consistent frame of relationships. It brings 
forth awareness of Imago Dei and the moving of Spirit in life and being, space and 
time. 
 Bearing witness to memory in creating communities of sharing 
dreamwork and spiritual life writing may provide adequate grounding to devise 
forms of reflective space and time in the context of the spirituality studies 
classroom and scholarship. Chapter Five examines this potential interconnection 
                                                 
115 Ruffing, To Tell, 146-147. 
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of practices and how they may both form and inform a contemplative 
pedagogical method based upon dreamwork methods and spiritual life writing.  
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CHAPTER FIVE – ACTING ON NARRATIVE METHODS IN 
DREAMWORK: A PRACTICE OF REFLECTIVE SHARING WITH 
IMPLICATIONS FOR PEDAGOGY AND SCHOLARSHIP 
This chapter brings dreamwork into synthesis with spirituality studies and 
practical theology to examine how such interconnection potentially contributes 
to contemplative scholarship and pedagogy within the academy. It addresses the 
query, what might holistic inclusion of dreaming lived experience in spirituality 
and practical theology bring to the table of academic discourse? Previous 
chapters note the contributions dream studies and spirituality studies 
scholarship and practices make that encourage timefullness, Holy rest, reflective 
noticing, and valuing embodied memory narratives. I outline four elements of 
practice that provide the frame for considering how this work may authentically 
occur:  
 Awakening to the need for balancing work, rest and sleep; becoming aware 
of time valuations in daily life through timefullness and Holy Rest 
(Chapter Two) 
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 Attending to the role of dreaming within sleep as lived experience; being 
present to dream memories in waking life through metaphor and 
reflective practices of dream sharing (Chapter Three) 
 Attuning to the timefullness of memory within the present moment; 
fostering harmony and accord through dream reports and spiritual life 
writing to inform discernment as to whether and how to share such 
experiences, (Chapter Four) and  
 Acting on memory narratives through contemplative and reflective 
practices1 as a source of embodying individual and communal story 
within ongoing scholarship as well as pedagogy (Chapter Five – to be 
discussed shortly)  
To contextually ground this process, I first will offer a brief summary of the 
previous chapters and then turn to identifying implications for scholarship and 
pedagogy. In the overview, each of the first three elements of practice within 
lived experience noted above reiterates a dynamic responsiveness that may 
                                                 
1 For more information on contemplative practices particularly as they 
relate cross-disciplinarily in higher education, see “F.A.Q.,” Center for the 
Contemplative Mind in Society, accessed March 17, 2018, 
http://www.contemplativemind.org/about/faq. 
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create habits of reflection as people move through awakening, attending, and 
attuning to marginalized lived experiences. Second, I will discuss the final 
element of practice within lived experience, acting, as a means of incorporating 
multi-disciplinary scholarship and pedagogy within reflective practices. The 
third section of the chapter interconnects these practices with the false urgencies 
created by unbalancing time valuations detailed in Chapter Two. I propose 
contemplative responses to these urgencies which incorporate timefull balancing, 
reflective Holy Rest, personal narrative, and communal interconnection. The 
final section draws upon R. Ruard Ganzevoort’s concept of tracing the sacred 
through means of travelling, following, studying, and sketching2 to trace lines of 
interconnection this dissertation draws between dreamwork, spirituality studies, 
and practical theology. Possibilities for future research conclude the chapter.   
I. Overview: Turn and See—Interconnection  
Even though we can only live in the present, the act of remembering 
brings the past into the present, whereas anticipation and imagination 
bring out the future into the present….Necessity is closely linked to the 
past in that it involves the reality that is based on fait accompli. Possibility 
regards the future in which options are still open. Between necessity and 
                                                 
2 Ganzevoort, “Forks in the Road.” 
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possibility lie the freedom and responsibility to choose how to live our life 
in the present.3 
 
Building on van den Berg’s and Ganzevoort’s framing of necessity and 
possibility, the following overview alerts to past-oriented need and the 
groundwork for future-oriented possibility within learning communities in 
spirituality studies and practical theology. The question going forward concerns 
how people will embody the “freedom and responsibility to choose how to live 
our life in the present.”4 The fourth element of practice within lived experience, 
acting may address how the liminal time between the past and future, necessity 
and possibility, may be navigated in the present. 
A. Awakening to Need: Holistic Balancing of Time Valuation  
Lived experience and practice interconnect the multivalent needs of the past5 
to awaken to rest as a flexible and fluid time. This timefullness intercepts the 
artificial time compartments found within DUSC. Waking rest offers spans for 
                                                 
3 van den Berg and Ganzevoort, “The Art of Creating,” 168. 
4 van den Berg and Ganzevoort, “The Art of Creating,” 168. 
5 van den Berg and Ganzevoort, “The Art of Creating,” 168. 
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reflection, meaning-making, discernment, self-care, and healing. Reordering the 
time valuation of work (paid and unpaid labor) and rest (leisure and 
hermeneutical) creates a potential catalyst to rebalancing waking life. Christian 
interpretations of Jewish Sabbath and Christian Sabbath-keeping practices invite 
such rebalancing to further define spans of daily and weekly life as intentional 
Holy Rest.  Bounding time as Holy Rest allows the ability to know and 
experience life with intentional connection to Divine presence. Such demarcating 
time runs counter to DUSC’s tendencies to rush through daily lived experiences 
in a stressed-out, frantic need to get things done.6  
Howard Thurman reflects on the disconnections such tendencies create that 
nurture a distrust of life when the realities of death and pain within living 
become segregated, marginalized, and held to particular times rather than within 
the fullness of living. Instead of valuing and embracing holistically living within 
time throughout its pains and joys, humans, Thurman observes, react by 
segmenting time as events weighing some “good” and others “bad”. Thus, life, 
as a whole, and the potential of reflective Holy Rest to consider painful 
                                                 
6 Refer to John Swinton’s discussion on Standard Average European Time 
(SAET): Swinton, Becoming Friends, 23, 31-33. 
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experiences and death engender distrust.7 The spiritual practice of Holy Rest 
requires intentionality and time commitment regardless of its length. The daily 
pace of living for many people in DUSC remains antithetical to Holy Rest. 
Instead, DUSC creates expectations to never cease, pause, or stop production. 
These norms skew self-worth, identity, and community definitions. Such norms 
pervade each segment of daily life—work, rest, and sleep—and contribute to an 
unbalancing of the three in work’s favor.  
The unbalancing and frenetic pace with its multivalent stressors and 
distractions, challenges spirituality studies scholarship and pedagogy where 
Holy Rest may be a regular object of study. Multi-tasking coursework and 
outside life within tight schedules fosters a continual and unrelenting stress 
within students that may overwhelm attempts to authentically examine, much 
less practice, Holy Rest. Perhaps more insidious, being constantly “connected” 
with cell technology ingrains addictive behavior patterns that hinder spans of 
respite within both day and night.8 The growing dependence on smartphones is 
                                                 
7 Howard Thurman, The Inward Journey (Richmond, IN: Friends United 
Press, 2007), 38-39. 
8 For examples of recent studies examining the potential addictive 
behaviors and implication of constant connection with smart phone technology 
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now considered an emerging global health crisis, particularly for vulnerable 
populations including children and adolescents—the next generations to enter 
the theological classroom.9 Additionally, environment, both physical and social, 
creates undercurrents of continual, unabated stress that do not dissipate at the 
classroom door and may inadvertently influence scholarship. Congestion, 
commuting, limited personal space, artificial lighting, violence, and expenses of 
urban living prevent a full “unplugging” for many city-dwellers.10 In 
                                                 
see James A. Roberts, Luc Honore Petnji Yaya, and Chris Manolis, “The Invisible 
Addiction: Cell-Phone Activities and Addiction Among Male and Female 
College Students,” Journal of Behavioral Addiction 3, no. 4 (2014): 254-65; M. 
Sapacz, G. Rockman, and J. Clark, “Are We Addicted to Our Cell Phones?” 
Computers in Human Behavior 57 (2016): 153-59; Sansone and Sansone, “Cell 
Phones,” 33-37; James A. Roberts, Chris Pullig, and Chris Manolis, “I Need My 
Smartphone: A Hierarchical Model of Personality and Cell-Phone Addiction,” 
Personality and Individual Differences 79 (2015): 13-19; and Samaha and Hawi, 
“Relationships Among,” 321-25.   
9 Chimatapu Sri Nikhita, Pradeep R. Jadhav, and Shaunak A. Ajinkya, 
“Prevalence of Mobile Phone Dependence in Secondary School Adolescents,” 
Journal of Clinical and Diagnostic Research 9, no. 11 (November, 2015): 6, 9. 
10 Urban upbringing alters neural processing that impacts brain 
development and vulnerability to social stress. See Florian Lederbogen, et al., 
“City Living and Urban Upbringing Affect Neural Social Stress Processing in 
Humans,” Nature 474 (June 23, 2011): 498-501. The additional stressors that 
impoverished urban dwellers experience further remove them from holistic rest. 
See Sue A. Kaplan, et al., “The Perception of Stress and Its Impact on Health in 
Poor Communities,” Journal of Community Health 38 (2013): 142-49; and Barbara 
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counterpoint, rural and small towns contend with access to limited services, 
attrition of younger adults, and higher rates of unemployment, 
underemployment, and poverty that impacts long-time residents as well as 
immigrants.11 Each example offers its own frenetic and stress-inducing rhythm to 
daily lived experience which is further compounded by individual anxieties, 
fears, frustrations, and uncertainty. 
In contrast, Holy Rest practices take root in God’s time12 emphasizing 
being, manner, relationship, and experience. Awakening to the need for Holy 
Rest serves to breach time components of work, rest, and sleep and entering into 
each one when intentionally practiced and honored. The holistic, embodied, and 
spiritual needs for Holy Rest remain constant even when exterior pressures of 
expectation and obligation resist rebalancing time values.   
                                                 
A. Caldwell and Nancy S. Redeker, “Sleep Patterns and Psychological Distress in 
Women Living in an Inner City,” Research in Nursing and Health 32 (2009): 177-90. 
11 For a thoughtful analysis of socioeconomic realities for immigrants and 
the rural communities they inhabit, see Mike Danson and Birgit Jentsch, 
“International Migration and Economic Participation in Small Towns and Rural 
Areas—Cross-National Evidence,” Migration Letters 9, no. 3 (September, 2012): 
215-24. 
12 Swinton, Becoming Friends, 77. 
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B. Attending to Need: Sleep as Companion to Rest and Work in Daily Life and 
Dreaming 
As a physiological and neurological need, sleep comprises a third of 
human life and a third of lived experience each day. Within that lived 
experience, dreaming occurs. “If you live to be 85 years old, you have dreamed 
the equivalent of 20 years of your life.”13 Alongside waking life, sleep requires 
theological consideration as lived experience which forms and informs 
individuals. Drawing from Jewish practices of Sabbath beginning at dusk on 
Fridays, attending to the need for sleep to create the needed space for dreaming 
reorders each day as an act of entering into Holy Rest. Thus, the day begins at 
dusk, moves to a gathered meal, a time of respite, and then preparations to sleep. 
This balancing of the day opens individuals to the ongoing awareness that work 
does not drive the day. Beginning the day with food, fellowship, and sleep—and 
then awakening to work—alerts the senses to God’s continuing to act throughout 
the slumbering hours of dreaming.  
                                                 
13 Kim Vergil, “Arts Panel: Artists and Their Dream Art” (presentation, 
32nd annual conference of the IASD, Virginia Beach, VA, June 9, 2015). 
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While dreaming can occur at any point during sleep, dreams most often 
and vividly manifest during the 90-minute REM (rapid-eye movement) cycles 
throughout the night.14 Questions of embodiment, reflection, and meaning-
making of dreams are addressed through the lens of academic dream researchers 
and by practitioners in the field of dream studies. Dreaming life, as with waking 
life, incurs lived experiences which are often mundane. However, both dreaming 
and waking also hold moments of transcendence, of big dreams or waking 
visions, which transform persons beyond the scope of rationality and scientific 
explanation. These moments create talismans marking the path of life as decisive, 
pinnacle, or sacred experiences which alter the recipient. They require spans of 
Holy Rest both as lived, transformative experience, and in the theological 
reflection and discernment that occur afterward. While honored by practitioners 
in numerous non-DUSC communities and Evangelical Protestant traditions15, 
                                                 
14 For clearer understanding of the stages of sleep and dreaming, see 
Patrick McNamara et al., “’Theory of Mind’ in REM and NREM Dreams in 
Barrett and McNamara, The New Science of Dreaming, vol. 1, Biological Aspects, 
201-20; and McNamara et al., “Phylogeny of Sleep.” 
15 The Pew Research Center’s “Religious Landscape Survey” provides 
designations for “Evangelical Protestants” and “Mainline Protestants” as 
understood for this project. Mainline Protestant groups, 14.9 percent of U.S. 
population, and the progressive-liberal theological schools affiliated with them 
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such moments require timefullness for close reading and theologically reflective 
attention that Holy Rest may offer within Mainline Protestantism and spirituality 
studies, as well.    
C. Attuning to Need: Honoring Lived Experiences of Memory Through Dream 
Reports and Spiritual Life Writing  
Chapter Four weaves the common threads of methodology and practice in 
both dream reports and spiritual life writing. Time flows forward and backward 
as memories of lived experiences receive intentional focus in present contexts. 
The interplay of transformative themes within dreaming and waking recollection 
invites a holistic honoring of memory as a forming and informing component of 
daily lived experience. Such practices serve to reiterate the necessity of honoring 
the fullness of lived experience rather than relying solely on waking life, which 
truncates spiritual and theological reflection on the larger arcs of a life suffice 
with experience. 
                                                 
are the primary organizations considered here. See Pew Research Center, 
“Religious Landscape Survey.”  
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D. Acting to Need: Embodying Individual Story as Communal Narrative Via 
Dream Sharing and Contemplative Pedagogy   
The following section builds on van den Berg’s and Ganzevoort’s quote at 
the beginning of the overview to turn from considerations of past necessity 
toward the present’s freedom and responsibility to choose. The fourth element of 
practice in lived experience, acting, considers means by which creating a habitus 
of Holy Rest nurtures spaces for interdisciplinary scholarship, practices, 
theological reflection, and communities of noticing through the lived experience 
of dream sharing and story. Acting signifies performing a specified function.16 In 
the next section, such action intentionally moves practices of Holy Rest, memory 
narrative, and reflection into the larger arena of communal experience. Acting to 
need involves not only embodying one’s story but also the vulnerability and risk 
of sharing it. In turn, bearing witness in community to other narratives requires 
its own vulnerability and risk. This contemplative pedagogy17 and its potential 
                                                 
16 Merriam-Webster Dictionary Online, s.v. “act,” accessed March 14, 2018, 
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/act. 
17 For more information on contemplative pedagogies, see “The 
Association of the Contemplative Mind in Higher Education,” Center for the 
Contemplative Mind in Society, accessed March 17, 2018, 
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implications within scholarship fosters a more thorough, holistic, and generative 
lived experience within both waking and sleeping which can inform scholarship 
and students beyond the classroom. 
II. Dreamwork and Life Writing:  Acting Toward Multi-Disciplinary 
Scholarship  
We don’t accomplish anything in this world alone…and whatever 
happens is the result of the whole tapestry of one’s life and all the 
weavings of individual threads from one to another that creates 
something.18 
 
Former Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor’s above quote 
highlights the crucial role relationship plays within lived experience. No person 
exists within a vacuum but in communities. Likewise, no lived experience can be 
effectively siloed from the related experiences, fore and aft, which both influence 
its hermeneutic and its hermeneutical influence on future experiences as well as 
reflective memory. Dreamwork and spiritual life writing emphasize such 
                                                 
http://www.contemplativemind.org/programs/acmhe. 
18 Sandra Day O’Connor as quoted in Ann Carey McFeatters, Sandra Day 
O’Connor: Justice in the Balance, Women’s Biography Series, ed. Kristie Miller, 
Melanie Gustafson, and Pamela Reeves (Albuquerque, NM: University of New 
Mexico Press, 2005), 1. 
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foundational relationships. Both practices denote particular lived experience as 
significant to record, reflect upon, and to share as determined by the individual 
who embodied them. They create storied strands of testament and testimony 
which reach out to readers and listeners seeking to connect “all the weavings of 
individual threads from one to another”19    
Pedagogically, such connections of relationship invite spirituality 
researchers to bring the very lived experience of scholarship and pedagogy into 
relationship with the subject matter. Dreamwork and spiritual life writing 
practices increase attunement to the holistic nature of scholarship by 
emphasizing the following particularities.  
A. Valuing the Individual Story and Mentoring Scholarship 
Dreaming lived experience as part of the holistic story-narrative each 
person brings to the learning process garners sporadic reception in the academy.  
In the mid-1980s, William G. Domhoff, professor of psychology and sociology at 
University of California Santa Cruz and an early advocate of the quantitative 
study of dreams, lamented, “Dreams are outcasts in the groves of academe 
                                                 
19 McFeatters, Sandra Day O’Connor, 1. 
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because they do not fit into the prevailing thought ways of respectable opinion. 
Even the new association with the laboratory has not been enough to overcome 
this pariah standing.”20 Thirty years later, psychologist and dream researcher 
Teresa L. DeCicco echoes Domhoff’s concern citing a general stigma around 
anomalous and extraordinary (transformative) dreams in academic research and 
clinical work. She asserts instead that academic research must acknowledge and 
include the personal lived experiences that comprise dreams and thus treat 
dreams and their recollection holistically, as elements of the whole lived 
experience. “Perhaps it’s now time for researchers and clinicians to expand and 
include in our models the elements we don’t understand….It may not be my 
experience, but I respect it. I try to hold it, not change or interpret it.”21  
Despite the increasing interest in dreaming and dreams across academic 
disciplines, this tension between what can be quantifiably understood and what 
defies scientific parameters remains. So, too, practical theology continues to 
                                                 
20 Domhoff, The Mystique of Dreams, 116. 
21 Teresa L. DeCicco, “Living Beyond the Five Senses: The Unfolding 
Mystery of Dreams – Science or Spirituality?” (presentation, 32nd annual 
conference of the IASD, Virginia Beach, VA, June 7, 2015). 
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wrestle with balancing theology and spirituality22 and facilitating learners’ 
embodying these practices, encounters, and lived experiences as portions of 
holistic personal and communal story-narrative. As Jung observed over 50 years 
ago, the current era is still built upon one “which has concentrated exclusively 
upon extension of living space and increase of rational knowledge at all costs.”23 
This construction creates quite an impediment to individuals’ ability to become 
aware of both their uniqueness that sets them apart and their limitations that 
require persons to need each other. Inheritors of Jung’s era must ask, what cost, 
what sacrifice to valuing the individual’s holistic story has been required by the 
academy in the quest for hyper-rationality, scientific objectivity, and discipline 
siloing? How have research practices impeded relationship and community 
through a homogenization of pedagogy and practice? Conversely, how does 
dreamwork and spiritual life writing elevate the individual story while holding it 
within the strands of communal and relational tapestry with other stories and 
across disciplines? How may new interconnections be drawn that create porous 
                                                 
22 Wolfteich, “Animating Questions,” 140. 
23 Carl Jung, Memories, Dreams, Reflections, 325. 
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parameters to hold both the numinous qualities of transformative dreams and 
waking lived experiences alongside careful examination, analysis, and critique?  
Scholars increasingly signal interest in interdisciplinary engagement of 
dreamwork with their particular subject area.24 Writing on the similarities of 
learning and dreamwork in higher education, Edward F. Storm, professor 
emeritus of computer and information science at Syracuse University, draws 
lines of comparison between dreaming/dreamwork and learning computer 
coursework. In both lived experiences, the individual holds primacy of place.25  
Each process requires engaged minds and interpretations which vary from 
person to person. The individual as prime agent of dreaming and learning lived 
experiences engages in continual internal discernment as to which experiences 
bear significance and which may sink into forgetfulness.  
                                                 
24 See King, Bulkeley, and Welt, Dreaming in the Classroom; Hoffman and 
Lewis, Weaving Dreams; and Montague Ullman and Claire Limmer, eds., The 
Variety of Dream Experience: Expanding Our Ways of Working with Dreams, Second 
Edition (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 1999). 
25 Edward F. Storm, “Dreaming and Learning: The Dream in a College 
Classroom,” in The Varieties of Dream Experience: Expanding Our Ways of Working 
with Dreams, ed. Montague Ullman and Claire Limmer, second edition (Albany, 
NY: State University of New York Press, 1999), 120. 
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Within the academy, this discernment regularly influences how to 
determine what lived experience is valuable and which to discard. Persons with 
large amounts of accrued knowledge in a discipline, i.e. experts,26 create learning 
environments that intentionally and unintentionally place emphasis on what 
they, the experts, deem important and what is not. Learning requires entering 
into unfamiliar territories of ideas, concepts, and codes which have to be 
acquired in tandem with experiencing learning, itself.27 “For the dreamer, the 
code is just as complex and just as hidden as is the code of mathematics from the 
physics student. It does not make the dreamer’s job any easier to tell him that he 
is dealing with elaborate and hidden metaphors.”28 Potentially overlooked, 
however, is an overt assertion that each discipline draws upon a particular set of 
philosophical, theoretical, and methodological forms with which to engage the 
learner’s world. This small assertion allows the learner to understand herself as 
                                                 
26 Joyce Ann Mercer, “Interdisciplinarity as a Practical Theological 
Conundrum,” in Conundrums in Practical Theology, ed. Joyce Ann Mercer and 
Bonnie J. Miller-McLemore (Leiden: Brill, 2016), 171. 
27 Storm, “Dreaming and Learning,” 120. 
28 Storm, “Dreaming and Learning,” 121. 
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engaged with learning a way of thinking that forms and informs her individual 
story rather than a subject to be studied or a basic set of information to acquire. 
Dreamwork practice offers strands of relationship with which the learner can 
engage and grow adept as a practitioner while accruing expertise, as well.29 
What role does the individual’s story play in the accumulation of 
knowledge? It provides the baseline, the foundational pillars, upon which the 
person ingests the experience of learning, practices the study of it in differing 
forms, and interprets its application going forward. Ignoring the initiating story, 
especially within spirituality studies, creates learning environments predicated 
on unbalanced emphases of life and prone to siloing ways of thinking into 
disconnected subject matter. Of course, incorporating initiating stories into 
scholarly endeavors fosters subjectivity and bias. Doing so doesn’t introduce 
subjectivity and bias into the experience of learning, however, but reveals their 
ongoing presence honestly and contextually. Within spirituality studies, student 
cohorts may derive from various faith traditions, or none, and disparate life 
experiences; may have differing levels of knowledge bases in coursework; are 
                                                 
29 King, Bulkeley, and Welt, Dreaming in the Classroom, 43. 
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attending in response to various vocational ministerial calls, interests, and job 
opportunities; and share a life of intense study, reflection, and discernment. 
These common threads interconnect into the warp and weft of a communal and 
academic tapestry. However, the tapestry remains one-dimensional when the 
whole story of the individuals involved segregates into curricular and co-
curricular telling. “Does the failure to pay attention to our dreams—indeed, to 
consider them in any real sense a part of lives—inhibit our ability to rethink our 
cherished ideas, look at things from new perspectives, challenge ourselves to 
stay intellectually curious, open-minded, and creative in our academic work?”30 
For learners to fully engage new ways of thinking with the nuances of their 
whole lives and contexts, both need to be integral within pedagogy. Working 
with ministerial students who are unnerved by their big dreams, Barbara Holmes 
notes: 
My response to these nervous students is that fear of mystery is a bit odd 
for their chosen profession. Perhaps a law or business career is in the 
offing. I also remind them that their Bibles are full of dream encounters 
more bizarre than theirs. In our troubled times, it is even more important 
for leaders of the church to have access to alternative sources of 
knowledge and dreaming space for spiritual refreshment. 
                                                 
30 King, Bulkeley, and Welt, Dreaming in the Classroom, 43. 
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The God of creation, who refuses to be confined to history, 
continues to engage hearts and minds even in this present age. The 
difficulty for pastors-in-training is that our religious institutions have 
adopted a corporate model of church management that leaves little room 
for the mystical. This is problematic, because the decision to train for 
service as a minister includes implicit acceptance of the unknown.31 
 
Additionally, I posit, an “implicit acceptance of the unknown” demarcates 
pedagogies that begin with a stance of humility—acknowledging each educative 
opportunity begins (and ends) with unknown edges for all concerned. What risk, 
then, is there in honoring dreamed experience alongside waking experience in 
theological and textual analysis, close reading, and theological reflection? How 
may dream sharing inform building collegial and spiritual community within 
contextual education, for instance? What challenge to pedagogy, normative 
claims, and habituated practices and theories might occur? What might holistic 
inclusion of dreams and dreamwork in spirituality studies and practical theology 
offer to the table of academic discourse? 
Dreamwork and spiritual life writing practices bring learners’ lived 
experiences into full conversation with the holistic academic lived experience. 
                                                 
31 Holmes, Dreaming, 55-56. 
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They offer “a deep experiential truth that resonates clearly”32 beyond the 
classroom. Mary Rose O’Reilley, professor of English at St. Thomas University, 
offers critical insight into the necessity of holistic stories in the academy: 
If one is aware of storytelling as a way of being present in the world, one 
soon becomes aware of the opposite: not telling. If we can’t tell our story, 
if it’s caught in our throat, it seems to block our spirit’s longing to 
participate in the world. At an extreme, we can’t reach out at all. And 
everybody, I think, has a story or two caught in the throat.33 
 
Creating habits of noticing and reflecting on both rarified and mundane living, 
invites the same sensitivities to dialogue with curricular as well as co-curricular 
learning. The individual’s voice, perspective, and expertise as that said human, 
then, has place within the learning discourse and experience. Rather than merely 
relying on a perpetuation of knowledge transfer with directed emphasis 
determining what is valuable “to know” and what is not, scholarly expertise 
invites the learner to accrue through mentored, discerning thought-forms. Such 
shift in pedagogy from expert-learner transmission to mentor-apprentice 
                                                 
32 Bulkeley, Transforming Dreams, 27. 
33 Mary Rose O’Reilley, Radical Presence: Teaching as Contemplative Practice 
(Portsmouth, NH: Boynton/Cook, 1998), 25. 
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learning requires additional time and creativity. However, it also ensures 
learning remains on-going, flexible, and an openness to collaboration and 
collegial reflection.34  
B. Languaging Lived Experience 
In order for individual stories to enter and engage with curiosity and 
receptivity various ways to think and methods to learn, their own vocabularies 
require development. In some cases, articulation of their general lived experience 
is discomfiting enough for learners, much less expounding with any clarity or 
nuance dreaming or spiritual lived experience. Especially when originating 
environments neglect to value such experiences, the onus falls to mentoring 
faculty to create spaces for both a context and a language to develop around 
learners’ transformative dreams and waking lived experiences and/or their 
relationship to scholarship, faith, and practice. Such spaces in spirituality studies 
benefit not only research and courses overtly focused on spiritual life writing or 
Sabbath but also subjects such as spiritual direction, prayer, mysticism, historical 
analysis, spirituality and social justice, vocation, and so on. To arguments that 
                                                 
34 Mercer, “Interdisciplinarity,” 172-73. 
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lived experience, especially drawing upon a foundation of dreamwork and 
spiritual life writing, detracts from the broader range of subject matter, one may 
consider the role of dreaming, waking visions, discernment, and theologically 
reflective accounts already embedded in these areas of study. Additionally, 
dream languaging invites learning discourse to broaden perspective-taking and 
entertain possibilities. Holmes observes, “Dream language can be simultaneously 
provocative and safe. Unlike political language, dreams evoke a listening 
curiosity when shared….dream language allows the most revolutionary 
propositions to be introduced into public dialogue….proposing a future we 
cannot yet imagine.”35 
Rather than complicating pedagogy within the traditional arena of study 
in spirituality studies, scholars may consider how such contextual inclusion of 
learners’ lived experience through practices of noticing and relationship inherent 
in dreamwork and spiritual life writing heighten discourse beyond a level of 
intellectual curiosity. How might a dream studies’ dreamwork method provide 
                                                 
35 Holmes, Dreaming, 85-6. 
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insight into a theological discipline when incorporated into coursework?36 Being 
given the space to explore the fullness of lived experience, including dreams, 
within spirituality studies creates a layer of holistic theological and spiritual 
reflection and perspective. Such practice cannot ultimately be universally 
effective for all learners, of course. No practice resonates universally. However, 
creating expectations of holistic learning should incorporate dreaming lived 
experience and transformative moments of discernment and wonder within the 
context of given methods and practices of thought formation and theological 
reflection. 
C. “’If This Was My Dream’…. Is My Lived Experience” 
Dream reports and spiritual life writing invite the authors of lived experience 
to not only remember a moment in time but also to capture it, pin it, or even nail 
it to the church door.37 Both forms of attuning to memory honor the lived 
                                                 
36 See Appendix B for abbreviated examples of dreamwork methods found 
within dream studies. 
37 To listen to Oxford historian, Lyndal Roper’s November 29, 2017, 
presentation at the University of Sydney on Martin Luther’s dreams as catalytic 
agents influencing his actions toward Reformation, see Big Ideas, “Luther and 
Dreams,” hosted by Cathy Van Extel, aired February 8, 2018, on ABC-RN, 
accessed February 17, 2018, 
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experience as true in perspective while simultaneously implying an audience. 
Dream reports and spiritual life writing, thus, form the foundation for potential 
sharing practices with others. Making dream reports and spiritual life writing 
available for wider introspection may encourage a variety of individualized and 
group modalities for seeking insight through spiritual and theological reflection. 
For example, at dream studies conferences, some participants intentionally draw 
upon the same dream report as they move from one dreamwork method 
workshop to another gleaning new insight into the same lived experience 
memory via multivalent techniques. Spiritual life writing, too, draws upon given 
portions of a life to construct a life story imbued with longing, absence, questing, 
and/or encountering the Divine. Particularities of the story create touchstones, or 
cairns, along the path directing the narrative toward Divine or transformative 
encounter.  
Beyond internal machinations lies the implied audience in both practices 
and the community of individuals who nurture and sustain the dreamer and 
                                                 
http://radio.abc.net.au/programitem/perQm6yZJL?play=true. 
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spiritual life-writer to tend to their practices. Author, poet, and founder of 
Amherst Writers and Artists, Pat Schneider, speaks of these communities: 
If we who write and we who seek to be in relation to mystery do not 
speak the things unspoken, who will speak them? And if we are to speak, 
to continue speaking, how are we to be supported? What do we need in 
order to sustain us in that work? Rumi said, “Be with those who help your 
being.”…That may be no more than one other person who, when you 
share your words, your own “truth in the land of things unspoken,” 
listens and hears, significantly enough that you come away more able to 
write, more able to seek, more empowered for having risked being openly 
who you truly are.38  
 
When storied memories are shared, the originating lived experience becomes a 
lived experience anew for the receiver. Sharing stories is highly contagious and 
inherently communal. Receiving them carries both a freedom to interpret them 
from a new perspective and the responsibility to live alongside and within them. 
Dream groups ground themselves in a thorough awareness of context. Among 
different dream group practices available to experience at both the IASD and 
Haden Summer Dreaming Institute, a foundational principle declares the 
dreamer is the ultimate discerner of the dreaming experience and its recollection. 
Everyone else’s response to dream sharing is acknowledged as personal 
                                                 
38 Schneider, How the Light Gets In, 237, 241. 
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projection onto the dream report.39 Group members’ responses often begin with 
“If this was my dream…” or “In my dream….” This second opening phrase 
highlights the impact of hearing a dream report and valuing the witnessing of it 
as a means of taking the dream into individual memory, context, and response 
while continuing to honor the dreamer’s claim to and discernment of the dream.  
In scholarship, such care is reflective of non-violent peacebuilding 
practices of deep listening and careful speech that draw, in part, upon conflict 
transformation and restorative justice.40 Consider the spirituality studies 
                                                 
39 This principle is also part of IASD’s “Ethics and Confidentiality” 
statement as adopted in 2001. See “Ethics and Confidentiality,” IASD, accessed 
October 8, 2017, http://www.asdreams.org/ethics-and-confidentiality. 
40 For further reading in conflict transformation and restorative justice 
practices, see: Lorraine Stutzman Amstutz, The Little Book of Victim Offender 
Conferencing, Bringing Victims and Offenders Together in Dialogue (Intercourse, PA: 
Good Books, 2009); David Cortright, Gandhi and Beyond: Nonviolence for an Age of 
Terrorism (Boulder, CO: Paradigm Publishers, 2006); Gerry Johnstone and Daniel 
Van Ness, eds. Handbook of Restorative Justice (Portland, OR: Willan Publishing, 
2007); Allan MacRae and Howard Zehr, The Little Book of Family Group 
Conferencing, New Zealand Style (Intercourse, PA: Good Books, 2004); Kay Pranis, 
The Little Book of Circle Process (Intercourse, PA: Good Books, 2005); Rupert Ross, 
Returning to the Teachings:  Exploring Aboriginal Justice (New York: Penguin Books, 
1996); Mark Umbreit and Marilyn Peterson Armour, Restorative Justice Dialogue: 
An Essential Guide for Research and Practice (New York: Springer Publishing 
Company, 2010); Miroslav Volf, Exclusion and Embrace: A Theological Exploration of 
Identity, Otherness, and Reconciliation (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 1996); and 
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classroom that forms learners to bear witness to one another beyond standard 
discussions of the topic at hand. The implications of intentionally framing 
discussion within a small-group class in such a way allow both the person (or 
text) who embodies the experience or perspective shared with the group and the 
rest of the participants to speak and be heard through dreamwork methods such 
as those noted in Appendix B. What risk presents when students and mentoring 
faculty employ languaging frames that continually remind them both of the 
freedom to assert their insights and the responsibility to own those same insights 
as their unique perspectives and/or contextual projections when addressing hard 
issues, social injustices, and complex theological, philosophical, ethical, and 
hermeneutical conundrums?  Class languaging frames, then, provide responses 
between necessity and possibility41 within agreed upon projection models such 
as: 
In reading this text…. In hearing this concept…. In response to my 
colleague… 
What I hear/notice is… (attention) 
What I feel is… (embodiment) 
                                                 
Howard Zehr, The Little Book of Restorative Justice (Intercourse, PA: Good Books, 
2002). 
41 van den Berg and Ganzevoort, “The Art of Creating,” 168 
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What challenges and/or affirms me is… (perspective and growing 
edges) 
What personal context comes to mind is… (incorporation) 
What question arises, or, my response is… (response) 
What I find absent is… (marginalization) 
What I resist is… (boundaries/defense) 
What meaning I draw from my on-going reflection is… (beginning 
of theological reflection) 
 
 Then, listening to the group’s responses to the text/concept/colleague… 
I hear synthesis here… (group dynamic discourse) 
I draw lines of comparison between x, y, z… (group integration) 
I am alerted to what I did not notice at first here… (group 
perspective) 
I see room for ongoing consideration here… (group growing edges) 
My question becomes…. (communal possibility-future orientation) 
 
Such projective discourse grants agency to all members of a course to determine, 
value, and honor who and how they are individually and collectively in the 
present moment. It fosters a flowering of perspectives across the group while 
framing internal dialogue within each participant. It also allows mentoring 
faculty to enter into the discussion rather than remain the expert in the room—to 
participate in the learning of the group while also maintaining 
(facilitating/holding) the pedagogical and theologically reflective space. 
This pedagogical style furthers learners’ insight into their own experience 
of learning. Gradually, projective discourse deepens self-reflection and 
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evaluation as learners realize that in noting their own perspectives in the 
discussion, they develop awareness of the other’s perspective. To state their own 
position with increasing accuracy, they must practice attentive listening and 
appreciate nuance within difference and similarity with another’s story. Even 
more importantly, perhaps, they learn to take on others’ perspectives 
imaginatively and develop compassionate presence within close reading and 
critical analysis of subject matter as other story-narratives become part of their 
own lived memory. 
D. Noticing and Awareness of Absence and Need 
One approach to better understanding the potential role of valuing and 
speaking to the whole of learners’ lived experience shifts attention from 
dreaming experience in sleep to understanding waking life, itself, as a waking 
dream. Viewing waking lived experiences as dreams highlights the need to gain 
awareness of the ramifications of choices, decisions, and responses played out 
while awake.42 To be clear, this approach considers how one may perceive, 
                                                 
42 Diane Kennedy Pike, Life as a Waking Dream: How to Explore Your Most 
Vivid Life Experiences and Find the Meaning Within Them (Scottsdale, AZ: Teleos 
Imprint, 2007), 117. 
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interpret, and develop a hermeneutic around waking life via dreamwork 
methods rather than differentiating between dreams in sleep and waking 
dreams/vision, active imagination, and/or mythopoetic functions.43  Instead, 
seeing waking life—moving through daily lived existence during waking hours 
of work and rest—with the careful lens of noticing developed through habitual 
dreamwork practices may afford student practitioners sensitivities to what 
would otherwise go unnoticed. 
This need for awareness resonates with Christopher Bache’s notion of a 
field of need. Bache notes that he first thought students were attracted to his 
areas of study. Gradually, he began to realize that his research was often directed 
by the students’ desire to know more. Bache realized he was not conducting 
independent research but research within a collective body. He states, 
If my students’ need to understand certain things could actually 
“enter” me and either seed or merge with my need to understand 
these same things, then my courses were a collective project from the 
very start. Even my career as a teacher is not my private affair any 
                                                 
43 For a discussion on these forms of dreaming, see Douglass Price-
Williams, “The Waking Dream in Ethnographic Perspective,” in Tedlock, 
Dreaming, 246-62. 
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longer, but is itself embedded in a larger process of collective human 
discovery.44 
 
If such “fields of need” are truly indicative of integrated, relational pedagogy, 
then bringing the fullness of learners’ lived experience into discourse with 
scholarly research simply places intentional action beside unrecognized (or 
under-recognized) influences to research and instruction all along. This notion 
furthers the concept of taking on another’s story-narrative as one’s own lived 
memory by positing the narratives are already at work, spoken outright or not. If 
fields of need prove to be real, then virtually any research, including this 
dissertation, not only generates from the scholar’s interest and curiosity but also 
grows from a communal question which may or may not be consciously 
identified or articulated. Additionally, fields of need may prove to be indicators 
of a move toward that primal wellspring of the Unknown and Uncontrollable—a 
move that will be necessary in order to break through the controlling rigidity of 
Enlightenment-ridden culture.45   
                                                 
44 Bache, The Living Classroom, 145. 
45 The general renewal of spirituality studies and spiritual practices is 
considered to be in response to crucial flaws and inadequacies within culture 
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Dreamwork holds the potential to open learners to deeper integration of 
emotional, intellectual, and spiritual contexts within spirituality studies while 
developing a practice of noticing the communal nature of the classroom, cohorts, 
contextual sites, etc.46 Dreamwork also offers the possibility of various forms of 
spiritual awakening. It brings learner’s waking mind into dialogue with the 
deeper life of the Jungian Self.47 As Bonnelle Lewis Strickling notes, “We are 
living in a time in which the life of the spirit may be found in many places and 
needs to be continually sought even though one may have found one’s home.”48  
                                                 
today. See Gerben Heitink, Practical Theology: History, Theory, Action Domains 
(Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1999), 271-72. 
46 One method I employ to reference this communal nature of learning 
groups involves having students check-in briefly at the beginning of each class 
and then give a summation of the “course entity.” Acknowledging from the 
outset of a course that all participants—faculty and students—comprise an entity 
with a life-span that only lasts as long as the course constructs a sense of 
community quickly and tacitly reminds participants that they are part of a larger 
whole working toward course goals. It also carries the responsibility that their 
presence and contribution is necessary for the entity to thrive. Such method also 
enables students to construct “life-stories” for the entity which offer a wealth of 
material for theological reflection. 
47 Strickling, Dreaming About the Divine, 28. 
48 Strickling, Dreaming About the Divine, 137. 
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Dreamwork and spiritual life writing provide space to recognize the 
multivalence of spirit/Spirit. Such temporal space resists the comfort of 
complacency or routine within theological pedagogy by noting spaces of 
movement as well as those of absence, longing, waiting, and unknowing.  
Pedagogical concerns of incorporating practice into higher education and 
the ramifications of such practices in an evaluative environment require 
consideration.49 Incorporating dreamwork methods such as the ones proposed 
here into Christian spirituality courses has the benefit of not being religiously 
embedded. Dreamwork methods, even those developed by religious 
practitioners (Jeremey Taylor is Unitarian Universalist clergy and Bob Haden is 
an Episcopal priest, for example), do not carry the same potential baggage within 
a class of multivalent contexts as spiritual life writing might. They do, however, 
invite students into engaged, deep, reflective discourse and examination of texts, 
personal and communal contexts, and future possibilities on both the masters 
and doctoral levels. Re-imagining dreamwork as spiritual practice offers 
additional opportunities for insight in future research. Further study is required 
                                                 
49 Wolfteich, “Animating Questions,” 139-42. 
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to consider how adapting such dreamwork methods to religio-spiritual practices 
embedded in coursework might prove revelatory.  
Patricia M. Davis offers one caution before going forward. While 
dreamwork and spiritual life writing may offer pedagogical gateways to greater 
holistic learning, they remain practices on their own accord. To avoid 
instrumentalization, entering into these practices must be coupled with forms of 
discernment.50  Unconscious and conscious manipulation of dream reports or 
listener projections creates a false practice which undermines the intended 
purpose and meaning of the endeavor. Rather than a means to an end, mentoring 
faculty and learners should enter into relationship with these practices as they 
interconnect the practices with given subjects. Additionally, while Mainline 
Protestantism may raise an Enlightenment skepticism to dream engagement of 
any sort, the lack of language around dreams and spiritual narration leaves both 
critics and proponents grasping to make their arguments. Mentoring faculty 
must be mindful of incorporating means of discernment and theological 
reflection. Doing so develops pedagogical practices with dreamwork and 
                                                 
50 Davis, “Discerning the Voice of God,” 55. 
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spiritual life writing that understand them to be relational conversation partners 
with the subject and participants in a manner that is viable, ethically sound, and 
deeply engaged.51 
E. To Nurture and Sustain Dreaming Community 
The importance of sharing dreams in community cannot be understated. 
Bulkeley recounts the experience of being at a dream conference outside 
Moscow, Russia, as the Soviet Union fell. In those anxious days, the conference 
was isolated, and since no one could travel at the time, they continued with their 
meetings. During a dream group session, two women from different countries 
discovered they had dreamt the same dream. Despite the numerous differences 
in their lives, Bulkeley notes in that moment,  
…we all shared some kind of core humanity, some essential quality that 
united us as one species. ...[T]he experience reaffirmed the faith...that 
sharing dreams with other people not only is a valuable source of personal 
                                                 
51 Davis indicates that religious experiences have three elements of 
discernment which help determine their validity as divine encounter. Does the 
religious community and/or leadership acknowledge the experience as a divine 
encounter? Does the encounter conform to scripture? And are there Afruits@ or 
benefits which extend from this encounter? These or similar questions need to be 
applied to discerning dreamwork and spiritual autobiography as spiritual 
practices within a pedagogy. See Davis, Discerning the Voice of God, 45. 
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insight, but also can be a powerful means of creating a deeper sense of 
human community.52   
 
Reflecting back to Bulkeley’s experience of the “deeper sense of human 
community,” spirituality studies may consider not only how to develop holistic 
pedagogies that incorporate lived experiences with dreams but also what other 
building blocks of human community and theologically reflective learning 
remain undervalued or unrecognized? Drawing upon Jung, to neglect these 
marginalized portions of lived experience allows any spiritual significance of big 
dreams or waking visions to grow dangerously silent. This silence normalizes an 
ignorance of dreaming and dreamwork, truncates language to describe 
transformative experience, and limits what is and is not “seen” in daily life.  Jung 
argues that what may seem innocuous in denigrating dreams and visions is a 
symptom of a greater malady: when Christian myth grows unresponsive to more 
and more aspects of life and becomes irrelevant and flaccid.53 The same holds 
true for other arenas of lived experience pushed to the margins of academic 
                                                 
52 Bulkeley, Transforming Dreams, 162-63. 
53 Jung, Memories, Dreams, Reflections, 332-33. 
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discourse, such as practice and practical application. Conversely, how might a 
learning community engage at profound levels if practices of dreamwork 
integrate into both the curricular and co-curricular tapestry of courses of study? 
It may broaden context, interpretations, and approaches to ministry and future 
theological scholarship. 
F. Spiritual Life Writing and Time 
Contributing to these possibilities of pedagogy, spiritual life writing also 
invites scholarly insight into dreamwork and dream studies. More than a dream 
report, or waking diary, spiritual life writing may take the dreamwork questions 
and projections and devise them into a critical-creative lens of consideration. 
Spiritual life writing does not simply recall and recount lived experience. 
Instead, the practice endeavors to recollect “images of memory into patterns and 
configurations of significance—of turning chronos in kairos.”54 Spiritual life 
writing turns in the pilgrimage of a life and gazes soulfully into memory noting 
not the sequence of events but the meaningfulness of experience. Spiritual life 
writing reminds dream studies to intentionally pause and allow for opportune 
                                                 
54 Goldberg, Theology and Narrative, 98. 
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moments to extend beyond personal reflection into communal creativity and 
potential. This multivalent field of study, vibrant with diversified research, can 
learn from the practice of spiritual life writing means by which to meaningfully 
reflect on what field of need55—what larger systemic or societal question—drives 
this curiosity and quest across academic disciplines. 
Another crucial contribution of spiritual life writing to dreamwork and 
dream studies involves the inner lives of its members. Because what dream 
studies researchers study continues to be at least in part, ephemeral, boundaries 
of scientific objectivity must balance with the inevitability of personal experience 
to varying degrees. No dream researcher can avoid dreaming. Similarly, no 
practical theologian can truly segregate studying lived experience and actually 
being within lived experience. No spirituality scholar can emerge untouched 
from careful, close examination—and yes, embodiment—of spiritual practice. 
Scholarship forms and informs members of the academy. It shapes worldviews, 
creates fallback theoretical frames, and sustains spaces of wonder and 
                                                 
55 Bache, The Living Classroom, 145. 
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unknowing. Thus, motive, driving force, and personal lived experience, all 
contribute to questions asked, hypotheses posed, and findings considered.   
Howard Schwartz’s collection of Kabbalistic stories speaks eloquently to 
the needed connection spiritual life writing can offer dreamwork and dream 
studies in his recounting of a quote by Rebbe Nachman of Bratslav: 
Two men who live in different places, or even in different generations, 
may still converse. For one may raise a question, and the other who is far 
away in time or space may make a comment or ask a question that 
answers it. So they converse, but no one knows it save the Lord, who 
hears and records and brings together all the words of men....56 
 
This sense of porous boundaries between time and space, words and metaphor, 
and Divinity and humanity enables spiritual life writing to influence dream 
studies by valuing the ability for thought and memory to transcend chronos and 
seek kairos. For example, when Carl Jung’s The Red Book, a folio he hand crafted 
between 1915-1930, was published and made publically available in 2009 for the 
first time, it received great anticipation and acclaim. As noted in Chapter Four, 
the text was considered so significant to cognitive sciences and dream studies 
                                                 
56 Howard Schwartz, Gabriel’s Palace: Jewish Mystical Tales (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1993), 32. 
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worldwide that it was published to the same size specifications as the original 
version which sat on a kitchen shelf for several decades in Jung’s home. The Red 
Book provided a pilgrimage of reflection and insight into Jung through pages of 
careful calligraphy and vibrant illuminations depicting dream and archetypal 
imagery. Readers bore witness to Jung’s psycho-spiritual journey in a manner his 
previously published work, Memories, Dreams, Reflections did not reveal. In doing 
so, present-day dream studies researchers in psychology and psychiatry 
encountered new depths of discourse with Jung’s psycho-spiritual life.  
Dream studies researchers rely on the personal revelations as well as the 
professional writings of foundational dream theorists to both build upon and 
critique and dismiss. Employing spiritual life writing as habituated practice 
alongside dream reporting and dreamwork would enhance insights and 
conversations in the field long far beyond the scholars’ reach. The inner life, the 
lived experience of the sacred in all its manifestations, and the dreams of the 
researcher, all offer point and counterpoint for ongoing discourse transcending 
time and space. 
Is such engagement not what occurs when individuals read, ponder, 
discuss, and reflect upon the spiritual autobiographies of authors or their scribes 
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who were drawn or compelled to put their spiritual experiences and encounters 
with the Divine upon the page? Are the mystics not pulled into the circle of time 
and space with their readers, a smattering of angels, and perhaps even Shekinah–
on purpose or unintentionally? Might Jung have considered his efforts could 
bear fruit for an unknown Cloud of Witnesses as he selected color and style 
preparing his pages? And might Jung, too, stand and peer over the shoulder of 
the scholar scanning the text, tracing the outlines of symbols with a finger, 
knowing that they do not have to agree to be in accord in that moment of wonder 
and appreciation for the immense effort it required? Embraced or not now, 
Jung’s work, public and private, provided a corpus of understanding the self, 
dreaming, and spirituality that cannot be disentangled from common parlance 
today. Dream studies cannot extricate itself fully from his influence which 
continues to reach into the present in language, concept, metaphor, and 
archetype. The field carries fragments of its sages within it—even if in rejection 
now. Honoring the role of spiritual life writing in recognizing this influence 
invites present researchers to devise contextual means to convey their own 
motivations, hermeneutic, and even spirituality of dreaming and dreamwork. 
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III. Storied Dreams, Holy Rest: Implications for Pedagogy  
Tenderness comes from being willing to hold in one’s mind more complexity, 
paradox, and community than was previously thought possible. Tenderness, 
a fleeting, illuminating reminder that we all belong to each other. A 
willingness to travel together, to reach into the mysterious, the unknown, 
where tenderness lives within us. A pedagogy of tenderness: those 
spontaneous, planned, and found rituals of inclusion that lean us toward 
justice, that rest on rigorous study, that treat the classroom as a sacred space, 
that coach each other into habits of deep listening, that treat “memory as an 
antidote to alienation,” that multiply joy.57 
 
This section turns to van den Berg’s and Ganzevoort’s future-oriented 
possibilities. Addressing the past’s necessities in section one through present 
practices of lived experience—awakening, attending, attuning, and acting—now, 
these same practices may respond to the urgencies of unbalancing time initially 
detailed in Chapter Two and provide insight into how scholarship may ascertain 
timefull practices going forward. In doing so, the spirituality scholar resembles 
the artisan Scherenschnitte craftsperson. Tracing the formative implications of 
dreams and dreamwork upon examinations of lived experiences within and 
across time and contexts requires repetition, care for detail, ability to see 
                                                 
57 Thompson, Teaching with Tenderness, 5. 
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imaginatively in reverse, practiced skill, 58 and something of Thompson’s 
tenderness. The arcs of this dissertation interweave with each other, blending 
and bending van den Berg’s and Ganzevoort’s past necessities and future 
possibilities, Swinton’s timefullness response to SAET urgency and need, Olney’s 
textural patterning of memory and narrative, and Bulkeley’s and Holmes’ 
separate assertions of dreamwork metaphor and pedagogy. The arcs also invite a 
multi-disciplinary approach that orients toward encountering and relating to that 
which cannot be fully understood or defined, but is: the Divine, the dream, the 
story, and lived experience. This approach commends potential contributions to 
scholarly research in spirituality studies, practical theology, and dream studies. 
                                                 
58 These qualities complement those required in artisan crafts such as 
Scherenschnitte, German paper-snipping. Artisans must be able to envision, trace 
and retrace multiple times, and then irrevocably cut designs in reverse of the 
desired outcome. The process, in short, proceeds in the following manner: 
translucent paper overlays a design. The artisan carefully traces all necessary 
details in relief (the work removes spaces to create silhouette), removes the 
tracing paper, affixes it to the paper to be cut with a carbon paper between, and 
begins retracing all the details to transfer them to the new paper. Only then are 
the sharp snipping shears or cutting blade picked up. 
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A. Awakening Possibilities in Pedagogies of Balancing (Not Balance): A 
Timefull Response to Urgencies of Finitude 
Awakening to balancing, in regard to time urgencies of finitude, challenges 
the avoidance of rest for the sake of personal work. The urgency of finitude’s 
insistence on work over rest—that the scholar’s life work defines the scholar’s life 
over and above all else—flails in the traveling spiral of tracing the sacred. Such 
exploration requires respite, pausing, and regular stepping from academia into 
Holy Rest in order to allow the individual’s mind to truly “work” reflectively on 
the grand question of a life’s study. Holy Rest resists urgencies of finitude by 
reminding faculty researchers that their habits of being at work contribute to 
expectative structures in the academy. These structures cyclically inform 
students what commitment to one’s vocational passion requires—often in a 
context of sacrificing all else for study. Such disproportionate living ceases to 
acknowledge the inherent value of rest and sleep as valid contributors to the 
scholar’s vocation, as well. The rested scholar, practicing cycles of Holy Rest, 
may engage a multivalent world beyond her discipline, expands her realm of 
experiences, and nurtures relationships. The sleeping scholar allows his brain to 
employ its particular work of memory storage and generativity. His dreaming 
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may awaken creative insight. His body, mind, and spirit more readily maintain 
healthy focus, clarity, and discernment. 
Such practices pedagogically necessitate intentional modeling of balancing 
work (paid and unpaid), rest (leisure and hermeneutical), and sleep. The term 
balancing critically denotes ongoing intentionality since maintaining such a 
dynamic necessitates continual daily awareness. Mentoring faculty in practical 
theology, dream studies, and spirituality studies can instill a habitus of balancing 
by embodying it with their students. They may do so by teaching students that 
scholarly examination needs to include the spectrum of daily lived experience 
rather than only those culturally valued or obvious experiences. Faculty may also 
instill in students habits of learning within the academy that nurtures curiosity 
and wonder that facilitates expectations of life-long learning. Contemplative 
pedagogies aid this embodiment by requiring a reevaluation of traditional forms 
of course structure to start with imagination and possibilities.59 By creating a 
habitus of balancing in pedagogy, the lived experiences of rest and sleep 
(dreaming) receive greater welcome into holistic learning in community that may 
                                                 
59 Thompson, Teaching with Tenderness, 17. 
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add increasing depth and breadth to theory, analysis, theological reflection, and 
praxis.  
B. Attending Possibilities in Practices of Restful Wholeness: A Timefull 
Response to Urgencies of Productivity 
Urgencies of productivity devolve individuals into human machines 
where the preeminent times of day are those devoted to paid labor. Human 
bodies become commodities to buy and sell competitively. Work schedules, both 
routine and variable, gain precedence and define the rest of daily lived 
experience and availability. Illness, family needs, transportation delays, personal 
time, etc. subsume to the importance of employment. Unpaid labor quickly 
overlaps resting time and both compete for encroached daily life not required by 
the minimal amount of sleep to subsist.  
Attending to practices of restful wholeness challenges this routine of being 
as doing pedagogically by insisting “…teaching and learning start with the 
body….the body is the starting place for intellectual, spiritual, and political 
growth.”60 As such, treating the body as a machine strips individuals of their core 
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foundation of experience. Working bodies need rest and sleep. Resting bodies 
need sleep and work. Sleeping bodies need work and rest. When these daily 
needs become incongruent, human bodies break down, growth stalls, and both 
productivity and learning truncate. The day, itself, becomes siloed into 
prioritized time, which, in turn, preferences not only some time over others, but 
some people’s time over other people’s.  
Instead, attending to restful wholeness through practices of timefullness 
invites individuals to reorient external expectations and demands to produce. 
Pedagogically, timefullness requires valuing segments of Holy Rest not only 
within leisure (rest) and sleep but also within work, itself. Scholarly timefullness 
creates spans of reverie within the habitus of holistic study.61 Curricular and co-
curricular efforts to enter timefullness via creative experiences nurture 
expectations to truly theologically or imaginatively reflect upon texts and lived 
experiences. Dream studies grounds such timefullness within dream report and 
dreamwork methods by inviting dreamers to return again and again to the same 
dreaming lived experience. Spirituality studies emphasizes timefullness via 
                                                 
61 Berg and Seeber, The Slow Professor, 26. 
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ruminating practices of Lectio Divina and the theological reflection within 
spiritual life story’s long view of a life’s meaning. Such practices folded in spirit 
or truth into scholarship invest in not only the product of labor but also in the 
professional and personal satisfaction derived from creative, relational thought.62 
Timefullness not only benefits work product, it also nourishes the mind, 
provides entry into internal and communal discourse, and allows resting within 
work to release the notion of human machinery or computers. As such, one 
particularly effective pedagogical model may employ mentoring faculty inviting 
student learners to allow them to hold the time during class instruction. 
Intentionally and ritually holding time—even when clocks are easily available—
enables modeling a habitus of timefullness to enter into scholarly discourse.  
C. Attuning Possibilities of Living in Sacred Story: A Timefull Response to 
Urgencies of Worthiness 
Urgencies of worthiness exacerbate when time pressures within paid 
work equate individual’s worth with their production and/or billable hours. This 
model of measuring worth via economic and capitalistic structures bleeds into 
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defining hierarchies of labor where some paid labor generates status, prestige, 
and high remuneration while the same or greater allotment of hours in other jobs 
receives significantly less. Compounding the urgency, concerns of ablement, 
culture, and non-standardized factors threaten personal and societal worthiness, 
as well.63 These measurements of valuing and worth seep into the individual and 
collective psyche and create systems of external and internalized worthiness 
divorced from the inherent value of individual persons. Attempts to break free 
from the insidious coding of persons into categories of worth leave the 
individual ostracized or critiqued for not knowing his place. Conversely, loss of 
job status threatens core identity for many people whose lived experience has 
been so singularly focused that without the job identifier, they do not know who 
they are or can be. Leaving work positions to return to higher education, as 
increasing numbers of theology students do, creates another example of potential 
anomie. 
Attuning to the sacred stories of lived experience within each individual’s 
context shifts the balance from a primacy of secondary relationships based on 
                                                 
63 Swinton, Becoming Friends, 48-53. 
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commodified worth to primary, intrinsic relating. Pedagogically, such 
realignment may occur by instilling habits of advanced preparation which invite 
students to seek rebalancing as noted above. Additionally, within contextual 
education, requirements of spiritual practices of Sabbath-keeping, as is the case 
at Boston University School of Theology’s Master of Divinity program of study, 
begin to work at the ties that bind job to personal worth. The Sabbath-keeping 
requirement for Contextual Education students manifests affirmation of inherent 
worthiness in at least two ways: 1) requirement of intentional rest and self-care 
teaches students to embody such practice in their future vocational work, to 
advocate for adequate boundaries in contract negotiations, and to instill a 
communal attunement with congregations and employers that prevents them 
slipping into isolating and alienating habits. 2) The requirement calls students to 
value themselves—bodies, minds, and souls—as Imago Dei.    
Dream studies, too, directly attunes to worthiness by elevating dreaming 
lived experience to equal footing with waking lived experience. Here, the field 
draws upon its multidisciplinary nature to create pedagogical environments 
receptive to marginalized, disavowed, and “worthless” concepts, ideas, 
experiences, and even people. Dialogue structures occur without full knowledge 
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of where the conversation will go. Possibility and potential move alongside 
critical research and thoughtful reflection.  
Another urgency of worth pertains to the place of the practitioner within 
scholarly pursuits. Despite the regard offered within practical theology and 
spirituality studies for the practitioner in the field, bringing the same practitioner 
into the classroom as educator rather than special topical guest can raise issue. 
What really is the worth of the practitioner’s work and skill in scholarly 
discourse? Are they objects of study or mutual conversation partners? At IASD 
meetings, which hold the same form and function of other conference structures, 
one notable practice is the manner in which academic dream researchers and 
dreamwork practitioners move back and forth between each other’s 
presentations and workshops. Each bears their own objectives and 
simultaneously seeks to learn from the other self-selecting what they attend. The 
only noticeable constraints are external for individuals receiving CE credits who 
must attend particular sessions.  
Whether or not dream researchers return to their respective academic 
pursuits and professionally integrate practitioners into their work remains a 
question for further research. The practice within the IASD to respect and 
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promote practitioners alongside scholars in regional work, planning boards, 
publications, and leadership, however, is ongoing. Practical theology and 
spirituality studies must consider the role of worthiness in how the disciplines 
relate to and approach practitioners in the field. Modeling practices of primary, 
inherently worthy relationships within educating environments helps prevent 
(or break down) hierarchies of importance between the academy and the field of 
practice. 
D. Acting Possibilities as Dreaming Community: A Timefull Response to 
Urgencies of Accessibility 
Finally, urgencies of accessibility breach boundaries between work, rest, 
and sleep with 24/7 intrusions from cell phones and internet. Dependency on 
technology now verges on a global health crisis as young adults and teens, in 
particular, experience rising levels of anxiety, guilt, and alienation when they are 
not “connected” and responsive to calls, texts, tweets, and so on. “Unplugging” 
now requires Facebook announcements of unavailability along with a specific 
length of time noted for the poster’s return. Such connectedness gradually 
disconnects individuals from being able to be present to the present moment. 
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Pedagogically, constant accessibility remains an ongoing restraint within 
the classroom as students move between lecture and chat screens, check 
websites, and text one another. Developing spaces to recognize and value 
presence while not tweaking anxiety responses also grows more challenging. 
Praxis within practical theology and spirituality studies fosters learning 
environments that require student learners to be fully engaged and participating. 
Developing contemplative course rituals of transition at the beginning and end 
of classes create a habitus of being that signals with repetition to student learners’ 
bodies and minds a turning from beyond the class and turning to it, and vice-
versa at the end. Such rituals honor the need for diffuse connection while 
respecting the focus of the present moment, gathered bodies and minds, and 
subject. They also develop a communal identity that nurtures engaged learning.  
By modeling acting accessible to the present encounter, mentoring faculty 
invite student learners to slow down and value the learning process in which 
they are involved. Developing forms of community through scholarly 
examination and discourse that requires student interaction, such as previously 
discussed in this chapter with dreamwork methods, interconnects students with 
practices of presence potentially neglected in the rest of their daily lives. Such 
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practices nurture both their scholarship and primary connections intellectually, 
emotively, spiritually, and contextually.  
E. Contemplative Pedagogies: Practice, Rest, Dream 
Contemplative pedagogies create spaces for considering not only the 
scholarly questions within new perspectives but also: are we asking the best 
questions? Creating spaces of theologically reflective dialogue which ground in 
the contexts of texts, timefullness, faculty mentors, and student narratives allows 
flexibility to return to initial questions and critique their contextual assumptions. 
Doing so potentially advances scholarship, as well. Consider if what is 
“unknown” regarding dreams is “unknown” because the question that 
acknowledges the unknown has simply not been effectively posed. How may the 
practical theologian miss the mark in hermeneutical reflection upon lived 
experience that only focuses on certain experience? What does the spirituality 
studies course neglect when big dreams and contextually transformative 
experiences remain unexamined? 
Contemplative dreamwork pedagogies may help highlight that 
scholarship truncates when practice remains segregated from the classroom. 
Practical theology and spirituality studies faculty-as-experts impart information 
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and frame context. However, the same faculty-as-mentoring-scholar-artisans 
allow expertise to enter into educative discourse alongside hands-on learners. 
Educative time may grow fecund with an interplay of strands of text, theory, 
practice, and scholarly discourse. Framed as facilitated learning, all members of 
the course enter into expectations of presence and bringing their whole selves, 
the fullness of their lived experience, into direct and close discourse with the 
written and embodied texts with whom they travel. Subject matter may be 
enacted and embodied through the lens of student contexts which opens 
dialogues of reflective and generative questions potentially directing research 
into previously unnoticed territory. 
Contemplative pedagogies derived from dreamwork practices invite 
practical theologians and spirituality scholars to rest within the rigors of their 
own intentional work—to create spans of time for reflection and renewal 
alongside their students and their research. Disciplines bearing such depth of 
focus upon lived experience and the complexities of interpretive meaning-
making upon that experience necessitate honoring time apart for reflection, 
creative dreaming, and sheer respite. And such pedagogical honoring of time and 
relationships inevitably enters into scholars’ fuller lived experience as they honor 
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transitions between work and rest and dreamful sleep within the sacred daily 
lived experience. 
IV. Tracing Lines of Interconnection: Implications for Scholarship 
Considering the interwoven arcs within this project, I turn to R. Ruard 
Ganzevoort’s analogy of “tracing the sacred” to consider means by which this 
dissertation contributes to scholarship via proposals of future-oriented 
possibilities. Ganzevoort posits that theological scholarship regarding 
experiences of religious phenomena, which includes transformative dreams and 
waking visions, are “tracing the sacred” via the forms of travelling, following, 
studying, and sketching.64 As the Scherenschnitte artisan develops an eye for light 
and shadow as well as presence and absence through practice in order to deftly 
translate and interpret the initial image into a new experience, so the practical 
theologian works to do the same by marking all lived experience capaciously and 
as theologically reflective.  
                                                 
64 Ganzevoort, “Forks in the Road.” 
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A. Formative Scholarly Implications: Present Freedom and Responsibility 
Tracing the sacred via travelling embarks in a pilgrimage of circuitous 
spirals with implications that bring the spirituality studies scholar repeatedly 
back to the same spaces, texts, relationships, and ideas. Each return, however, 
brings a changed individual altered by time, lived experience, and memory-
laden knowledge. Such travelling through study, research, and collegial 
discourse inevitably alters the scholar both through the process of the wandering 
and the potential for transcendent arrivals.65 She returns again and again to the 
same point, the same tracing of the figure, the same question, continually open to 
new and unexpected insight within a self-critical awareness.  
Likewise, travelling invites spirituality studies and dream studies to 
closely examine the thematic arcs that span time and distance but continue to 
return across disciplines. These arcs affirm van den Berg’s and Ganzevoort’s 
assertion that while scholars live in the present, they are continually formed and 
informed by the necessity of the past and the possibility of the future. In this 
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present moment, they must balance freedom and responsibility66 within 
discernment of next steps, what to emphasize, and forming narrative of their 
research. These two disciplines inherently ground themselves in realities which 
extend far beyond sight into the distant past of human existence. They address 
the mystical and unknowing nature of spiritual encounter and transformative 
experience alongside continually developing and evolving practices which seek 
to hook into these lived experiences—if not periodically incubate them. The 
spiritual practice of intercessory or petitionary prayer, for example, holds similar 
thematic arcs to dreamwork methods of setting intentions by asking to remember 
a dream upon waking or actually incubating a dream within sacred space. Both 
seek connection within and beyond the individual that risks or desires some 
form of intervention or change. Both seek to “reach into the mysterious, the 
unknown, where tenderness lives within us.”67 
Tracing as following entreats both practical theology and spirituality 
studies scholars to seek Divine markers within their endeavors and the lived 
                                                 
66 van den Berg and Ganzevoort, “The Art of Creating,” 168. 
67 Thompson, Teaching with Tenderness, 5. 
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experiences they study. Following demarcates between time as chronos and 
kairos68 and honors the sacred nature of daily life in work, rest, and sleep. Each 
manner of being – work, rest, and sleep – holds theologically reflective value 
when acknowledged as both needed and necessary generative rhythms of every 
day. In tandem with spirituality studies, practical theology observes Divine 
movement through “desire to understand the working of God’s Spirit in the 
world and to understand the varieties of ways that the human spirit seeks, 
receives, and responds to the Spirit. This desire stems from a love of that Spirit 
and not mere curiosity.”69 Following extends beyond academic query to places of 
longing, searching out, and embracing the Divine.70 Doing so invites the practical 
theologian and spiritual studies scholar to manifest pedagogies which “treat the 
classroom as sacred space” and “multiply joy.”71 
                                                 
68 Goldberg, Theology and Narrative, 98. 
69 Wolfteich, “Animating Questions,” 135-36. 
70 Ganzevoort, “Forks in the Road.” 
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Within dream studies, following manifests in the ongoing critical study of 
a lived experience which remains elusive to definition and universal claims 
beyond the fact that it occurs daily. Multidisciplinary dialogue across the 
academy continues to tease out insights and entertain perspectives of dream 
function and form which add to the wealth of knowledge while generating new 
questions of what remains unknown. Following, in this sense, highlights the 
rootedness of scholarly study within wonder. Like approaching a Boston 
intersection, however close one route appears to bring a conclusive ending, it 
ultimately opens to a range of new avenues. Following in dream studies, 
continues much as a treasure hunt: seeking clues, comparing maps and methods, 
tracing and retracing steps, and working in tandem with other seekers intent of 
bringing their skills, knowledge, perspective, and practice to the wonder-imbued 
effort. Each interconnection of expertise and research clarifies the search while 
adding to its complexity. 
Tracing the sacred through studying reminds scholars in practical 
theology, spirituality, and dream studies, alike, that each discipline draws upon 
memory by pulling written and living texts from the past into ongoing 
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comparison and contrast with present research, knowledge, and contexts.72 Study 
requires scholarly acceptance of self-reports in these disciplines—concerning 
dream reports, narrative sharing, transcendent encounters with the Divine, 
and/or transformative practice. The limits of language necessitating root 
metaphors in self-reporting, dreamwork, and spiritual practices require 
researchers to devise descriptive models. Even so, these models create additional 
overlays of artificial bounding of the larger meanings of lived experience.  
Seeking God, wonder, mystery, and the unknown through study 
inevitably highlights to the practical theologian and spirituality scholar the 
limitations of scholarship when half the object of study is the Ineffable. John W. 
de Gruchy observes, “The way of ‘unknowing’ begins when it dawns on us that 
God is beyond our knowing, and therefore the answers to ultimate questions are 
also beyond our grasp.”73 Humanity and human practice may be closely 
examined, but the Divine must be sought via tracings, talismans, and markers of 
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73 John W. de Gruchy, “Epilogue: Lived Theology is Being Led into 
Mystery,” in Lived Theology: New Perspectives on Method, Style, and Pedagogy, ed. 
Charles Marsh, Peter Slade, and Sarah Azaransky (Oxford: Oxford University 
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Presence. Within dream studies, researchers must enact study through similar 
markings beyond subjects amenable to the scientific method of exploration, such 
as studying the biological functions of dreaming. Imperative to dream research 
scholarship, spiritual experiences and religious contexts require place and 
valuing within dream studies’ academic discourse. Patricia M. Davis notes that 
valuing dreams and dreaming shifted across Christian history:  
…from a time when religious experience through dreams was valued to a 
time when such experiences needed to be hidden….Valuing religious 
experience must be combined with methods of discernment. It is 
important that people not feel they must hide their religious experiences. 
But is it also valid to be concerned about false claims of direct 
encounters….74   
 
Dream studies and spirituality studies hold particular capacity in 
academic discourse to create spaces for destigmatizing dreams,75 dreaming, and 
transformative dream and waking experiences within scholarship. Doing so also 
encourages scholarship on current experiences which disavows the textual 
                                                 
74 Patricia M. Davis, “Discerning,” 54-55. 
75 Davis provides a crucial case study of dream stigmatization in Martin 
Luther King, Jr.’s “dream in the kitchen” in January, 1956, three days before his 
home was bombed. See Davis, “Discerning,” 51-54. 
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impression—especially in spirituality studies—that transformative dreams and 
visions precipitously dropped off in Christianity in the last century after 1900 
years of continual dream and visionary reporting.  By drawing these lived 
experiences into regular academic research, discourse, and curriculum, these 
disciplines can bring such events in from the margins of “acceptable” 
scholarship. Doing so also speaks to Davis’ noted concerns of incorporating 
discernment regarding false claims as the realm of careful study creates checks 
and balances. Within Mainline Protestant contexts of theological education, a 
revival of discerning and communal practices of evaluating transformative 
experience could extend the academic discourse further and encourage lines of 
connection between ecumenical and interfaith practices and research. 
Finally, tracing the sacred’s sketching returns to the Scherenschnitte artisan 
carefully lifting an original image into a transposed version. Sketching faithfully 
seeks to envision the sacred moment, the encounter of lived experience, into new 
models, contexts, and formation.76 For spirituality studies, sketching requires a 
return to transformative reports with interdisciplinary eyes that honor the lived 
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experience in memory while holding it to critical and contextual scholarship. 
Additionally, sketching pulls ancient practices into analysis of how they may 
continue to form and inform new generations. What are crucial elements of the 
practice? What aspects are flexible in context? What requires reinterpretation in 
the careful lifting of image and translating space from the original?  
In dream studies and practical theology, sketching invites creative and critical 
forms of innovative lifting from the original page in how lived experience informs 
the disciplines. Such endeavor risks not only inciting transformation beyond the 
original experience but also the scholar, personally. Peter Slade notes, “The lived 
theologian is located in the Church, but she or he is also located in the academy. 
There are fundamental differences between the academy and the Church—but 
moving in and between these institutions means that the lived theologian has to 
develop a theological double consciousness.”77 For both the practical theologian—
with one foot in the academy and one in Christian community—and the dream 
                                                 
77 Peter Slade, “The Risk and Responsibilities of Lived Theology,” in Lived 
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studies scholar—balancing their discipline and transformative dreams—such 
double consciousness certainly creates subjectivity. It also provides an 
accessibility to understanding nuances of experience otherwise overlooked. This 
two-footedness allows a hermeneutical flow and counter-flow between and 
across the discipline, experience, and practice that holds possibilities for 
generative, renewing, and, indeed, transformative insight in both camps. Such 
insight informs how the process of awakening, attending, attuning, and acting may 
respond to the constraints and bounding of daily lived experience in tracing the 
sacred through scholarship. 
B. Informative Scholarly Implications: Future Possibilities and Imagining 
This dissertation emphasizes the need for spirituality studies and practical 
theology to enter into robust scholarly discourse with dream studies. Practical 
theology’s interdisciplinary work with social sciences and arts/humanities and 
dream studies field of multidisciplinary scholarship proffer avenues to begin 
dialogue. Spirituality studies, too, can bring a wealth of Christian mystical and 
spiritual practices and experience to dream studies’ examination of spiritual and 
religious traditions. So too, these same traditions offer dialogue partners with 
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Christian spirituality to examine means by which people experience, remember, 
interpret, and find meaning within both transcendent and daily experience. 
With this broadening discourse, this dissertation also calls for an 
atmosphere of receptivity and openness, a habitus, to dreams’ contributions to 
daily life. Recognizing the regularity of dreaming—both remembered and 
forgotten dreams—may prevent their continued marginalization in spirituality 
scholarship focused on contemporary experience. That dreams can be unwieldy 
to study and remain, in part, functionally elusive, is not a reason to ignore their 
active role within daily sleep and their implications for memory- and meaning-
making in waking. Dreams allow another avenue to carefully examine and 
consider the work of the Divine within human life and creation. As such, they 
challenge spirituality studies to consider their import in contemporary life. 
This dissertation emphasizes the need for balancing time valuations 
between work, rest, and sleep. The four time urgencies of finitude, productivity, 
self-worth/identity, and 24/7 accessibility each pose avenues for ongoing critical 
scholarship within practical theology and spirituality studies. Social injustices 
created by environments that celebrate overwork to the detriment of rest and 
sleep dehumanize people into commodities and machinery. Such environments 
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in both urban and rural settings further exacerbate not only sleep deprivation but 
also socio-economic, support network, and power imbalances. While this 
dissertation argues for rebalancing time valuation as a means to reorder such 
imbalances, additional work to establish multivalent theological implications 
which builds on embodied theologies within liberation, womanist, feminist, 
disablement, and trauma studies must continue. Of particular concern, the risk of 
24/7 accessibility to children and young adults via cellular and internet use 
impacts not only their ability to sleep well but also correlates to waking issues of 
well-being including increased anxiety, depression, and addictive behaviors.78 
Dream studies’ research brings these concerns to the fore. Spirituality studies 
may further this work by continuing to strengthen interconnection between 
humanity and Holy Rest/Sabbath practices. Further research beyond the scope of 
this project may determine how Holy Rest can be recognized and valued within 
                                                 
78 Li, Lepp, and Barkley, “Locus of Control,” 450-51, 456; Thomée, 
Hārenstam, and Hagberg, “Mobile Phone Use,” 7, 10. 
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a dominant culture that increasingly questions the value of religion and spiritual 
practices.79    
The constraints of working with dreamwork practices that are published 
or performed as training at IASD limits this research’s scope. Simultaneously, it 
highlights the critical need to reclaim and redevelop Christian spiritual practices 
of dreamwork and dream interpretation within both Christian spirituality 
studies and dream studies. Further research beyond Mainline Protestantism and 
its theological academies by Christian spirituality studies may extend the 
questions raised in this project to potential dreamwork practices within 
Evangelical, Holiness/Pentecostal, Catholic, and Orthodox traditions. The 
diversity of dreamwork practices across religio-spiritual traditions already 
examined by dream studies is also an avenue of further interdisciplinary and 
interspiritual study for Christian dreamwork. Similarly, the impact of DUSC on 
attitudes and acceptance of dreams and dreamwork requires ongoing study and 
discourse with non-DUSC dream practitioners and dreamworkers. Much can be 
                                                 
79 “Importance of Religion in One’s Life,” Pew Research Center Religious 
Landscape Study. 
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gleaned from the wisdom of indigenous and multicultural people groups 
regarding dreaming cultures, attitudes, practices, and interpretive discernment.  
Throughout the project, I have avoided language that associates dreams 
with aspirations, wishing, or other waking reverie. This research focuses on the 
actual lived experience of dreaming and subsequent reflection upon it rather 
than dreams as hopes or desires. However, such language pervades DUSC and 
may well contribute to the denigration or devaluing of the daily lived experience 
of dreaming by making it seem trite or fantasy. This conundrum lends itself to 
further consideration, however. In writing of Martin Luther King, Jr.’s “I Have a 
Dream” speech, Barbara Holmes reflects, “Dreaming may be the only remedy for 
nihilism, hopelessness, and the self-destruction and community dissolution that 
inevitably follow when people lose hope.”80 What role does dreaming play—
literal and figurative—in the interconnections of past necessity, present freedom 
and responsibility, and future possibilities with hope? Confronted with systemic 
time unbalancing, social injustices, natural and human-generating disasters, and 
daily uncertainty, how may the figurative analogy of dreaming perhaps form 
                                                 
80 Holmes, Dreaming, 88. 
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and inform actual dreaming—and vice-versa? As dreaming communities 
devoted to world peace commit themselves to intentional dreams, where does 
hope now abide? Therein lies another path for practical theological scholarship. 
Finally, dreams and dreaming are but one reality enclave within daily life 
that necessitates attention. Further research into other marginalized lived 
experiences will contribute to the ever-growing web of relational life. Such 
commonly experienced experiences to consider include: waking daydreams, 
reverie, and being “lost in thought;” threshold spaces—literal and figurative—as 
daily spatial and temporal points of transition and change; and the impact of 
“small talk” to connect and disconnect people. Like most dreams, each of these 
seemingly innocuous, easy to forget experiences hold both memory and meaning 
and garner spaces for theological reflection and spiritual care. Like dreams, each 
experience, small or magnificent, also holds an invitation to be present with the 
Divine. 
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APPENDIX A: BIBLICAL REFERENCES OF DREAMS, VISIONARY 
ENCOUNTERS, AND SLEEP 
This abridged list of biblical texts demonstrates the array of transformative 
dreaming, divine encounters, waking visions, and admonitions to honor sleep in 
daily life. 
Genesis 
1:1-31  First Creation account may be read as a dream report/narrative. 
 
19:1-38 Angels visit Lot in Sodom and later warn him to flee. 
 
20:1-13 God tells King Abimelech in a dream Sarah is Abraham’s wife.  
 
28:10-16 Jacob incubates a visionary dream (Jacob’s Ladder) at Bethel. 
 
31:8-13 Jacob’s dream encounter with the angel of God who directs him to 
leave Laban and return to his native land.  
 
31:22-31 God directs Laban in a dream not to harm Jacob for fleeing from 
him.   
 
32:22-31 Jacob wrestles with a man/God through the night at Peniel. 
 
37:5-10 Joseph’s dreams of ruling over his brothers and their resulting 
animosity toward him. 
 
40:6-23 Joseph divines Pharaoh’s cup bearer’s and baker’s dreams, and 
they then occur in waking life. 
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41:1-36  Joseph divines Pharaoh’s dreams of feast and famine. 
 
46:1-7 Jacob hears God’s voice in dreams comforting him as he moves his 
family to Egypt. 
 
Exodus 
3:2-3 Moses’ visionary encounter with the angel of the Lord in the 
burning bush. 
 
Numbers 
12:1-15 God confronts Aaron and Miriam about Moses in a cloud before 
the tabernacle; indicates revelations via dreams and visions for 
others but with Moses, divine encounter is face to face. 
 
Deuteronomy 
13:1-8 Admonition not to allow false prophets and dream diviners to turn 
the people away from their God.   
 
Judges 
7:12-15 Gideon hears another man’s dream and its interpretation and acts 
on it to wage war on Midian. 
 
I Samuel 
3:2-15 A young Samuel has vision of the Lord and receives prophecy 
regarding Eli during the night. 
 
8:1-22 Samuel and God speak directly in prayer; God tells Samuel to grant 
the people’s wish for a king. 
 
II Samuel 
7:4-17 God directs Nathan to tell King David he is not to build the 
Temple. 
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I Kings 
3:3-15 God appears to Solomon in a dream and grants his request for 
wisdom.  
 
19:1-21 An angel directs Elijah in dreams; Elijah meets God in a sacred cave 
and follows directions to make Elisha his protégé  
 
I Chronicles 
17:1-27 God directs Nathan in a night vision that King David shall not 
build the Temple; David complies. 
 
Job 
4:12-21 Job’s dream report of a visitation and message from God. 
 
7:11-20 Job’s complaint of God’s harassment in dreams and visions; sleep 
disturbances.   
 
20:3-9  The wicked are ephemeral, fleeting like dreams and visions.   
 
33:12-18 God speaks in dreams and visions to frighten people from their 
wickedness. 
 
Psalms  
127:2  Admonition to adequately rest and sleep. 
 
Ecclesiastes 
5:2-7  Foolishness and vanity of dreams. 
 
Song of Songs 
5:2-6  A poetic dream report of sensual encounter, longing, and loss. 
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Isaiah   
6:1-8 Isaiah’s vision of God upon the throne; burning coal cleanses his 
lips to speak God’s message. 
 
29:7-12 Those persons standing against Israel are like dreamers whose 
longing dreams do not come true; who have visions and cannot see. 
 
Jeremiah 
23:25-32  False prophets profess to have prophetic dreams. 
 
27:6-22 Do not listen to false divination and dreams directing the people 
not to adhere to the King of Babylon, Nebuchadnezzar. 
 
29:7-8 Dream imagery. Ephemeral dreams, unquenched dreams of 
hungry and thirst. 
 
Ezekiel (note: Ezekiel regularly locates and dates visionary and dream 
encounters in much the same way as modern dream reports.) 
1  Ezekiel’s vision at the river Chebar among the exiles. 
 
8:2  Ezekiel’s vision of a burning man. 
 
11:24-25 The Spirit leaves Ezekiel and the vision ends. He shares it with the 
exiles in Chaldea. 
 
37:1-10 Ezekiel’s vision of Valley of Dry Bones. 
 
48:8-22 Establishing the sacred space for the Temple.  
 
Daniel 
2:2-47 King Nebuchadnezzar’s interpreters, the Chaldeans, cannot 
interpret his dream; Daniel receives the interpretation from God in 
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a visionary dream with prior incubation practices and prayer of 
thanksgiving afterward.  
 
4:4-28 Daniel interprets Nebuchadnezzar’s second dream as he will lose 
his kingdom, fall into humiliation, and then be restored. It comes to 
pass. 
 
5:5-30 Group vision at King Belshazzar’s feast of a finger writing on the 
wall. Daniel is summoned to interpret it: predicting the King’s 
death. 
 
7:1-28  Daniel prophetically dreams, writes a dream report. 
 
Joel 
2:28-32 Prophecy God’s Spirit will pour upon the people who will have 
visions, dream dreams, and receive calling from God. 
 
Amos 
7:1-9  Amos’ visions from the Lord. 
 
8:1-6  Amos’ vision from the Lord of a basket of summer fruit. 
 
9:1  Amos’ vision of the Lord standing beside the altar. 
 
Zachariah 
1:8 Zachariah’s night vision of a man upon a red horse with three 
additional horses behind him. 
 
3  Zachariah’s vision of Joshua and Satan before the Lord. 
 
4  Zachariah’s vision of a lampstand and olive trees.  
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5 Zachariah’s visions of a flying scroll and a women condemned and 
saved. 
 
6:1-8  Zachariah’s vision of four chariots.  
 
10:2 People lack a shepherd, so the divination, dreams, and visions lead 
them astray. 
 
Matthew 
1:20-25 Joseph’s dream visitations and message from an angel regarding 
marrying Mary. 
 
2:12-22 Dream guidance results in waking action: Magi warned to avoid 
Herod in a dream; Joseph directed to go to and return from Egypt 
and then to avoid Judea and go to Galilee all in dreams. 
 
27:19 Pilot’s wife is warned to avoid dealing with Jesus in a dream and 
warns her husband while he sits in the judgement seat. 
 
Luke 
24:13-35 Cleopas & companion’s visionary encounter with resurrected Jesus 
on road to Emmaus. 
 
Acts 
2:15-24 Recitation of Joel 2:28-32 connecting the pouring of God’s Spirit 
upon the people with Jesus the wonder-worker raised from death 
by God. 
 
7:30-32 Recounting of Moses’ vision of the burning bush. 
 
9:3-19 Paul’s vision of Jesus on road to Damascus; Ananias’ vision from 
God directing him to help Paul. 
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10:1-33 Cornelius’s vision during prayer of the angel of God directs him to 
seek out Peter in Joppa. He acts on the dream. Peter, in prayer, has 
vision of clean and unclean things to eat and voice directing him to 
Cornelius. He also acts on his experience. 
 
16:9-10 Paul’s night-time visionary visitation and message from a man of 
Macedonia. 
 
18:9-11 God directs Paul in a dream to remain in Corinth where he will be 
safe. He stays a year. 
 
22:17-21 God directs Paul in a visionary trance to leave Jerusalem and go to 
the Gentiles. 
 
23:11  Paul’s night-time visionary visitation and message from Jesus. 
 
27:21-26 Paul shares a dream where an angel assures him that he and the 
people on the boat with him will not die but will be shipwrecked. 
 
I Corinthians 
2:12-13 Spiritual interpretation. 
 
12:7-11 Manifestations of the Spirit include prophecy, discerning spirits 
 
13  Humanity cannot know everything but only in part in this life.  
 
II Corinthians 
12:1-4  Paul speaks of visions and revelations. 
 
I John 
4:1  Discernment of spirits 
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Revelation The book of Revelation, as is common in apocalyptic literature, 
comprises a number of metaphoric and dream-like imagery and 
sequences throughout it.   
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APPENDIX B: DREAM GROUP MODELS 
The following models offer a small sample of examples of group dream sharing 
methods practiced in morning groups and workshops at dream studies and 
IASD conferences and workshops. These group methods share a few 
commonalities and congruent working assumptions. Dream groups at these 
meetings usually meet each morning throughout the conferences effectively 
creating cohorts for group dreamwork for the duration of the gathering. Dream 
groups beyond such meetings may be ongoing or one-time. For example, Kelly 
Bulkeley reports organizing and leading dream groups in colleges, 
congregations, and for children. College groups are usually experimental while 
congregational groups focus on spiritual discernment. Children’s groups focus 
more on reenacting dreams.1 Jeremey Taylor facilitated groups in “hospitals, 
prisons, AIDS clinics, schools, and churches.”2 
                                                 
1 Bulkeley, Transforming Dreams, 157. 
2 Bulkeley, Transforming Dreams, 159. A notable example of his work is a 
case study of Taylor’s work with inmates in San Quentin prison. See Taylor, The 
Wisdom, 125-136. 
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Notably, the following commonalities are not universal in group dream 
sharing and should not be generalized to indigenous, religious, and artistic 
interpretations and practices of dream sharing. The included examples rely on a 
few methods which are published or practiced in certification programs. They do 
not fully represent the broad and creative range of dreamwork methods 
available. Additionally, the following examples are synopses of the more 
detailed descriptions available in the cited texts or offered directly by the dream 
worker. To attempt one or more of these methods, refer to the authors’ original 
texts or consult a dream worker experienced in a given method. 
Common among these dream groups examples, dreamers “work” a 
dream, i.e. share it through a designated method with a group and then have the 
group interpretively process the dream for meaning. Generally, groups have a 
facilitator who holds the time and ensures the method’s steps are followed. 
Facilitation may be with a designated facilitator with some level of dreamwork 
training or extensive experience or may be a shared role among members of an 
ongoing group.  
Such dreamwork methods assert the primacy of the dreamer in 
interpretation and experience of it. Group members may glean insights for their 
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own benefit through the process, but they do not dictate to the dreamer the final 
interpretation of the dream for her/him personally. This commonality should not 
be generalized to other dreamwork methods. Instead, when considering a given 
dreamwork method, an initial determinant should include who may claim 
agency to interpret and discern a dream and where hermeneutical boundaries 
exist within a method. 
These models assume to varying degrees that group dreamwork may 
afford hermeneutical insights to both the dreamer and the group participants. 
Therefore, working another person’s dream holds potential revelation through 
the lived experience of hearing the dream and meditating upon it. Some models 
derive from the perspective that dreams generate solely from the dreamer’s 
current waking life experiences and thus hold primary interpretive focus for the 
dreamer and tangential import for participants. Other models root in the 
perspective that dreams are informed from both waking life and uniquely 
generated lived experiences during sleep. These models invite a broader 
interpretive lens that more readily incorporates interpretive projections from 
dream group participants as well as the dreamer.  
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Dream groups usually maintain a level of collegial confidentiality. 
Participants expect to refrain from discussing the details of other member’s 
dreams outside the dream group. Any notes taken by participants are handed 
over to the dreamer at the end of the session.  
Jeremy Taylor’s Model3 
 “Touch-in” where participants briefly share how they are feeling. This 
point allows for a general assessment of both the group and the individual 
participants.  
 Centering meditation brings participants into focus.  
 Participants offer a headline, or title, to a dream they are willing to share, 
and one dream is selected to be worked by the group.  
 Intensive group work with the dream.  
 The dreamer tells the dream in its entirety 
 The group asks clarifying questions about details in the dream 
 The group projects onto the dream: participants place themselves in the 
role of the dreamer of this dream and begin creatively projecting their 
                                                 
3 Taylor, The Wisdom of Your Dreams, 141-50. 
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own responses to it using the phrase, “If this were my dream...” to begin 
each sentence.  
o This phrase is intended to keep participants conscious of their 
projecting upon someone else’s experience.  
 Taylor poses Four Questions to discern when to bring projections to a 
close: 
o Have I experienced any ahas myself with regard to my own version 
of the dream? 
o “Have most other people in the group also had ahas in exploring 
the dream?” 
o Has the dreamer experienced any ahas in the course of the work? 
o Has the time allotted for the group come to an end? 
 Additional questions, thoughts, or projections, and any thoughts from 
participants who have been silent are shared. 
 The dreamer is given the last word as a closing to consider if there is 
anything left to address with the dream.  
 End with the same centering practice from the beginning of the process. 
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Haden Institute’s Modification of Taylor’s Model for Spiritual Direction 
Training4 (Modifications are noted in italics.) 
 Touch-in and centering are limited because these groups are meeting in 
cohorts throughout intensive-session weeks and have already engaged in 
check-in assessments and a variety of centering/contemplative practices.  
 The facilitator asks if anyone has a dream to share and, if so, asks the 
dreamers to give their dreams titles.  
 The group votes on which dream to hear.  
 The selected dream is then recounted by the dreamer in present tense.  
 Participants ask clarifying questions about the dream.  
 The dreamer closes her/his eyes and recount the dream again. Participants listen 
for differences and similarities in the two dream reports.  
                                                 
4 The Haden Institute Dream Group Process, facilitated by The Reverend 
Bob Haden, Kanuga Retreat and Conference Center, Hendersonville, NC, 
September 20, 2009. I participated in this dream group process with my cohort 
during each intensive course of Haden Institute’s Spiritual Direction Training 
over two years. A significant modification in this model from Taylor’s model 
involves the dreamer’s retelling of the dream a second time followed by turning 
to sit in the circle backwards to listen to the projections. 
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 The dreamer is asked to turn her/his chair around and face outward from 
the circle.  
o This action allows the dreamer to prepare to listen intentionally to 
the projections of the participants without having to register 
outward emotion. Participants are also freer in sharing their “If this 
were my dream” projections, as they do not have the dreamer 
watching them while they project themselves onto the dream.  
 Once projections are completed, the dreamer is invited to turn back to the 
circle. 
 Taylor’s final questions are posed. The group concludes with centering. 
Kelly Bulkeley’s Model5 
 Begin with a relaxed, calm mind and a playful mental state. 
                                                 
5 Bulkeley, Transforming Dreams, 124, 152-155. I participated in a morning 
dream group facilitated by Bulkeley during the 2010 IASD conference in 
Asheville, NC. Note that Bulkeley focuses on “big dreams” in his dream group 
process. Another notable diversion from Taylor and Haden Institute is that 
Bulkeley has the dreamer refrain from sharing any interpretative thoughts about 
the dream until the very end of the encounter. Then, the dreamer is to share 
her/his interpretation of the dream seemingly in the same vein as the listeners 
and without necessarily incorporating any insights gleaned from the projections. 
Listeners in the group are given significant attention in this method. 
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 The dreamer gives a detailed description of the whole dream in the 
present tense. 
 Listeners ask clarifying questions. 
 Listeners move to projecting onto the dream with “If it were my dream” 
statements. 
 The dreamer reveals what s/he thinks the dream means. 
Tess Castleman’s Model6 
 Listen closely to the dreamer’s telling the entire dream. 
 Ask for associations for all the elements in the dream including clarifying 
points and the structure of the dream. 
 Ask the dreamer for the meaning of the dream and significant elements 
 Listeners describe how the dream is significant to themselves refraining 
from judgements and opinions about the dream or the dreamer. 
                                                 
6 Tess Castleman, Sacred Dream Circles: A Guide to Facilitating Jungian 
Dream Groups (Einsiedeln: Daimon Verlag, 2009), 67-69, 175. Castleman is wary 
of Taylor=s, Haden Institute=s, and Bulkeley=s use of the “If this were my dream” 
statements. She argues for listeners to give dreamers the dominant role and does 
not have listeners contribute beyond clarifying questions until the dreamer is 
finished. Castleman also insists that the process of sharing nullifies the “If this 
were my dream” statement. By sharing the dream, it becomes the dream of the 
listener, too.  
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Walter Berry’s Model7 
 Usually, this dreamwork process requires a minimum of 45 minutes and 
up to 90 minutes to go in depth. 
 The dreamer’s description and all participants’ projections are made in 
first person. 
 Participants quickly fill the space by verbally sharing the dream each 
wishes the group to work. In quick order, participants go around 
introducing themselves with “one odd thing” from the dream. The 
facilitator quickly winnows the proffered dreams based on group interest 
until one is selected. 
 The dreamer tells the dream at a quick, lively pace gesturing or moving 
about as desired.  
                                                 
5 Walter Berry, “Early Morning Dream Group” (daily facilitated group 
dreamwork method during the 32nd annual meeting of the IASD, Virginia Beach, 
Virginia, June 6-9, 2015). Berry, a director of photography, TV, and film, and an 
artist, challenges the other methods included here by incorporating visual 
components of dreams via drawing them. He remarks, “For me, what happens 
is, the actual drawing, itself, becomes a member of the dream group.” Berry’s 
model turns emphasis away from the dreamer to the drawn picture.  
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 A second person retells the dream. Meanwhile, a third person draws it on 
a marker board or larger piece of paper without the dreamer or second 
person watching. The rest of the group observes all three of them.  
o This process separates the dreamer from the dream picture and 
allows the group to focus on the dream picture. 
 The dreamer then retells the dream for a third time with a laser pointer 
guiding the group through the picture and notes any emotions 
experienced in the dream. 
 Participants notice how the space is used in the drawing: empty or busy 
spaces, color, figures, numbers, symbols, etc. 
 The dreamer (and to a lesser extent the group participants) then consider 
Four Reflections at the end of the dreamwork: 
o Why this dream? Why now? 
o I am thankful for this dream because….in waking life 
o Because of this dream, I now realize… 
o How can I honor this dream in waking life? 
 Then, they consider a second set of reflections: 
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o If I were to say something to this dream figure which represents me 
in this dream, what would it be? 
o If this dream figure that represents me in this dream was to say 
something to me, what would it be? 
 For further reflection, the group considers: “What next? What would 
happen next in the dream?” 
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